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The Interactive Software Invocation System (ISIS) is an interactive data
management system. ISIS is being developed to act as a buffer between the
user and host computing system. ISIS provides the user with a powerful system
for developing software systems in an interactive environment. ISIS
protects the user from the idiosyncracies of the host computing system by
providing such a complete range of capabilities that the user should have no
need for direct access to the host computing system. These capabilities include
a data editor, a file manager, and a tool invoker, all under the control of a
PASCAL-like Interactive Programming Language (IPL).
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_lis document covers the latest version of the Interactive Software
Invocation System (ISIS) (12/20/79) discussing the syntax and operation of
the Interactive Program Language, IPL. IPL is based on the higher order ._
language PASCAL and anyone wishing to use ISIS should have a working knowledge
of PASCAL or have access to a PASCAL Manual (see ref. i). PASCAL was chosen
as tilebase language because of its simplicity and its wide range of capabilities.
IPL and PASCAL differences are discussed on page 12. IPL contains most of
the arithmetic operations, functions, and control statements of a traditional
programming language. This language has been extended to include statements
for data and text editing, file management, and tool invocation. _e editor
manipulates pages of text or data. The IPL statements allow insertion,
deletion, replacement, and modification of lines of text or data. The file
manager allows the user to save, access, and purge pages within a 5-1evel
hierarchical file system. The tool invoker allows the user to communicate
with the host computer system.
ISIS is being developed by Dro Wo Joseph Berman on contract for Langley
Research Center (LaRC). ISIS was originally developed under the CDC NOS-BE
operating system at the University of Virginia and is currently running under
the CDC NOS 1.3 operating system at LaRC. The transportability of ISIS is
being tested by efforts to rehost it to an IBM 370 system and to a PDP-11
machine. Anyone having an application for ISIS is welcome to use it with .i
i
the understanding that ISIS is not a production system, but a developing system, i
On the LaRC system, ISIS is stored on a direct access permanent file under
6
the user number 961300N° The control statements to access and execute ISIS are:
.....,::_.t.r.,:_ ,::.h_:i._-.i.:_.:..-"L_n:9_!',:[...,":'":_Fin, . 0 - Retrievethe ISIS file.
.....i--.i'.-.Q - ExecutesISIS
:[iS .T'.?; t,it"iI.!i'......."T_'t:.:.' ',,' 1 =-i _..,"-" :::...._:i...0 2 ..'"_1:':::...,, "i....._:'_. -:.i:::'.o 1:::,_
J.5. i;i:.i2. ,..":',:..,"::'?
b
• - Acceptable ISIS statements.
.t5° i-i:-. :!;::"._"-:.t. ,::,F::,_ - Terminate ISIS session.
i $ i S i ERt"i]:I.Ii::_:TE]::_o ,::FI:[_:[)F::EL:;:!!;: 5 ::,
- L.0Fi:..iFL i;..j4::5:2J.":',., STFIZ::KF'L. ,::,.':,..l,:=:::,"::':, i: "T J ! :,
°..
INTERACTIVE PROGRA_IING LANGUAGE (IPL) SYNTAX
The IPL descriptions provided in subsequent sections have the following
format: The IPL statement syntax at the top of the page. The words appearing
in caps must be typed as shown, whereas, the words in small letters can be
replaced with appropriate information° A discussion of the statement, what
it does, and how to use it is followed by examples illustrating how the
statement can be used° See example page 18.
The statements are discussed in groups according to capabilities. The
first group, Interactive Programming Statements, contains statements of a
traditional programming language. _le second group, File Management Statements,
allows the user to save, replace, access, and purge information which is
contained within a S-level hierarchical file system. _le third group,
Text Editing Statements, contains statements which allows editing (Insertion,
Deletion, Replacing, and Hodification) of lines of text or data which is
contained in the file system. The fourth group, Tool Invocation Statements,
allows the user to communicate with the host computer system. The fifth,
and last group, Interrogation Statements, allows the user to make inquiries




These conventions will be used in the IPL statements or in the discussions
of the statements•
? ISIS prompt - informs the user that ISIS is ready
> ISIS indication that the current statement is not
yet complete and more input is required
id Identifier
id(s) One or more identifiers separated by commas
J
£n Line number
n£ A specific number of lines
[ ] Optional information for command
I I_ Command choices are enclosed in brackets separated
by vertical slashes (I)
col Column number
inc Line increment
... ISIS acknowledgement to the _ key




The _ key has two functions. It enables the user to discard a
lly typed line and reenter it. This is in:addition to the normal
key. It also allows the user to terminate a command. The line to
be reentered may be a command statement (statement verb) or a line in the
ACTIVE page the user is in the process of editing. A good example would
be if he made a typographical error in the text being inserted. The user
hits the BREAK key, ISIS acknowledges this by printing 3 dots (...),
reprompts with the line number for reentry of the line, and then the user
retypes the information.
To terminate commands using the _ key, the user simply depresses
the _ key after he receives the prompt for the next line number.
No other information may appear on the line preceeding the
key.
EXAMPLES:
[ FI'.-;ERT 4 .. ..-2:
4. =THi S ]::'.-;RM F::.::Rt"iP!_E
6, =F'R-_-c,_,_..,.., , _LLi'.-;TRI"_TIt.ii:@*..,....... . - Histake here in s___ling. User
........ _,......... BkL,._RHH IL.LI_I!-;TRFITI_-.iI.:_"HE depressed the _.k_y_..ISIS ...........
' "' ' "t I'-'
.... _-_ ......... ...:,E OF THE r..E',REF_::_::B"r! responded with 3"tiers and prempted
i_'_= =F:R I.II::.L.HF..D!HI__11_lht:: the user for reentry of the line.
i_:. =F:l_IF-:r::...I4,l.i_:__I,,kBR_.... -Another mistake in spelling -
1,::., =I::I...IF.'.r..EI']I L ",' L::E±big "-i" "rFtzli
14. =(_* - User depressed the BREAK key to
terninate the command.
i _ ,-.==,T TE:"=,:,t"r,qATE_:IoYI'_LI..t " ! L.,!".I ! -_.....
i _.-,4 @,'I. ! '-:'
I...i '.-;T
4° =TH!S I'._; Rt-] E:::.::R['iF'LE - l.ist the ACTIVEpage to check
6. =F:'F:'.Oi-_,FItF@IILL _I'.-';Tff,:F:!T]:['.Ji::_THE correctness.
':' = ! IRE I'1F THE E:REP,i<: KE","I_ I I _ _
"r, .:,L.HB.z,I_.IG RL.IFIE@ =FnF: ,. I ... ...'_'
.... - L _"EIHG T'fPF]Ii ':' =F:I IKKEI4..... :;
..... , ..,,.-:_-g',"4_._5_'£'.'. .... . ........', .. ,,,.,_........... : ._ ....





Error indications in ISIS are similar to those in PASCAL. Syntax errors
. are denoted by an error message line printed directly below the statement
containing faulty code. Like PASCAL, this message consists of an up arrow (^)
under the statement column where the ISIS parser became confused. A short
message describing the problem follows rather than the error code numbers as
in PASCAL. These messages are intended to be self-explanatory. Several typical
examples of errors are shown below. A complete list of all possible error messages
is located in Appendix D.
1'-'='" = "':;F':iI',::I' ., _'[ ] 0F: F::EFIL.::.... , ," ..,1"?'v'l::iF.'.,:i: . u :z .J .
1:3,5 9.2. 3 ? F?.=2 ; I...I= I;
1':' !::;,..-.r=':"-:' F::EPEi::l'T'
14 n;:i i ".:''" "," I:;..:,I...!, ':"":"-'.:,_.F::']:_,:R!,_F.:._,_.I...I,_ - Parentheses were used for
........................::.::::.::::.:: '*' " .'.'=' E::'::PI:::'['i'FII arrays instead of squareI'%1 ; %1 i,%1 I,%1 1"%11,' 1 s ,
brackets ([])
• I .... i I I .... ,
...... ......... L.r...... :,::.:.... A1 frame has not been15 i'1:::!',.56"i' I:::1!., I ':::;_:: i::iL.[ [!', t11::,.,.!,_,[: I,:, ' "" ' ... t EST F'!,::[.!(] i::i:F:It"! -
,.. .........................................,,.., ,, ,..,, ,,...,, ,, , i' i [ !I':?i::[::0 [] H.. I ,::'ErJ,. '.ii;T13"[L:.HEi.4'T' declared,
:[5,0 4,4,:' ?
- I: " '..,i .... , .iI- ,,:.HI__. f::l [ ._i:::12
1!:']_,,{:!5, ":'1? !:::11" ...l'::....F i::tL.:[E', HFi.,!VE,i:;'..,,,..'"'"r...f":..I:iSE'.:i;,,TEST , F'I:_:0 GI:'[:FIH - The TYPE i :STR][NG) i s
,...,,...,,...,,...,,...,,..,,...,,...,,..,I" ':=' O1";i:' ':,' E:'.-::i:::'ECTE]:),, missing on the FRAME




''FiF?.v.4. ..., t",._.., I:;I:Er'-IL. ,..,'.............i !::'1,', ....-":"-..; - The statement terminator
................................... " _ ; ' E::'::F:'EC"l'E:iJ
,",,",,",,",,",,,,',,,,', ' (;) is missing after
1b, 0 7, ,::_9 ?'!iii-1:::l!,.I ',,i:::ii:;?:i the VAR dec 1aration,
:1'.' _ _ ',r_
..... _:.I::1L.'_
• I
_'_i_ : -" !:;.:EI:tL.;
_.!= "," 0 :::::1:::
i '.=.8'.-.-.",,8O'?
. ',,,'1::iF.': ]: :, ....!:_!:::= :[H'i"; :[= :3; ....i= 2
I ."::',J.6 ..'.':::[? ,., -,_, 5 _ '_:'.::,',
., ,...,: - _15 I _ ,, ] 8? ":''" ,..,....... F::'F.'.I !".1r Z ,.,. =z '.'
':"..............._::!::1:"1I:::I..'I7 i:::li::1I,':11.]I::_I::11:::!,1 "........I;117i171--,-.":',,1tl
'"- ......... ' .........' ; - Incompatible types1.':, ].2, _2 ? r...- _:':i ; F:'F::i:t.!'i" i':::_, ""_....
::.::.................................. t" TI'.1C0 i"IF'i::_T :[""' _', ,...,, ,,...,,...,, ,,...,, , _::,L.,::: ]":i"F:'iii. (INT=REAL*INT)
• r.- 1" T





IPL contains the PASCAL variable types, REAL, INTEGER, and BOOLEAN in
abbreviated forms: REAL, INT, BOOL. ISIS has two data types not in PASCAL:
STRING and KEY. ISIS deviates from PASCAL in not allowing CHARS and ALFA's
but instead includes a type called STRING. This STRING type is similar to
the PASCAL ALFA except that there is no set length on the STRING. A STRING
contains alphanumeric information enclosed by quotation marks and may be
assigned to a variable.
The other data type not in PASCAL is the KEY type. KEY is defined as a
line number that is assigned to each line of code in the work frame. The KEY
type allows the user to define a variable which may be used in the range of
the edit commands of ISIS. KEY values are between 0.0000 and 999.9999.
In IPL a semicolon (;) placed at the end of a statement is optional
if it is not followed by another statement on that line. If there is more
than one statement on a line, then the semicolon (;) must be used to separate
the two statements.
In IPL, each simple statement must be completed on a single line, unless
explicitly continued to the next line by having a $ as the last nonblank character on
the line. The maximum number of characters permitted on a line is limited
to 133 characters.
Another IPL/PASCAL difference is in the assignment statement° IPL allows °
either = or := for assignments, whereas, PASCAL requires a :=o
Another difference of IPL is it does not use BEGIN and END's to surround





Comments are similar to those of PASCAL in that they begin with a (*;
however, unlike PASCAL, IPL comments are automatically ended with the end of
the line. This means the user doesn't have to close comments. It also means
that comments may not be followed by code nore are they automatically continued
on the next line.
Records cannot have CASE variants. IPL does not presently allow underscores
to be used as part of the variable name. IPL does not allow packing, does not
have a CASE statement, and does not allow sub range types.
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System Variables Used in Programming Statements
There are several ISIS system variables which have been made available
to the user. These variables are contained in a record (ref. i, p. 42) named
SYSTEM. _le SYSTEH record field identifiers are as follows:
Identifier Type Description
.VERBOSE - BOOL - If TRUE, SET, and CLEAR statements print
acknowledgement. If FALSE, no such acknowledgement
is printed.
.DELTA - KEY - The default range increment {inc) on the Text
Editing Statement, INSERT (default value is I)
.ALARM - INT - Twenty-four hour clock alarm - when ALARM
(clock time) is 0, then a message is printed to
the user on the CRT- ***ALARM***. _lis may be
useful to a person with a very tight schedule
• and a poor memory.
.CLOCK - INT - Is the number of elapsed milliseconds in the current
terminal session (read only variable)
.TIHE - STRING - Current day time (read only variable)
.DATE - STRING - Current date (read only variable)
.F - KEY - The first line number in a frame.
.L - KEY - The last line number in a frame.
.C - KEY - _le current line number in a frame.
.K - KEY - Current line number in a FOREACH loop only,
otherwise it is zero.
.COUNT - INT - Number of items in the range of the last
editing command (other than FOREACH).
oUSERNUM - STRING - Current seven character user number. _i
To obtain the information in this record, the user may inquire with SHOW ID _i
SYSTEM, or PRINT SYSTEM. The SIIOWID SYSTEM will print out the field identifier






i!.J. '.',4. _'::' -' . -, .-....: ,,FiLFiF.'.H=:=i,i.q6 Set .ALARMfor 11:56
:[i.-.5 4.- ._.i: :i;?
.:::'F;ili"H'!" , ":L3F:K - Print SYSTEM.CLOCK
$9 P.
'i ...i, F.1'.":'i,,F:i:'::',":':
F:'Fi'.i [JT ,, 'Ti !'1!!i - Print SYSTEM.TIME
".1. D"3.-""_=
:!,1 %5,157
rz, L3 , , ..... -,,..Ir.!T TiFi'l'!i[ Print SYSTEM.DATE
?q •,-_...,.._..,:.,. ...." _',:': "Z . . .-.
j,i ,c c- ..::-::,,-:,
'.L:;I.._OHI i) '.!i!;YSTEH - Display SYSTEMrecord
!"'." 1" :-:r":l r'"
.-..i ).-. ,...,)....jj
'F+;':::'+=-[..'" E:0 i.3L: ..... ,. L# ,t ,3 ....
.,fiE-.L_TF:I: !.::i ::",";
FIL..i:lRi"i- i HT_
F..,, v..L:.,_.,..i,..,! "i .... k F'..L. T .._._
'..t'...Ei ..F: _:E.,.'-IJ..u!4-.r
" "_ "" ' ' ." IZ'%' ", ".
' : i:_'.EJlJl_.lr"L.."?,::,..,.... :!....
i':Ll-ICi:::': REFi]3Slii".iL.."?,::iI".1T::,
II i::_TE",, ,..,._,, ,.,_,, .,._c;,':',::_T',"u ....., :'!;"I"R]'.Hi"_.":,.
TTHE'_ REf_I)3t..iL"_" '.-;TRi !'.!q';'
L._i 1 J..'
i i '7-)_._4.'"-
i'l:":'..iFiT '.ii?,"r".::i:'l'EH = Print SYSTEMrecord
',::'_"F.:E:i'.]i'. !:E =.'. "."F;'.i.IZ v ar i ab 1es an d va 1ue s
i)E,,L q"F, = i,
'_"'H ,-,,, _..............i'_ _ ! ". _ c::;_."
K = _.!ii,
F = " 99'!i;i.,9'i!iig':ii_
L = _i:._,
T),.qTE = ,-:'9...ii!i8.."29.
Ti HE = :t:L,,!:-;6 ,,06 ,,
ei..:,!..:£-_.?.!,_.FiL i::i[_'.['I +__,i..i,_-._,-._, . - Alarm rues s age is
_ ,:- li_%:',".::i._........... ,.... .. typed when the alarm




[line of code] [ (*comment ]
User comments may be added to program code. A left parenthesis followed
by an asterisk, (*, indicates the beginning of the comment. The end of the
comment is denoted by the end of the line. This means that comments cannot
be embedded in IPL statements. Comments are not automatically continued




These have been divided into two groups: the Declarative statements
which describe program variables, and the Action statement which are the
executable statements. It should be noted here that the IPL compiler
collects all declarations first, allocates space for them and then puts
them into a symbol table. This is done without regard to the program logic
or the order in which they appear. An illustration of this is shown in the
example below:
IF X > Y THEN VAR Z:STRING;
ELSE VAR Z:REAL;
END;
You would expect only one of the declarations to be declared based on the
program logic, but in actuality both declarations will be collected for
allocating space and since a variable may be declared only once, the IPL
compiler will consider this an error° IPL, being an interactive language,
allows the user to make declarations at any time or anywhere in the program.
17
Programming Statements
ABBREV abbrev-id(s) : statement - verb
The ABBREV statement allows the user to abbreviate ISIS statement verbs.
More than one abbreviation may be given to a single statement verb. See
SHOW STATEbIENTSfor list of verbs that may abbreviated. ABBREVS are cleared
by the ERASE statement. ABBREV can only be used in the ACTIVE frame at present.
EXAblPLE:
t..::_::,oi::,__.': PR :_i.,!:F';:.?i bit _ - Set P, PR, and W as abbreviation for.:... L., !...... : _ .. . : ....
":; ,'_ ".'_.'.".z - .-',
_.,,:,,._,::_,5 _::.:? PRINT
SHi]ibi .::_..,:::'':::_,_':',t_""__`.::=:-
![ ! I". _i _ "'_r"z J'.t:::'=_':= . _";'::.]'., ,'T" , - Show abbreviations
" F: "': PR i i".!T
:__",..., '_, F"R]'.HT _ - Use abbreviations in place of PRINT







I,I t"'l -d" ."
2 :!.S
;'::i::' ".'.,.'1 " "" "_:
ER1::{SE i:::'i ;;:_,[.,.i





TYPE type-id(s) I=I:} type-specification
The TYPE statement is similar to the TYPE section of a PASCAL program. It
allows the user to specify a new TYPE for subsequent use in variable declaration
statements. The type specification consists of combining any of the system-
provided types (INT,BOOL,REAL,STRING,KEY,ARRAY,RECORD) into RECORDS and ARRAYS,
etc. to obtain a user-defined type. Subsequent type specifications may involve
previous user-defined types in addition to system-provided types. Types are
disposed of by the ERASE statement. As each TYPE statement is processed, the
types are immediately entered into tables. No code is generated by this statement.
This means that pages which contain TYPE statements are EXEC'ed repeatedly or
those which have compilation errors and are re-executed will fail on the second
execution because their types have been previously declared. This may be overcome




'.3::_:.-:5,56'-'TYF'E F'EF:::-;13i..i'.-;:F.:ERL; - Declare types
.4-,-r,, r',F M_"C",:' • - ,"" - 1.! , .=,] I-IF B I'1I'11 _.E!'.':.:':6.1 L:. ' _ ,,, ....... .HF..KHY[ .... .
J-:'1',"',:'_ 4":'-,'r', .,,'.-r..'- I:::,_"1-.l _' 1-'- " :-'1-"
-...., _.. ,- :. _r - ,.,,._.._ : e.E..UF.:D HIj[,1• i t'-I"l"; FL _ =. BI]n L ; i"-IFI1'1: i-;TF.:I Hr;; EI.ID;
•.-4: !"rE F..r_._.N FtF.'.F.:FI","E.L:':3 OF F..:r.:l"i;
0° '."::::.6'7'
:" - '.2 :P" -°
•.:-,HEfl.,_T F_'.=,
q ht_ ",-' .q=
,_:.:, • RRRR','r I..5] 0F BIOL) -Display TYPE symbol table
", EF...:,Ui!.:, " : F..EHL.
















TheVAR statementis similarto theVAR sectionof a PASCALprogram. It i
allo_:sthe user to assign a prespecified type (REAL, INT,BOOL,STRING,KEY "i
and user defined types) to program variables. All program variables must be
declared in this manner. If _he user fails to declare all variables.being "i
used, the ISIS system interrogates the user for the type of the undeclared i
variable instead of aborting the command. Variables are eliminated using i
the ERASE statement, i
Declared variables are assigned default values by the ISIS system.
Integers and real n6mbers are set equal to zero, Booleans are set FALSE
and strings are empty (zero length). As eadh VAR statement is processed,
the var!ables are immediately entered into tables. No code is generated
by this statement. This means that pages which contain VAR statements are
• EXEC'd repeatedly as those Which have compilation errors and are re-executed
will fail on the second execution because the variables have been previously
declared. _lis may be overcome by preceding all VAR statements with an ERASE




.,.,,_,_............. - Declare variables!"-_.:]4._. I, :', ,r. , .,__.,.Z'_'_"L.,..,. _n
I0. '-'_.:,,.41vy'AR i,..I iNT
,- ,_ • _.4. h,_ l , E1d__._LU. :=:4 • ,_= ,". , ,-_.... - - '-" "
,.@...,....@4'7Y'AF.:H Ri,I: :-3TR ii'.IG,
I 0, :-',.'.,.16"...'T","F'E RECH: _KF..H, L I, . :?,] OF BOOL, - Define types
' '- '-'= REF:H_t'_..-,..,,42'?',.'RR iHPT"
I 0 :",el. ":" " F..'PPI',"" '"'" BOOL ; .:,HI.., • '.-;TRi I'.la...,, ,'-I'..ll,• : - ..'TYF'E LO E:K: . .... _ .L ,.,r_. '-' "_'" -' "" a"
iQ :'::6.='-'-''''p '-' _'" "-"'• .J,:, : ,,,H,, E,I rt, . UUL.}..,
i '-1 ::',7 _ _ " " " , Hr:..:,..... , :',:,H-h /-'_" _-'Displayvariables in
:PTHE :: F.I.EI":I_-IF.'.[I symbol table to show
._IN. HI'IL'IL; the new declared
- _" '-.... Variables have been.:,HI.I , .:,T r;.I N13.".
END; included in the symbol
:E', .q: EjCJI"JL.:. table •
• .- • = '-n_ l' I-: " " E,U-II ._
nH ,-,Try.i Ng .:-
'iHPT '" ARRR"," [1 3_ OF R-II"IL;
'I ': IHT;
'.j ': !NT.:, -'
-i - i;
' ',:.:', ': KEHL,
'"," ': REFIL;
t 1--1 I
:7" ' " REnL,I
ibg.45.45?Z=_+Y;
I _,.'_: R :]_ - Equation to be calculated containsthe undefined variable, A. The system
t_ System prompt _-- User response interrogates users for type. The user





The ERASE statement removes the specified types, variable-ids or frame name from the
identifier tables. More than one id may beerased at one time with ids separated
by a comma. Caution should be exercised when using ERASE. Erasure of a TYPE
will not affect already defined variables of that type,'but it will prevent
the user from defining new variables of that type. Also, note that erasure of the
ACTIVE frame is not allowed.
EXAMPLE:
_::_'!ii_=24, q_i?:!!!:HLiJ_.i]YF'[!iS - Display existing types
".-.:L.:!'!'...' ............
I II'..i%!I _ L..t = = _...,t......L .
i';::"i ..-.v.- .":.i:-:
:::.M..ki "v'blRS - Display existing .variables
' FI "' : F,IIE i:::iL ;
' C ' ,', REi:::iL.
' F:[q:illi"iF'1 ' : S'I Ri i.ii]
' ;::: :' " i f'.lT ..:.
' "_' _' _ RE i:::iL !i
2: ' _ RE F:IL '_
i[!iq..0,='.':'. ..,_':: 4.3?
Ei:::,_::,c-_:" P i::"I::,".:-,:-_-. ,", [!,,!__....,..,, ........... ,...c,,..,,",o._,',: ,... - Erase types and variables from tables
_:i':_,:2_,0 __-::'"
Si...I-_I.I T"r'i:::'F :--;
'.,,-..___:::r F' .'_ :' ,_ FiRi::i:i:::i"f' [_'i : =3 ..................'1 I"'iF" i:::',I "i"il. ,_
,'::,,.::,'::,::r 3 !!:i?%' .. "= : - L.' .-1
L::!;HOH',,,'F:_i.:.::ii!; - Display types and variables again to show
.__::,_::,r"_.,-Im'r.,,...,...,,,, I,_ S]'i:;:,'i"..If_;_..:.. that the erased variables and types were"
_'FI:ESF:'OH!!!;E ' :: ...."::"ri:ii:ii"ii'._,. .. removed frdm the identifier table
"_"!" _ _; I"::I:::I"1L











var-id {=I:=1 arithmetic expression
The assignment statement consists of a program variable, an = sign and
an expressio_ The resultant value of the expression is assigned to the variable
on the left hand side of the equal sign.
Types must be cozpatible as there is not implicit conversion in IPL.
EXAbWLES:
A=X+Y





EXITIF cond i t i ona l  
The EXITIF s ta tement  allows t h e  u s e r  t o  e x i t  from t h e  middle of a loop 
s tatement  (IF, WHILE, REPEAT, LOOP, AND FOR) when a s p e c i f i e d  cond i t i on  becomes 
t r u e .  The EXITIF may appear anywhere i n  t h e  loop. A s i n g l e  loop may con ta in  
any number of  EXITIFs. 
2 " .' ' . . . . . .  
.:. 0 ..; . - 7 .  ::. ; , , 
. i ; . . .  -.- . : ,::> i..:. 
- 
b. .: 





- , : 
- j 0: 
. . .  
-- 
.i.i:. 
..- . -- 
.-I * 
-- . := 7 ,.. + .: ' . : .?: ,. 
... 
-. 
: -.r ."! .:.: .:. :.? : 
. . .  . . . .  ._.; j / j .:. 
v :  --,, 8 : :. - - - .  " ' ;.- ; ; ..:, :: = i; i j  ;-; 
. . . .  I-! 
-. ? 
. . ;,., ,-: :' . , '  '7 .., = 
.... : , , .'. :.' .: :., : ..: y - A WHILE loop 
: Y 
. , .: a : - - T:7:.;l.17.  
, ....... ;  ;. I.I : L; : 1- G. 5 7 :  = ~2 :? 5; .;::.;:;!:;I 5 = - ,  I~ !; ? ;.:; ? ,:,., 5 = containing an 
.! .:. ... 
.i _. . 
-- 
.- 
: .,... i -': .< -..-,.-. -. $ 8  3 
-- : -!- , .! , . i..-,! .-; 2 ,::I ; EXITIF statement 
. r r... . :. ..! - k, y, ; 1 1- :.? ..' - a-> = . 
. _I., i.', 'i- ::I . (residing in ACTIVE 
- - ..... 
. . 
..- 




. . .  ; .": :.> 
. . - 2. -: . c:. . 
. . . .  -: ,-: .., :... :... - . 
. . . . .  
.. :: . 
-? .- : :.. +,, : i 1- .'-a : '.:-'. 
: . . .  . .-:L :,,,: L , + . ~ ~ ; ; ~ . : . : " ~ : ~ ~ ~ i - ' ~ ,  , ._ :; " :, :-.: ,.: ::x y j  : f ..-! > :> ;: ?.J LI + ci 9 2 = ::.{ . . . . . . . . .  .... ...... ,.-. .  - . , *:, ,. ,.", ,-:. -7 :: =- -: ..", :-, E-, : 
- Execute ACTIVE page 
. ", -1,: ,-. :' . .- ..:a ..'., .-; .-: 
-, -: = : ,, ; '..: .- :. .. ...: ,,:: ;  ;.i. 2 + Cf i.; j - ..i- :. *,. 5 8-. . 
.. . ......... L- - - . 
8'-: .-, ,-, ."' ,-, .- 
I-: ;-I a ,:, p, - -. L ,-' 6:; - :_j - .: - I> -1 .-I .-v .- 1 1 1 .1 1 4 -- c .:, ,, .: E ,- a;I &-  ::.:: 
.. . . . .  
."': 
:: .:, ,Q r :  . : -': ,: j.-- ;. .- 
. :  . . .  ' . : . .+ , . . . . .  ! : , ;  .,. ' r ~ r r . ~  : - i ,.,;,if L . , . : -4 -2 - . - .. 7. - - . -. - .... 6 6 cj .' .a= ; - t-, 
. . 
. . 
.' .?: ..I: ,-, .", ," '" .-': .".: !Y.. ':I .", .. - - - -:-:.-.le :'::a 1Q50E-g$0=;:.:: 
.. . . .  .. 
.. , . . -. 7 r e .  :':::,.':;: .., . :  .: i-' -, ,::I -7; : -- 1- T'; - :-. I .  _! /.: . .: ; .. : - . - . .-., - -, - -- .- .... 
. . - 
A,. ... i: . .-: . -y ..a :I, ; ' !:: ;. i..' 
.: 2 0 5 Si E j.. 8 0 5 = ,:: . 
.. . :-. ....... ;:.; 'c.: .i ::I ,:, .:. 'r:! 1:'; .-, i:. .,, ; :lii : '.. '.' '.. :.- . . . . . .  
.. , ., .. . . . . . ' . .  . " ' . . . ' . . '  .' : ._ .! -. 2 C_ I . ~  
,: :;:; $ ;2 'j, 2 ;! 4, Cl 8 13 + i?! fi ;= = I:.! 6 . '‘ .-. " "-, ' :  ;"i : .'. -. . .... l . . . - , . . l  - : - ;.. 
...!. .. ,. "!" L.1 i.: i =: 1' ;' i-: ri: : .':, .< .-, ,;, .3 
,;, .-; c, ,? -. - 
- - I ,  
.-..- ....... 
...: . - "' . .' -' .- : l . _  . 
.. I-. ."'. .-'I / - :  ,'j ,- ._. . I ,. .-._I ... ,: L . ~  r _! .:: _ ~.l i_.i ;:: 3 7 1 E: + 6 = ;::: 
, . r: :;, ; ,:;: 4 j. 2 :+-; 3 :  :, ;--; k.l;.i - - * : -, : . .  I-: I-,-- ,, .; -': .'", .- , , .-, -- , ,-, ,- - 2. .. .......... - 3 i.! t 1-1 ..* :, ., ,' .:,t:, 4 ,  .:, {' 5 7 3 ( 5 E + Q 2 = ::.; :-: ,:; ,:; -. :-, , . :.-; - -. -? :.- ........ .- 




:.-: ;... :... I . *..L_. ' * ,<.-. !:; '-7: d !;q .:P $1 .> 7 .; &: L::F. - , , , , ,, . : . . .  .... 
. : . .: -: ..,:.;;-. 3 I ._. C. L ._.. - 
... 
'-:; s: :, . . . . . . .  "' :" .. 0 .  ' -:, ... : ;:,, i:- .. ' -:.. 3 .;:! .: - 'l" ..: 1; E ::; -- < 7' .-r .- ..i -7 ,-, .-, .I; c -, ,-. - - .... ... .. a
.. ;: : .--lbr. i 2 t  . . - ~ ~ + J ~ ~ ~ , E + o ~ G = : <  4- The output shows 
' the WHILE loop was 
exited via the 
EXITIF (x becomes, 
( 0) 
Programming Statements
IF condition THEN Istatement(s)[ELSE statement(s)]l E_[EXITIF condition]
t
The IF statement a!!o,'s for conditional execution of statements.
The condition must evaluate to a BOOL value. If the condition is TRUE,
the statements following the THEN are executed and those following the ELSE
(if present) are skipped. If the condition is FALSE, the statements following
the THEN are skipped and those following the ELSE (if present) are executed.
It should be noted thet ISIS deviates from PASCAL by not requiring
BEGIN END's ar,,,l_dthe THEN and ELSE sections o_ the IF statement when
multiple statements are contained in them.




I H r__,t r,r,15. r_ ir> IF E:::IR"_"*'.... r,INTLH E:,B=E:+I;
15.09.:':9> EL'S;EIF B=R THEN F'F:IHTL14'OI_E H;IIRE'=.TEF";
• r_._Hl,, T0 '.-;TNF'. ;15.18 8_;:: ELSE F'F.:INTLtI: "'=.... . ,
15. 10. >9 > END •.
15.1 O, :-:_> E:=E:+ 1
15, 10.46> EHD o
. !_. IC4="". ... ,.=,... E',:.:IIT IF E',>i
U......Etli15. ii. -=- ,-.
I.OOO000OOOL"1_!,q_'E+i'10










FOR var-id= initial-value [TO[DOWNTO_ final-value DO I statement(s) IEND[[EXITIF condition]
. The FOR statement _s another form of loop statement which allows the
user to perform a sequence of_statements repeatedly while the variable-id
takes on a progression of values between an initial and final value. This
progression may go either uFward or downward in value. The initial-value
and final-value may be INT variables, literals, or expressions.
EXAMPLE:
V[:::]R R :_ i:;;',Ezfi::_L.
'i !:_ 47. ';='': i:-';_!:;;:L = ! "!"i 5 D0i4I'.!T'O 'i T"l" " ....
-For statement with downward
'_.L::__,::i._.".:,'i ':::_'... ;:::"['.L ' .........'. ... .. ] - -:,,!'I.="_'_I;progression(i0 to_)
•i,-_ 4 ,...,..i-::... ...r ... h _' " "
.'.._ ,." r:' ::.• _,r ' r"": .I.11L ,h"_".'.[L:I; .....
.i.0.4 9. ].i. ;'.:. ElHiqi_,
i_:::_._Ii4":I'_''":............. ::..::. .:.,L _;:q¢_-_@,@8£! _:-_i:::l2
9 2 ,,_!:4 :?,400 !-if!._._i;@0_'"JE+6 :!2
,:::, 2, I:::I_'.39'_": " :: ........... ,:::,,-,!.:.1_:.,_ -l q£_I..-Iz1E"-I.::;H;..::
7 i ,,'.L:?,:iii',:5_ii:.__iI_i:_._t'.,3@@@@E+ _i._!q2
_i; J.. J.::::_::_4@@@-!@@0@@E+i::JI:!I2
4 t:5._:._24 i:._@_ "_@_@@_q@@E+@@:I.
:3 ;;i:,',iii::.!_!!;@@0_@@@@@I..-1E+0@:[





LOOP [statement(s)] F.XITIF condition [statement(s)] END
Q
The LOOP statementis a generalizationof the WHILE and REPEAT statements.
A set of statementsare executedrepetitivelyuntil the conditionof the EXITIF
becomestrue. This EXITIF becomes part of the loop statement. EXITIFmay
appearanywhere in the loop and when the conditionbecomes true, the loop is
exited at that point in the code. If the EXITIF is left out, the LOOP will
be executedinfinitely. If this occurs,the user can abort the commandby
depressing the _ key.
EXhaLE:
::.::,..,c: ...... ""F:'.,:!;:,::.'"i:::,TI.._,'-"_ . la '.,' ! "..L "l I. ,1i ', L- i IL_
................" y i:::iF['{.:;:i._i=_ ._ _..D7"::,i!u i : I'..''7'= .. . .
[." ;":i "' R ' " ..E,",L_,
']: ': i[IT; Loop of statementsis executeduntil
_L ': llq]_ the user types an input of S = O.
:-, ","7 "!"
._::.:: '._. [:, 1::2;:::I .".





i.0 ,,5".'i 59? F:iSi::: S, ' PLEB.'.':;E 7""_"PE i HPU'[" F>::F' _ '
..................:......... L ,..,i 'i" .]':I" ..... E_"
............_.> ::.::Ei:::!I:::FI-i,::."F'P.I i.iTLi..l " ,,S:,
].I. ii:._i.. :[9 >Ei.ti:i
_[:::_ ...... <::. -:..,..: r.., ....i.._::r', ._E ! ,_..', .. :[ ,.iP i 17' i:::,...'_::: .ie _ +_-"!'2
i,8
F::LEFiSEl T7','"I:: l..r-,pi_,_ _,...:,.'.,_ _" ::::+2
':_.. T''::[5 I.]]l(:!1ii)ii!iIi!:1i_i_)L!Iii)i!:iE+_.['_0 :L
F::'!...:'1i::i::-;E 7"'!"F'E 1[!"!i::'!..i"i"_:7,,:.:,,F ' '! ]1
99
P L EFI'.!';E ]" "i"F'[- :[ !'.iF'IJT E,'.':,P "_. F:I
T[;itlj E
FL.:LF'i'.:-;F 7'"."PIT ]:[.iF:'I...!]" E_'::P "" Fi
r.'::






statement(s) _ ENDWIIILE condition DO [EXITIF condition]
The WHILE statement is a type of LOOP statement. The statements contained
in the loop will be executed WHILE a certain conditions exists. The WHILE
statement evaluates a condition, which must reduce to a BOOL result. If the
condition is FALSE, the statements are skipped. If the condition is TRUE, the
statements are executed and the condition is then re-evaluated. If the condition
is again TRUE, the statements are re-executed and the condition is then re-evaluated.
This process continues until the condition is FALSE. _en this happens, the
statements are skipped and execution continues with the next statement.
EXAMPLE:
:!.;Tii:=2 J.. !.:!::9
;i.2 =,;ii-J.= ' .....• ............ ".'r....... • ...... 7. :' 7 ." >:. _;: , . , = ,':: /. i'._ ._
12 ,,'::'":'i' ....... __:' ,",, _",._'r-: ..::.= ...
' " '-=""""<:" S=::'""i"':"""k' bl["i [...E".i.::::...,::[:.:%:: ,:i ., :' . ...
:i.2 2:_:!i:4 3"? T-...._
J.:{i!=22= '.:[-':?'? :.! 'rl _:::"i'::i ._.0 TIN PR]I.r'.I ...r4 :;I.!i::::,"'::: " ",.._,,.:............. '....... ......, i _,1'.:,• :.:_.:"I
.....' '::'";:....:'" " I :=i ""J.% ":i,_ _:,,,._ .'_ =_ _: ,."










REPEAT { statement(s) 1 UNTIL condition ![EXITIF condition]
The REPEAT statement is a type of LOOP statement. The statements contained
in the loop will be repeated UNTIL a condition occurs. The REPEAT statement
is similar to the WHILE statement. The differences are that the REPEAT statement
first executes the statements it controls and then evaluates and checks the
condition, and that the statements are re-executed as long as the condition is
FALSE, i.e., the statements will always be executed at least once.
EXAblPLE:
15. ;2@,,43?VI:iR ',):I:'iRRI:'iY[ I.._I!:_1 o._6 ] 0F" F;?.El::iL ._
15, 2 1. 19?',,,'F.IR I, J : I HT.:.
'v'f::lF:I F:'.._FI ._i::'I : REi::l[_
.,, ,_.1 .......: F..:=2 ,., H= ! _ F'! =3 ,,14 _ 1[=.'.i ._ ,.I= ! !;
15, 22.2 4"i:'REF'EFIl
1.=;..,,_..,'::'_:::,,4 b : ',,..'r I ._..I...!= . ......:3._.F'i ..,[":.- .,,:.,!-H.,
15.2 ;.', 1;2:::. .J=...I+ ! ;
15, ;..2?,2 1). H=I..-I+o5;
! 5.2 ?'. 3 1 :::. F'F..:! I..ITL Iq H, ',,,'[ i, J ] ;
15.2 7 ,,4 9 )' I.!H']"i L .J-'=_!_"
:L,501_i!.'2111!ii_.lOeli)O_}oeE-..l_ll[.l_il'i;,2";::':i?,72(-I',:-t@O@@!i[_l:/_E._.O@@
;?., I_1ii[li)I?.11_1_100 0 i.2ip'I0 I:ilE ..!..0 0 0 ',:.:;,3 i!_,:I+9 _!i!;!_!1li)_1lilllilli.'.'_0 i[.1i:'.+ 0 I_i0
2 ,, 5 0 I_10I[.'iiI_i(!1_Ii_1Ii!)I)l:":.Jt._1i" -I..I) _!10 i _ 0 4 5 _ 2 Ii!i_i 0 0 _1ii!lI)li)li[ .t.._1I) !
3. i_'.1@0 I_!0 0 I_11.zl0 0 _.2iI;[10E..I.-I.."100 I, 254 }:'440@@I:..]00 @E..i..I[.101




[frame-id/]FOREACH string-war DO { [EXITISFtatemenctondition(]s) 1 END;
FOREACH allows the user to execute a set of statements for each line
_ contained in the active frame or specified frame.
EXAMPLE:
i, =ERASE -_ VI:::iRS:STRiMG;
2.. =SHOI..IPR_II;ESHRLNELL. PC.:.i.[:;E,COHTROL, . :KEEP;
3, =SHOHH/FORE,.:iCH S DO
4° =xEg:: CP,T('I,1YJUNK/USE _'_,S::..;
5. =MYJUI--IKiCOUMT; .'.:_,_- FlAY EI:_:[TTING CONI...IF-IND
g., =EHS;
_.3.46. J:!!J:::!:-EXEC
7 _ETEMS]:HSERTEi:i, Lf:IST ITEM ]:NSERTE:I::i:!:H SHONI'.i '.' 7,
Hi:::iLNELL.PCO:I::IEoCONTROL.CRR]:).EXECUSE:I::IRS MYJUNK
:i.:iii:ITEMS :iN SPECiF:[Ei:I RRHi::_E,,
"i = t 2 _ I =.":d
Hi::iLNELL, PCO:I::IE,,CONTROL,CAR]::i,RUHUSED [":ISMYJUNK
2'.i. ITEMS ]:H SPEC:I:F:i:Eif.,'RANGE.
H=2! _, :i:=!]i
HRLHELL.PCO:!:_E.COI...ITROL.CARD,RERUHUSE::) RS MYJUI".IK
2(!i ITEMS :I:H SPECI[FIE!:i RFII..-ii::_E,
H=2"-i_, ]:=(!_
Hi:::!L:.:'iELL.'""'""-'"r"''"uuu_:-oCO::,"iTROL.CARS, REEXEC USE9 AS i'IYJUHK
].2 ITEMS :i:H SPEC:[FIE]:"_ RANg:.E,
H=:L2 .". ]:=6
Hi:_LMELL.PCO:[:IE,,CONTROL.CRR]).EXECOL:[:IUSE]:) ::::ISMYJU!'.IK
.!.1. [TENS i"N SPE,..L-'.'.,".'F'"" =u RRINIGE;
H=I. I_ i:=e
hi:::iLNELL.PCO]:IE°CONTROL.HiLLoRUN USED RS MYJUI",IK
2'?.::;i TE!"IS :[H SPEC..,".F :[ED RRMi::;Eo
H=2S._ :[-'.'.'e
HRLMELL. PCO:!::!E.CONTROL._,]:[.LL,,EXEC USE:[:Ifie i'IYJUNK






The XEQ statement allows the user to specie" that the contents of
a string-erpression are to be interpreted as a command to the system.
"-' 1 ;::_ F1_ '.':''v'_':-ii?. $" $ T F..'i i'4i':.,
.'..-i, --_ " .-"
.........2 i _:::..._.'" ? ,,,'Fi[-: t_E:F: ":..'L-,-,,
i 2, i ',-',.-',8? !-;=: i +2+3"
i--.18 46'.." _"-"-'-in_ : I IL'+."- -
i 2| ! :---:.56'_.": Ei_.! i--:R'[_ ':'._ F'F': _T ,l|gllkIT[_'I ._ _ ::,........, PRII_N is concatenated (CAT) with
6 contentsof S (1+2+3)and thenexecuted
!2.19.a._:'-'°'-" (XEQ).--PRINTLN1+2+3evaluates
::::Eu.-_."_'_ _. •. rKTHT[_H ::;' expression and prints the value (6)
i+2_'''
iZ.i9.4-':'::,: - PRINTLNS is executed,printingvalueof
.,-;=.,.FtF.:C_ S,whichis 1+2+3
i:.--" ':'":_ :.--'tq'-'
::-:Eg!i.-.:flT.:.'PF.:i,HTLH ., :,,$ - Redefine S
i,'-_":_":_':_'-_':_--_'_]_.-IAE+_I_ii PRINTLN.isconcatenatedwith contentsL,_2,1.2,,'1j,k,E,E,Ea_ ...... --
of S _ABC)thenexecuted(XEQ).PRINTLN
ABC evaluatesABC and printsthevalue
•of thevariable(i0).
• i
.::,::: h;_ib:: 1""]-. TO ,..,_.[ii:l r_.i"';'"lT'[_H ...T EH:l::i" - User can assign a number of statements
,4.:,:.,..:,E,:__ ; to a string variable and then execute:.'.:':',,:"-_i ' '"'-.. ...









Programming Statements CLE_ TAG
SET TAG tag-id
CLEAR TAG
SET TAG allows the user to assign an identifier to a line of code.
This gives the user a way to keep track of the program modifications
made during an editing session. After setting a tag, all lines of code
modified or added will bear the tag-id. This tag-id could be the date
the modifications are made, or the name of the person making the modifi-
cations. All lines modified will continue to contain this tag-id until
the user gets rid of it. The tag may be changed at any time by executing another
SET TAG command and from there on the new tag-id is appended to the
modified code. The CLEAR TAG command clears the tag-id and no more tags
will be placed on modified lines of code. The modified frames with
the tag-ids may be viewed by listing the code with the tag option on
(LIST {range} sT_ _le tag-id is limited to seven characters. There isalso a-limit o different tags in any one frame.
EXAMPLE:
i:3,27,15"?!J:ii;E t:::!LiE:,HEb.iVER,CKCi:::iSES,TEST,F'RFiGRF!H
FIL..l E:.r.,"! i''=...., ER. CKCF:[SES. TES7. t...-,,:.'-U"_,..:,r.:.. ..., __',_,"-.:,,::..'"".d Fi:i-'.;L,.IFtRK
i:3.27. "i,:]i:Ol_i['.-;TI..::-',..,.'i. 5 - List existing text
.....t'-'"'."'.... "i;1,3 = v.,].1I:. . i_L..-, = '
i • 4 =
. l"/V,.I __i_
i:-,, ...."" @9"i:'..... I :;:,.
,=:i::r TAG ....,q
!,.IL-.!RK !.lOi..,TF:I(7,iIIE!!F!x.". C:'.'::GI -SET TAG
:L:-:.="-' ,, -.. ..'. - .,.<_,::,.4:?,':.:'iH'.-;EP.T:I. 4 ' ... !:.'i - INSERT new code
!, 4 i = i !q'.[i':ERT :3 L i t..i'E:-: !a,T :I.,,4
1.4 2 = i.,.IHi F:H b.II LL. =,"r,:......r i::iIll,..:,""_::.""' '.L,
!,4:_:', = !.,i!TH T:::-::]! !
1.4"' =
,-, r" "r" i IZ..Li !.I.-,E.:.., 7 EF.".HI t..II=IT,--"1
!.:2,.:.:.','.:3...:i.,:::,,'::,L T,:;"i" 1. '-, 'i 5: T
............. :'.". .... List with T option.
! :-', ::: "_"_"L..F:!i".!i:;I' ::: i, :; Modifications have been-,+ , i.q .L.tr : .F.:,
]..4 :: tagged.
F:',:;:i] I , 4 1 :::"i"r.l.:,r.::.r".._ :-', L I !".!ii7:S i:::1'1"1 . ,:i
-":.:'!: :L,,-i.:.::: = L4HiF:H i.,i L..I r..:: :'............ i_ 'i"I::tI]GEI)
I'" ''' l- . "I" .'.;: I.....• ,._ i .. .' ::.= [4ITF! !::',.:7:,! !








HfiF.'.'" ."i.... !'.-!1::1!.,.I']"I::II:_!.7.,E]:IH'.:; RI.,.IH - Change the TAG
" :',2"=""
-, II"li. il-' - I".1.,I "-. . "l_.l. .,r_,.,,_,E__. ....' 7":! "r;..HH 'T'l"']:i::l"l''_ I['l 1 4:?, -Modify code
i, ,._"-'.:,= _.,','i TH pi,I..,.,!,lTnt,c_"r'....,..,,.I .1i.
•i ,-t '-' "-' I
[_:[_7:;T ],,:]il..,'I 5 _"i" - List with TAG option.
! :]', = i,.!]::IE',Li::lHl':::'.ii;= I, ._; Modifications have been
! 4 = tagged. Previous tags
i::::.::G I 41 :: iL -'_'' _" -' L ]:"" ..... l::iT :1. 4r.I.::, .::, are retained... r- p:. I I"I I:%.:, ,.
F::.:_ :[ " "".. i'I_._ :::": [tI ,_"i,._T.....,r"H, ,._!,i .,.rL.'i...iiii',i" T !:::II:](] E i)
"'' ....... ,11f::.b._.4 :L 4:-: = i,lz i H RHH rr: ]- i::1Y_ . .
:i.:.:.',.":'':' "-":'"'
!-:LEfiR "!f:l!.'J





SET TRACE var-id (s)
CLL_R TP_CE var-id (s)
The SET TRACE statement is used to trace variables. Each time the
variable's value is assigned, the variable-id and the new value are printed.
A TRACE applies to entire program. Once a variable is traced, it will be
traced wherever it is used. Records and array variables can be traced but
no values are printed.
The CLEAR TRACE command releases a TRACE on a variable.
EX_IPLE: t!
...... | =
! 1,', -_. -,b':
:_;:T,_,T_T41-:_...... _! - Set trace on J
• .__ " I",.'Ui',i ! t::.t-IL.,.'-_.L:=
t i • 2:.::, I=:'-.":'ET.,: ... , "rp._-4CE: :":', - Set trace on X
_::.:: ' t_O!,_TF::R'_;'
i F_i'ip .
i_,,--': ==: ..... '+!
• i.., "-"_7=-_...,..--'_' i .F ............i .:" R TN_[._ .:-'.... ..::,:.:.-_..-'_
i i, 2,7,2:3 > EL.:-1;E ::::::::.::-1.;
.... •-.... " F'p - [.,"fLh ' _:.-:e, : ..?+:..ji _ • -%_ • _'_'..:' . .'.
ii 2S :':6" = '_"
-+._.5!
' , : : 7:
...:; ::= 4, UL_LIL'_OLIL_OooL1_O':=+t_Ot_
• .j .'-=
.,, "= _..,.:i_,¢_R,.-i,.-i_i_i_RR_ir_._i_i_-', TRACE output ±s printed each
e_+. time the value o£ _he variable
'j _= 5 is changed.
. _;.', : : 5: -_,,_O0'.-.-.i'j.il-1_!i_i-i_1_iOE+'-ii-i_-i
" .j " = 6
! "-":' g ::','-'
L-:LE_R TF..:FiC:E._I - C!e,:r Trace on
"..'. '" ['_:-I _ l-k'irt:'. _,,,=,_... TF:P,C:ED.
i i ":':_ "-'-":-........ = 5; I='_'_;
.... " :''"-_ ..... "- " "" - Change values being traced




The ASK statement allows the user to interrupt program processing and
accept input from the terminal. The ASK statement has two parameters• The
first is the name of the variable which receives the users input• It can
be any simple variable type (STRING,BOOL,REAL,INT,KEY). The second parameter
is an expression which is typed to the user as a "prompt" for input. This
expression may be an actual string expression enclosed in quotes or a string
variable or function which has been previously defined. ISIS does not supply
a separator between the printed output (prompt) and the users typed input
(response); therefore, the user should supply his own separation character(s)
within the prompt definition if he desires to be ab]e to discriminate between
the prompt and his response. If, in typing the input, (response) to ASK, the
user makes a typographical error, he may hit the BREAK key in which case
ISIS will disregard what has been typed, indicate this action by typing 3
dots (...) and then reprompt the user for correct input•
LV_A}_LE:
4
-,4 .-,1 !_'."',,'SF' '--_"-'"
.......... :,H,._.:,. ATF.:ING -.
14 :_::I "'-"-""_" *" ",H,4:: "• •-:,.:: ,'H_.. I t'.IT
, • . .4,--,;I ---- ,'" --.l1,a :-:i. 4...: ,Hk F.Hr4.:,.RERL
J.4 "-'_ ='-"- -
• ,.:," .... -. : v H F.. B i':IN S, B0 0 Li 4• :-:2.e:-:'..-."'AF',,, -.. PF.:OHF'T: STP i t-JG
14, :_'_2• _":.":
F'RAHF'T=.'",,,',Ir,",
-rtr.. _:- - Define users PROMPT variable.
:"-' .?,0'-': 4. -_,.".
H.:,r,. SAN:-;,F'ROf'IF'T "_
T lff, I "F_ f * "-- " i"_T.'.hr,_l_-TH['-:.-,:j A ATRTNz: INI:II ! )i4 -"-'5':_"..'•.Z,-", ..... ,-,i-.t.° ,-L ,-.mot.., iH,'4.:,. .F'_".OHF'Tl!_F'!.!T= !;'._=,.4
•o:,._, : _. Interrupt program, PRINT prompt and
A__;h:iF:AiJ.S_: INFI.IT REAL Nlll.' wait for user to type response.
;_r,_,:,., F=r.u,NU.I.4567:-:2E+2 (STRING,INT, REAL& BOOL); -,. 34, : 5'?
,-,-.i..",,-L t-. T i" "
• . H.:,r....E,HN,:,._: "NF'UT E,UUL ';;RLI.IE"
_'r"ii'- "- I "' " 'i, r _ I BOOL '.'H-,JETF.UE
14. "".:,,,57"...' " •
DI:' TNT AAN'.:3: .' '., I " J" : .'
.... • Ht,.:,., ' '.,RRf'!:-;_ .:E:Rf'I'._
-r,,T,'_;T,-. ,-'_-, _,- ,,-r _.-,.=.,.m "o A .:,,F.!,'d.: !NF _,_I
.... • ..-,-4 1.4567320000000E+OB2 TRUE -
14 "-"-' __ . -'- '-' :''' _ •• .:,:,,A='.--'A: t:.".:,Hi'4.:,., ; hFI.I, '.'.' •
' _'JPllIT 171NAT T'--:BLANK AFTEE _ '_ '' --A blank is added by NOS systemwhen youl ...... --.-- I HE. "_
have odd" number Of characters, This
is due to the way the CYBER prints
i_..'J-",",,', characters. .. 'II • .-'.i::'
,_.:-.. :-:AH:::,:T";'F'E NI;I_,_-_ --User made error, then hit theT'-.'...,=_.JriN-A/,i T"?F'!NG ;,,,-,r.,=,_,





i2,4L."' ....:: '::.,"':'.,,r,,.c_c'R : REi::iL._ VRF'. "_....,, ,..,_,,,c'c',::_,...."; 'k] :;i: .._ : F:'.EFiLii
! _,'";.m '..' _ i::::I:::";1:i I
!.":' 4.9, .r.._::....: i i
F_.:!i;i.:: Si::qNS_,"_:!:;] Ri i".[i] I r.i!::::UT
,..,;:',,':.:,,:.,::_,..,,::.... :':."i":, It.iL'..;
,:;"T _."o ,,_.I i'.[i] _[.ji::::U] ;:'.',+ "!" :ii!i.."2 - Examples of expressions as
1_"',.-,."_4 .-....,'::::_..,"::'" ' ,_:-",..._::'_.'_r._..................i :>I'_r.l'.::, -input.,
1'2, 44 . _..........',:::'," :' ,'i:::iF..:RF'iFI'.!i; ',', ,..,....,c:'":_:,_..._:,_
_":' 4.7
.,:.., . . .. !L,..,0:":,:
!::i'.i!;i::: Ri:::!!-i:!!!;.," 6-:EFiL :i:l".lF'Li"!"i:''
F..tERL .T.['.1F:'.i]""F' ;::;+ "/" :3.."Z
i "", 47, _:'1._q...,::,.,c::'R:"I"4'i" [.;i:i:"ii'.lS
i, 950(:J!!:.ii;!_!ii] ii i;.!ii;::.ii;!ii;!ii::1:+i:J9 J.
i2, -!::-;,'i4";:' i
I'J,;,;'i':( .KI"1.............. .
]] [.Ii:-'!...!T ,°:,..-:,,:,_i,::..._.':,! : 1".,! !I !..J I i;..
• . . .. ..
.
,;,,:,,27, I:_:'?',,,'RRP.H'¢:RRRFiy.ri :-',] ll!F F..EH-
q::', -"-' 5;" '-"' - _-' FIRRFt'¢ , '-' ] !"lF i t'iT...... •.-,:.... _:.,,,H,.. iRFIY: [I .."
'"-' ";'q i -,,-,l _I.:.IR,,'. • I:.l_,r",i.cl'..'r
_._,:....... .-.:., .... :,RFI"_" e:.,, .: " I, • 4 ] rtF STF.:[ H'G
_If-',. ";":_ A.-,,-,
m.:,_..,iR'I'_'[-z], 'IiiPUT ..'h!ELEMEHT _' - Array elements can be.
,,, ._. , %,--_-, .r"_ r- ..;..... 4; i _"litiP,iiT .,r41,L., .f ,LH! ..-U:_:::._.,I used in ASK statement
LA pt L-us"erSK prom esponse
68.36.88'.7
PRINTLN IF'R","
• "_ _.I[ 1-=










The PRINT or !PRIt_TLNstatementevaluateseach expressionand prints
its value. After printing the output,PRINT leaves the cursor at its current
position, whereas PRINTLN advances the cursor to the beginning of the next
line. The optional FOPh[ATis similarto that of PASCAL in that each
expression may have its own format. The format may specify total field
width, scaling factorsor base conversions. Default formats are as follows:
• hEAL numbers- an E format type with field width of 22
s
INT numbers - a field width of I0 with all digits right
_t,. justified
STRING- the field width is equal to the length of the complete
string and string is left justified
BOOL - a field width of I0-and" right justified
Variables that have been declaredbut not defined are assigneddefault values
b'ythe ISIS system. Integersand real variablesare set equal to zero,
Booleansare set to FALSE and stringsare of zero lenKth. Discussionof
optional formatsis suppliedbelow. All formatsare ignoredfor ARRAY and RECORD outputs.
Format options- :FORMAT1- is the tota! field width. The expressionis
printedin the E _ormat for real variables (PRINT x:10,
y:lb). It can be used with integer,real, and string
variables. Where FORMATIis smaller than the number of
charactersin a string the field width is ignoredand the
completestring is printed• If FORMAT is greater than the
string length,blanks are added until the string length
specified by the format is printed.
:FORHATI:FORMAT2 - sets up total field width (FORMATI)
(as describedabove) and defines the number of significant
digits to the right of the decimal point. This means
the variable is printed in a fixed £ormat. Thi___.sformat
applies only to real expressions.
, !
t"EXAMPLE: (see next •page)""" .... "._P,R,_Y[ i "] OF !NT"_'-_ ='-_ "ib :"'vH_.., "
0'9. "--0.40'?
Z[2 .i=1--6
09.51.07'?PRINT Z - Print an array of numbers.
[ ", - t4- : - .,
.r 2]= l '-'..-_,




'.39.-::.5.I:::?TYPERER=REr:ORB llUli:INT; FLAG:BOOL; I.IRI.I:STF,'IHG;ENB;
09.'_ l°r"_c' .. |.....,. ,,:":,,,.. ; ,: INT
r_,_:K.....-: :AR .R. REAL;
(:9.c:_._,_,,,--,
_. 4,":":.Hr...S: STRING Declarative
09.3:6 .__.:,,,HF.:E::E:OOL statements
_:_. -:.7 r, ; ,-,,,,,'.c,, ,o=r-: RECI o I _1 _ _ i; I I 1%1 Ii; I ".6 _ I I
r_9."::.':' i _,_'
.F'RIF4ThN¢, ' $' ,"', =:-"_,E:., =E:: ,R, ' =F.'."•= • • _ ' Uninitializedvariablesq"0•., .....
--'-, n:>,. FALSE=B O=R printed to show their
_€_.c.c.. _ : default values
F'R!NTLN " '-','R.'-C - Print undefinedrecord
liUli: 0 variables
FLAG = FALSE
!lfll'1 = (Please note default
stringsare of zero /
•99.38.36":'X=15; Y=250.45"'; length (NULL))
_'i_.-:_ i ggF'Ri NT '.--;L'..!RT<.........,- ,_ '-5..,., _-:,.--- .. 10-4 Print expressions
_"4 40",;0" _. "-tT_- ;T.i"_'T41T._ - -A T45, ._,_,.=,.J:,L,..,LI_,_JL,_-,.:,E+lJo-,.-, 7. 10_iOOOeOOOOOOE+OO1
i':1_. :::':_=-' - ' • H.T .':-;n-,F'T,......._ :'- = "J _.... ..._,.-,:-FF:I ...... , _ ._,.:2_1:4
5.0000
"" .°' "_:..T,
FR ' •kit :' -.: ".,;T_: il_ I €"0.II o"oo ," %,
_=.., 1,5 -Print INT (with
'39, 48,599 PF'.INTY and without format).
2.5r1452000_0000E+¢_02
:...-_'-_.41.4 ¢_",'_. PRINT Y'.20
"2.50452800000E+002
i_° •--," , PRINT Y:2Q:IO
250.4.=,2r_r.lf,u-i¢_QB
0_ 42 I"" ,.20:5 - Print PEALS (with.... :, ." PF:INT "'"
250, 45:.'_t0 and without format)
. .






i _ I I I12.._4"I }S=" r ...., r:,UNTIL, OUT _
12. i.,=.O5'?REF'EAT
i 2.15,._'.'.:> PR INT I - Prints I (default format)
;2.I_..,,5!':- F'RINTLN SUE:(¢;:I.,I):2_I "" - Prints a subset (I) of
i..'c'iK_,1-.¢'.'.:" ]= I+ 1 length i.from the string
_. i,_..._0"-'--.'.'UI|TI L .I'= ] ;-_1. S with a format of
I C (2 * I), which increases










The CL=-ARRUN statement is used to clear the contents of the RUN (input) file.
EXAMPLE:
I ,n "_:q ..).J :".7,I";Ut.'! K...['[
_:!.:.:' L i !"4E'.E: i H RUf.!,
iO,30,,_99 LI:L_E-FiR i:?.UH
F:UH _":LE;"-IRED,
_ [."i i 1














Operators and Fun_tions FUNCTIONS
:
Shown below are the opera=ors and functions available to =he user in




Functions,: CAT(X,Y...A): Concatenation of as many strings as you like.
SUB(X,Y,Z)" Substring of X (string) starting at character
number Y (Integer) for Z (Integer) number of




Functions : ABS(x): Absolute value of inteser x
LEN(x): Lengthof stringx
ORD(x): Ordinal number of the first character of the
string x (ORD('C') = 3) [Implementation dependent]
ROUND(x): Rounded value of real x •
SQR(x): Squareof integerx
TRUNC(x): Truncatedvalueof realx
LOC(S1,S2):Is $2 a substrlngof $1?
If $2 is an undefinedstringvariable(zerolength
string)then LOC(SI,S2)--i
If $2 is not a subs=ringof $1 thenLOC(S1,S2)= 0
If $2 is a subs=ringof S1 thenLOC(SI,S2)= the
characterposition(index)wi=hinS1 at which
=he Is= occurrenceof.$2 begins
REAL
Operators:+,-,/,*
Functions: ABS(x): Absolutevalueof realx
ARCTAN(x): Arc-tangentof x radians
COS(x): Cosineof x radians
EXP(x): e raisedto the powerx
LN(x): Naturallogarithmof x
SIN(x): Sine of x radlans
- SQR(x): Squareof realx i
SQRT(x): Squarerootof rea____lor integerx
" BOOL
Opera=ors: <,>,<=,>=,<>,=,AND,OR,NOT
Functions:ODD(x): x must be integer. The resultis BOOL
If x is odd thenODD(x)= TRUE




The ISIS library is a 5-1evel hierarchical file structure. The library
is where the user save, accesses, and purges pages of information. These
pages of information might be programs, data, control cards, or combinations
of these. Each page of information is assigned a pagename and is written in
the form:
hbrary, s,,e _z .book. chapter, page ]_
t
These levels allow the user to easily describe and identify the information
contained on a page. Each level of the page name is separated by a dot (.).
Library pages are transferred by page name to frames for editing. The page
name will remain associated with a frame until the user changes the name
(SET NAME) or transfers another page into the frame. Further discussion on
the association between the library page and the frame is discussed on page 49.
All five levels of the page name must be specified if the frame being used
for editing has not previously been assigned a page name. Otherwise, the page
name may be specified by typing only those levels of the name that change.
However, when the user changes one level of a page name, then all lower levels,
if not being changed, must be replaced by the dot separator and a blank space.
For example, if the page name is ISIS.CKCASES.SOURCE.PGI.SUB and the user
wishes to change it to ISIS.CKCASE.BINARY.PGI.SUB then he may abbreviate
as follows: BINARY. . (all lower levels must be specified or abbreviated
with dot and blank). For the users convenience, default names have been
provided for the first four levels of all new frames. The default names are
of the forms
ISISLIB.S.B.C.(user supplied page level)
Where the user only has to assign the page level part of the name. Before
trying to store anything in a library, the library file must be created on
the host computer. This is done using one of the interface programs, ISISGEN.
The interface between the ISIS library environment and the NOS operating
system is handled by 3 utility programs, ISISGEN, ISISPUT, and ISISGET. ISISGEN
sets up an NOS file in the format required by ISIS for its library system.
ISISPUT handles the transfer of information from the NOS system to the ISIS
library. ISISGET handles the transfer of ISIS library information to the NOS
file system. Detailed writeups of these utility programs appear on the next page.
NOTE: The user should try and keep the number of shelves and books less then
40 in order to allow ISIS to run fast. Also, each level of the page










ISISGEN is a program which allows the user to create a library for use by
ISIS. A library must be created before any pages may be stored. To do this
an NOS direct access file must first be created. This file is where the users
library is saved on the NOS system° Then ISISGEN will convert the file to the







ISISPUT is a program which allows the user to take an NOS local
file (Nfn) and put it into the ISIS library system° The NOS file is rewound
before it is stored° The full ISIS page name must be typed° This means that
any NOS file can now be edited by ISISo The control cards for using ISISPUT
are as follows:
ATTACH,ISISPUT/UN=961300No
ISISPUT,Nfn. libraryoshelfobook.chapteropage (see writeup on page 40)
NOTE: ISISPUT uses the smallest possible increment (o001) for the line number
assignment. This means the user must REKEY the page before he may make
any editing INSERTS°
ISISGET
ISISGET is a program which allows the user to get an ISIS library page and
write it into an NOS local file. The NOS file is NOT rewound
- after it is retrieved° The full ISIS page name must be typed° Control cards
necessary to use ISISGET are shown below.
P
ATTACH,ISISGET/UN=961300No
ISISGET,Nfn° libraryoshelf.bookochapter.page (see writeup on page 40)
41
Library Statements
[frame-id/] SET NAME [library].[shelf].[book].[chapter].[page]
The SET NAME statement assigns a library page name to the contents of the ACTIVE
frame or specified frame. This allows the user to assign a new name or change the
library page name associated with that frame. The page name contains 5 levels for
identification purposes. If the frame has not been previously assigned a page name
(SET NAME or USE),then each level of the name must be specified (SET NAME library.
shelf . book . chapter . page). Otherwise, the pagename may be abbreviated
as discussed in the library statement writ=up on the
previous page. When the contents of a frame are saved, they will be saved under the
library name assigned to it with this statement.
When the user changes the pagename associated with a frame and wishes to avoid
retyping lower level parts of the name which do not change, he must type the DOT
separator followed by a blank to replace the next lower level name. See 2nd, 3rd,
and 5th examples.
EXAMPLE :
LU.S_i.:_;::?Si_Ti.if:_Hhi-ILlB,[,iLP.:_,,_:.:ii5.EDiFOR ,,SPEL:S - _e initialSET NAME
_::__iR. ',"! I_:::;",".. i' ':"r ,::. ,::r',TT!-I_ii'.:=;PEr::'.-; _.,:. "r',..t_::"i".I 0F'......... .............. .,.... ................. ................. F'I["IE i'.lORl::i statement must include all
levels of names (NO DEFAULT)
•[i?,,iTj_:_.5H?'.!';E"Ti".iRi"iE 9'_:::iTElRi'-;E, --Rename"ACTIVEframechanging
FiLIE:,t'iI.I'._:;'F. I'.'T;!" :['; ]]I_::I'i"E':R:.-i;_ .-,FE_..-, IS "['l-llii" I".II:::i[',£i: OF HIZIRI::: the 2nd level (chapter)of
..ameonly
i £! 11_.-"i ':' _.":'':"r: T F-I_,bIF ['I ]'.S i-: [j E.b.iP 0 (Z)P, -- - Rename ACTIVE frame
- r ..... _'- '='- I '.!!','i'11E ..iFi[tE 0F _,.I0 I:?.1:::FiL t E:, ['II '._:.';[1:,!"4E!.qF'30;::'..,..,H, ,_,H._,E. '.-';F'EII:'.!!!; changing .the SHELFand
BOOK level of name
! _-__..-i_ p,2"..':'-;FT _ ....... "..L........... .... .IHI'[: _'4T - Rename AL"I'IVE frame
r!I.- ..... _.i!7.HPOtlff::' / ....... = changing only lower levelI.H_bHi:,n HILL I'.-; THE _"FI["IEnF 140RI:::,FILiB-." '" ' , . ,,
of name
,,--1A_. '-'............. t.ll-tr'IE I::ut- ,, - RenameACTIVE frame" i.L.... ..:,0 ':" ::,[:. ! _ •........' , • t
'-_l I' Dh._.,._,. I::OF"T', [.r.:.",pI-II-'P:,...:.,..... . DRT_'_':'=,,,,._,__.HI!!....... I'._--;"T'HEH_f'I_',_OF HORI<'. changing SHELFlevel of
: name
14.42_ N:::?FF.'.I:t[JEI.,_1.,H2'.:'."_T[_?.t i"JG._ '- Declare frames
=,.-,-,i ..... . . -' ' ....' .. -1.::,h.=,. I I"!l::'!...H',,,'I-. Assign pagename to W1 frame14,42 ....,:.....I_.... :,E7 I".IFII"IEFtLIE: HF.q,EI;..CK" ........' .. , .... -
I'1L....TE: I".1EI.,.I',,,'EI:t.:,,L-:I ::C:I::1SES. I I'IPL I"11l',,,'E I ":, THE I".11:tME ri..F I.,.I1
14 '1.4. "-''',:_._',;'
i.,.ll.."'._;ETHFII"IF::::F'[_. - Rename WI frame changing
chapter level of name.





The USE statement is usedAread the contents of a specified page into the
ACTIVE or specified frame. The library page name associated with that frame
becomes what was specified in the USE statement and the contents become what
was extracted from the page in the library. To specify a frame other than the
ACTIVE frame the user must precede the statement with the frame-id and a slash.
EXAMPLE:
:L4. i2....=,':,-':.
'..::;HFl[,.![..IF::i/"i[?_ - ACTIVE frame name
b i il:'lL I E: HL-L,.I'-r,". . .::.r'...!1:I'::2(I:i:'l'.".i;[-'S. "1"Li'.ii;1". PFit0 [I;iR1:::!I"1 I S HI:::IHE [1]F" '"" ""
14, 1.5. 1.'?'_:'f_I'.._;E"T'ES"['. - Put new page into
I::1Ll[",,[][-I.'.!","Fi"..17;.:.L-:I'::i([:1-1.:.;i:-.'.i;,,"FEi'._;'T',,p [;:'._ "]Pig[" !...i'.!i;[i!'.]) I:::l'.!i:_'.!0 i-;i:i:i ACTIVE frame
. '-":i _-'"" .......'-""- FI[: - Declare frame-ids
J.4,3 :]:.!:.599i::ii..."I ..I:_::E l::iL..iEi:.HEH',:'ER, i:i:KCi:::i'.i!:ElS ,,F[iil! i:T :,i::'i ;?.0till,:_ii:::iii - Put page into AI
working frame
!4,3 9.4 ?'i:'
i::11.."1...!'..:::[[ SHO!.,.I'7:; - Put new page into
A1 frame








The SAVE statement is used to create a new page in the library or to <
replace an already existing page. SAVE places the contents of the ACTIVE frame
into the library under the same library name now associated with the ACTIVE
frame. The SAVE statement followed by an * will replace a page in the
library of the same name as the ACTIVE frame. At the present time, the user
may replace a page (SAVE*) even if the page does not already exist. The user
should be cautious in saving or replacing a page to make sure the library page
name is correct. The page name may be changed using the SET NAME statement
before saving or replacing it.
EXAI._LE:
': p; _ :: _i _ : .[I, _: "..'.;i.. ! _ I!';; !!•: '.:1: i_-, C i-I L71 E L., i.. i- i.J J-:_!
_-•i_Z?.- E;NEL._ ._Ei::.,CH.,F:G T_-; _iFi,'iE :)ff W0 RK .
...... _ ....... L....... ..._. - Save the ACTIVE frameby storing
fi;. iB= SHEI_F, Pi::or:H_ CG -AYE,,,, it in the library under this name.
.." " l; _ ":' ":" :':; ;" _ T _ "- _,_ "" '-" ""
_i :P. ,:'.LI.'_'I E :'::k" r._.' '..".."..' T,:- _ _'F-", ........ ,:,:._, ............. ,.,..,,.,,.., _,..... I,,,,_. UF WORK ,
.T "%:,'_ r-%':,;O :Z"_:,!_-
_,:,,_c......; -,,_..;,-- - Save the contents of the ACTIVE
K L _I _' _ I:' _ _ " [ " [" = _:' I ..... I" I _ _ '[III llIl' 'II' ::' rl :::" r" lII ' frameunder this page name in the
library _..
16.27. I"?r;AYE
" l " F_ ;:I U L" I m m ...... = I[[: F_ = I .......... "1' !:;A',.,'F[i, Replacethe contentson the
already existing page of the
library
I4. ,::i.g, A4"..:'FI::;:F_HE_ i,J! .'..:,'-'TRiHF:_ - Declare frame '
14, ,1.(_,,:[7"}'Pi1.."I_iSE FII_.I E',.FIE!.]vE:K, [:!:::CFISES. E::'::I:::'[.... I]:Ol::'"i l Put a page into W1 frame L
I:::ILt E',. I ""- " , .t'.Et4, Eh.. r: KCA'.-;[-_-: ; E::.::F:'L oC0 PY ElSEl]-I FI:-; I.,.I! !
14. '_'-' '::,1,::, I i
!.,ll.,"NET HFIME E::'::PiMP. - Reset the page name of W1 frame
I
FIL.I E',.HE1.4',,,'ER, I::_:: ASEF;, E::'::F' I MP. !-.:lF"f :['.-; T HE 1.1F:IM[" 0F. H1 l
I







The specified page is eliminated from the library. If the specified page
is the only page in its chapter, the chapter is eliminated from the library.
If this chapter is the only chapter in its book, then that book is eliminated
from the library• Finally, if the book is the only book in its shelf, then
that shelf is eliminated from the library• If the page name is incompletely
specified, its library, shelf, book, chapter, page parts will be taken from
the name currently associated with the ACTIVE frame (or the specified frame).
EXAMPLE:
t.,_Ht!_ 8L i '.-':,[:_::'.z_NT,Bi-jG,k, CHOP, F'_.:-: - Set the ACTIVE frame nameII._I.I:::?'SET"'-'"
FILI B• I._F..'I:I}"J'F,BOOK, ,::HOF'. P:_12 I S NC-i,['IEOF NORK
! l•''_'::.... -' "_.._. • .-5_ :
'SHONFF]E:;HLIB.. , • - Displaythe library&LIB




•'.-;HELF .BK . ,::i4 . ,::C
• • • • i'%a'%i'%
. _,,_.L,_,. CHFtF' , F'FtGE
PI.IR!]E F'!.:;.' --Purge PG2
8L I B • ':jRF_.NT,E:OO.K, L-..HOP,_":_-" P_.._RGEI...
I1 25.:':''
'" "_ ¢' P' ,1"""
_I.IF.._I_ .:,HALF, ..,hF,P6.GE - Purge PAGE (resides on
8L!E:,'.';HELF E:FtOI-':I,F:I4GF't_,_E FL.iF.:GE!:. different shelf and chapter)II.25.£167
':;HOHP_!G£F5£J:IE:.... Display the liSrary to show
FILIB . ,]F.:Ftt.J_ , E:OT.iK , .'_':HL',I_' , F'L--HLL thereare 2 less pages in
.... ',-_:[:l_ it now
: . .F'Gt
.-.i' ." CJ:,dELl ._,}.." . ,1.i'1 , Cl]
• • • €'°Ii" I ,"%
:L-i.. 46° ,.:.!t4"::'l..-.F;?.FIHEL,.i:I.:STIr;.:I FiG; - Declare frame
14.4_5. 17"?i41/USE i_[...I E',.HENVEP,°CI:::CI:::!SES,ii::',:':',! :']:Hi":',,COPY - Put a page into W1 frame
I::_L I E:. t.]ENVEF::.F:KCF!SE:S, E::.::F'I HF'. F:0 F'"," I..!_!_;E]:i I::iS l,:l:i.
14.53.12'?
!.,]!..'F'LIF;.'.GEli_::'::F'II"IF', - Purge a page in _i frame




This command disposes of the contents of the ACTIVE frame or the specified
frame but it retains the library page name assigned to the frame. To void
other frames the user must precede the command with the frame name and a slash.
EXAMPLE:
,




8.1 =F'F:OGPA!'IHAIN(SFILE.-9FILE,OLFTPUT+); - Listfirstfewlinesofpage.




88.54.,1.2"'n:-._ID - VOID the activeframe
88.55. 259 contents_
LIST ALL
I,I0ITEMS !N SPEC!F!EB RANGE. - Contents have bee= voided.
@8.55. 379
SHOW NAME :




14.5(;.I].'?FE'.FIt'IEA .F ':STRING; - Declare frames
i
14.56.59'?FI 1.."LISE 8L t B. HEH',,,'ER.CKF:Fi'.:;ES.TE'._;T.i::'FItOGRFiH- Put a page into A1 frame
FIL ! B, HEH',,;EF.:.CKCFt:-;F'.-;.TEST. F'R0 GRI::tI'1 IJ:£;[-I} FI::; Fi1
14.57.:-:47FIl.."',,,'nIB - VOIDAIframecontents
14.=_'S'_'-." ":' -•..,, . ...... FtI _HI_IH['.IFIt'iE:" - AI frame still retains





The STORE statement allows the user to save the current environment
on a specified page in the library. The current environment includes
TYPES, VARS, ABBREVS and FRAMES.
EXAMPLE:
09.5 . ._i_" T'iF'L D' E'.:i.,, FuE_L;
FI'_._.51 • 20'T'",",_R.F'I .'.',::,-' ";'• Z: F.'.ERL,"
_?.'9,._-!. 4:S:'-'RE:BF::E',,' P: PRI HTLH ;
_3'9._,2 @2'}'-'r'_'r'p''. - Current environment.: . n,-,r,_. ,,, i " i HSEF.'.T;
+J9. =-' • F2 " ...•_,,-. I_'-FRRME P+, ", : .:,TRIHG,
rut'." :" .-, .-, .-,,-, ,.",_ 4 ,.,_ _"£T!
....... ,--'. =,.-,-",'.',-- 5 ; : - "..'; F'I=:",. !4
_,... 52..,_=_".--
STL'iF.:EALIB. TEST. F'ROGF.:RH.EI.I'.,,'IR._1_1117,- Store the above






in a page. This means that all currentVARS, TYPES, ABBREVS,and
FRAMESwill be replacedwith the environmentpreviouslystored on a
librarypage. If RESTOREis containedwithin a group of statements
being executed,the statementsfollowingthe RESTOREare not executed.
At present,valflesof VARS and contentsof FRAMES are not being restored.
EXAMPLE:
_:.i9 5i 82:",:'iL- .........
-- . =J =.|i _: n
_Iq .51 .4........ ,... ...,,,:,:'HE, -.,r:E, P,'.'..--'RTHTL.!".I,
FI':4 =,'-' " '- " - "-' 'VI
_:i,.-.:Hr.:,=,E_, i : iH'.-iERT;
.... •-_" - This environment was4 .4 "; i" "l "= b.'l " 4 . I'Z""l" r"
_:_':_='-' _.._:'r"F..,_"E F:- :,F2, ., r':.i Hi] i',
.....-":" . _.. stored on a library
=" Y='-,,a F'I =:-:,,I ,..,.,c::q, 52 "'-"-.......i ._,, ........-, .=.
F'r_.=-' 5,:".-" page.
_ . , .D._,
ST0RE _:'L I B " _ '-'-". ,,,, . i =.:,J F'F:'.0 C.RI::_Ho[iH',,;i R _-;Ui_:.::
E:.,4',,I FII..i13:3'Si, [ I.FF,_,_r,:.Hrl,-' _'- E'. ......FILi .,.P-'lEo,.":"_ -,..,,-,,-r"- _.. . ,
F_9,.5:.-:,44?
" _ r" - i "
',,/I_RFi._::,r",L:: :":.L:.HL-.r,
-- =' O,:p'.':4p,P-u'_-" ;3:i3iL4LETE_;..'j%.I,.__,._....... ..
•-- ,4 I-I--' I - I'." " " l I-- 1
_'!...9. ._5_," _-.,._.: PF..HIE ,',............, ,, , S-I"F.:Th,..,,
_Fl"4 _=" "-'-_'-; '......= " = ";':=4
..... • ._! Lt • ...".:l : ,.'.,--....t m ),. _
_9.54.5_?
" _" ' FIE:E:REYS.-,F,u_4
ill _: i.,_ ...,::,E
' i ' : IN:-;EF::T
•_F' ': F'F.:IHTLt'i - This is current
..... " ' '--I I I I I ':' environment.@9, _,b. ! :3'-'.:,!i__! "_::'!::'''
'" '.':i::EF_,L _• f'l
= ,- =
" El !' : F:Er'iL ,.,
:!1: _: RERL,
'F'i ': RERL;
. ,:-:," ".: REF:IL;
.;'" _': REF!L_ "] ' ,
'-" "" REAL'
09.55.26"?F.:E:-;TORE FILi B. TE'.-;T,F'PI!(_F:I:::IH,,[:.:HYI R. !::ti_11-i:-!I- Restore the environment
CONTE,,T REI.3TOREZ_:FIL! E',.TTST. F'i:;I:O;:::A:;I:Flt'I.EH","I,;'_:.FIUG:3 to the one saved on this
!-!9.5V. _5':' page.
'1 '_ iH:-;EF:T
_'p _" ?R...I'., L.
'F'i ': REF!L._ - These statements
'.... ': REF:iL_
,", show the saved
:'y ': F,.'.EF:IL; environment has
_-=- a






A working frame is used for temporary storage during editing. It may beQ
a copy of a library page which is being modified or may be entered entirely
by the user. There are i0 working frames available to the user. A default
frame named WORK is provided and 9 other frames which must be named by the
user before they can be used. The frames are named using the declarative
statement, FRAME (FRAME WI,W2,W3:STRING;). The user can select a page from
the library, put a copy in a working frame where the code may then be modified
using any of the Edit Statement verbs. The working frames are also used for
temporary storage of code for examination or for use with read only statement
verbs such as LIST, RUN, EXEC, and COUNT. Any of these working pages may at
any time become the current ACTIVE frame by designating a particular frame
using the statement verb, ACTIVE frame. The ACTIVE frame does not require
the frame name as a prefix to the statement verb. In other words, the
statement ACTIVE acts like a pointer. If a frame name is not specified in
the command, then editing automatically takes place in the ACTIVE page. The
default ACTIVE frame is the same as the default working frame, WORK. The example
below may help explain the frame concept better.
FRA_ WI,W2,W3:STRING; - user declares working frames
. ACTIVE _ ACTIVE




LIST - list the ACTIVE frame which is WORK
W2/LIST - list the W2 frame (W2 is not ACTIVE and must prefix
the LIST statement)
o




LIST - list ACTIVE frame which is now WI - WI was declared
the ACTIVE frame in the above statement.
WORK/LIST - list the default frame WOP_ (inactive now) by preceding
command with the frame name.
Since the editor must retrieve pages from the library to be modified and
store information in the library, an interface between the editor and library
1
is required. Associated with each editor frame is the name of a library page
into which that frame will be SAVEd or from which library information will
be retrieved by a USE command. This page name is specified and changed by
the SET NAME or USE statements. The specification of this page name via
SET NAME or USE follows the format and abbreviation procedure discussed in





" The ISIS text editor differs from other editing systems available on the
CDC Cyber system such as the CDC text editor (EDIT) and the XEDIT system.
_lese systems are pointer oriented, in that the text to be edited is accessed
by sliding a pointer up and down the page. Any line that the pointer is
pointing to is the line which is operated on by the editing command. In
contrast, the ISIS text editor is line oriented° It does not reference text
with respect to the position of a pointer. Instead, the text is referenced
in an "absolute" sense by designating, within each command, the text to be
modified. This means that each line of text must be capable of being uniquely
identified° The ISIS editor does this by assigning a number to each line of
text. The line numbers run in ascending order and represent reference
points for the specification of the text be accessed by the editing commands.
Those lines affected by a particular edit command are referred to as the RANGE
of that command.
The use of explicit line numbers, as in the context "from line 1 to
line S," permit the user to operate on everything within a certain area of
the page. This range specification is referred to as an explicit range°
A second means of designating text to beoperated on consists of specifying
a search for all lines having a particular characteristic , such as all
those containing the string "ABCo" _lis is the familiar search-for-string
facility available in most text editors, and will be referred to as an
implicit range° Explicit and implicit qualifiers can be combined, as
in "all lines containing 'ABC' between line 1 and:line 5.'"
The explicit range, as mentioned earlier aliows the user to look
at a certain area of a page, which can be as small as
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one line or as largeas the completepage. Figure1 showsall of the
possibilitiesfor the explicitrange. The explicitrangecan consist
of one linenumber (£n). When the rangeconsistsof more than one line,
the firstlinenumberand the last line numberto be consideredare
separatedby a slash(£nl/£n2).It is also possibleto put a limiton
the totalnumberof linesto be consideredwithin thisparticulararea,
In thiscase,the totalnumberof llnesallowedwouldappearin parentheses
andfollowtheline numbersspecifyingthe particulararea (£nl/£n2(n£)).
The firstn_ lineswill be operatedon. When the rangeincludesthe
wholepage the rangewouldbe specifiedby theword ALL. Also available
are multiplerangesseparatedby commas, Thismeans thatmore than one
rangemay appearin an edit statementand theydo not have to be in _ny
order, Linenumbersused in the explicitrangespecificationsare
referredto as KEYSandmustbe KEYtypevariables.Hence,linenumbers(£n)
canbe any typeof KEY operand,a simplenumber,a KEY variableor a KEY
expression.Operatorsin KEYexpressionsare addition(+)and subtraction(-)
only. The limitput on thenumberof lines(n£)mustbe an INT operandsuch
as a simplenumber,an INTvariable,an INTexpression,or an INTfunction.





CHANGE 'CH'to CAT (SVb,'I')IN KV2/KV3-1(2)
The implicitrangeallowstheuser to lookat all linescontainiugeo
particularcharacteristic,The characteristi.c"is-made Up-o-f-a -s_tr'_g-of'-_.
...... be a simple strifig enclosed in'quotes, a STRfNG ............
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variableor a STEINGfunction. The stringof charactersmay be specified
to beginin a specificcolumn(col)or begin somewherebetweentwo
1
columns(coli,co12).Thispart of the rangewill be enclosedin parenthesis 1
- !
and followthe stringcharacteristic('DECLARE'(2,8)).The columnnumber J
J
" (col)must he an INTtypeoperand,a simplenumber,a variable,an expression, _!_!
or an INT function.It is alsopossibleto lookat all linesNOT i
containinga specificcharacteristic..This is accomplishedby pla'cinga i
° i
NOT in therangein frontof the stringof characters(NOT 'DECLARE'(4)). • i
Linescontainingtwo ormore characteristicsmay be specifiedas follows: '
" l
The firststringcharacteristicis followedby an AND or OR whichin turn
is followedby the secondcharacteristic('DECLARE'(2,8)AND 'PAETI').




CHANGESVI to 'XX' IN 'CH'(29,36):M
ADD '*' AT SVI IN 1777B'
_le implicitand explicitrangescan be usedtogether.Thisallo_sthe
commoncharacterstringsearchto _e restrictedto a particulararea
of the page. This implicitpart of the range is statedfirstfollowed '
by theword IN whichis followedby the explicitrangeas shown -
figurei. Examplesof nhisrangecombinationare shownbelow:
LIST SVIAND NOT ('IN') IN 15.4/20
REPLACE 'CHQUO' IN SVI/SV2+5(4)
- CHANGE 'MAX' to 'MIN' IN 'BITS' IN 3/4
ADD '#' AT 20 IN 'LB' IN .5,KV2-KVI
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The INSERT command, since it does not deal with existing text, differs
radically from the other edit commands in its permissible range specifications.
Obviously, the implicit range (string search) has no meaning since the text
does not exist. For the same reason the explicit range, ALL,.F,.L, and .C,
are not applicable to INSERT either. The explicit range for the INSERT
statement differs slightly by allowing the user to specify an incremental
option (inc) separated from the line numbers by a slash (_nl/_n2/inc). This
is the increment between line numbers that ISIS uses when assigning line
numbers to the text being inserted. The incremental value (inc) must also




" EXPLICIT Pmnge Syntax I_PLICIT Ranqe Syntax
® ,
Range Options: string-id - edit _iI lines containing
this string characteris-
An - edit line number £n tic
An (n£) - beginning with line strlng-id(col) - edit alllinescontaining
number _n, edit n£ this string in the cohu_n
number of lines number col
£nl/£n2 - edit all lines between strlng-id (COll,eOl2) - edltall lines containing
and including£nI & £n2 this string and appearing
£nl/£n2(n£) - edit lines between and between the columns, col1
including£nI & £n, and col2
without exceeding
number of lines NOT string--id - edit all lines n__o.teon-
tainlng the string-ld
£n/£n2,£n3,£n4 - edit multiple ranges, where it may be any of
They do not have to be the above options
in any order. Any of _ND_
the above ranges may be string-id (0R J - edit all llnes containing
. used. string-id string-id {t_ OR }All - edit all lines in the strlng-!d_h_re the
frame, string-ids may be any of
-. the above options
.F - edit the first line in
the frame.
.L - edit the last line in
the frame.
.C - edit tilecurrent line
in the frame.
Figure i.- Range concept for text editing commands.
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Text Editing Statements
FRAME frame-id (s) : STRING
The FRAME statement allows the user to declare the working frames. There
is one default frame-id, WORK, but the remaining available frames (9) must be
declared by the user with this statement before they can be used.
EX_IPLE:
14 ,,2.1.,,."59 1,









This command allows the user to activate any working frame. This
means that the statement verbs referring to a particular frame will not
have to be preceded by the frame-id now.
EXAblPLE:
.. u ,J _;E:.
I:::1!....]] I:_l._ c'",t , "'i............ ......
1"I..2:i.:,,!:.:.;7'"?
I:::IC"!"i ',/Eil I.,.i1
!.4.2: 7' .. I:!3 ?




The ERASE statement removes the specified types, variable-ids or frame
name from the identifier tables. Hore than one id may be erased at one time
with ids separated by a comma. Caution should be exercised when using ERASE.
Erasure of the ACTIVE frame is not allowed.
EXAMPLE:
, , , . i..,,:.:.,' iii;1'R]"H:] Declare frames
1:-',,:::',4.2 8 ?
'f:;HF_HF::i ::FIFIE:S Show frames
' F 1 ' '..' H0 I::::l-:::4 : '.i:::TR]:H(; ;
'FP ': HORF::?, : STI:;?IHG;
' "%I.... I ' " H] F;:F:::2 : STF;I::[Hi'j;._
1 "-_ "' "".:,.._,4.4 i'7
.....i - Erase frames, FI,XI[ F.':i :l$ E F !,_.'.,
1::i',."-'_" .:,..i,:,,:. ,-
•:,...,,,....._.:H ...t_.....:::F'-:I"!l:i:'.i!: - Frames F1 ,Xl now erased
'F,: ': L:J0F._.....::, : STRI HI.i;
' .... ' : _'11:)r''''i ....... ' ' I"• ,",." • :._. .... : .::,IF.I h., ;
FICTT. VE ',:'::,_: - Make X2 the ACTIVE frame
SH0H I::Rt:iM["'S
' ,''l...... '--:' ' I" I.,.I.....'gr:i,F::i : '.!ii;TI:::I Hr];
EI..H.:,E ,.,_... User cannot erase the ACTIVE frame
....................................... 1%HFIII'I I"]I:::1IT"El17 ERFiSE]], i' "1 i, '1 ii%1 iI%l i' 'l i,', I i, '1 i,',1 i,', I
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Text Editing Statement ERASE
LiSi
[frame-id/] LIST [range] [:[INIINK}], [V], [T]I
The LIST statement is used to view all or part of the ACTIVE frame or
specified frame. The range is optional and if not specified, the entire page
is listed. The range may consist of the implicit and/or explicit range
discussed on page 55. In addition to this range are two range options:
.F which lists the first line of the frame and .L which lists the last line
of the frame• The display option follows the range specification and is described
below:
Display Option: NI (NO ITEM) - do not display the contents o£ the line,
only the line number.
YK (NO KEY) - do not display the line number (key)
only the contents of the line.
V (VETO) - user may VETO or Verify Listing by
responding to 'OK?' with:
Y - YES continue listing
N - NO do not list
K- KILL terminate listing and
abort command
T (TAG) - Display tag-ids
EXArIBLEB: if'IF'LiCiT
-; .°
13.45.34?USE ALiB.14EF_'VEF:.CKCA:-:ES.TEST.PROGRM- The page _o be edited is read
ALIB.NEWVER. CKCASES. TEST.PF.'OGRFiUSE9 AS B4ORK from the data base library
13.4_. 24? into the ACTIVE frame.
VnR .'SV1,e_.,o." . ., _.STRING;
i3 46.=_:_"_='!VI, ,,o.
13.47. 169
S"I="CH' ; SV2="LEH' ;
13.48.089 I£.'I=14;
i3.ao _':,_,
LiST CNT(SVI,'HOT:::, - Listalllinescontainingtheconcatinacion
1.2 = CHNOT = "#'_; of 'CH' (SVl)and 'NOT'- CKNOT-
13.49.@99
LIST ,..',e"°(6), - List all lines containing 'LEN' (SV2) in
1.5 = IDLEH = 10; c01,,,,- number 6. I!
1.6 = NMLEH = 7;
1.7 = INLEN = 4-."2:
6. .. = VNLEH = 7;
I° 49 439
-_: ..;
L!ST '--'7"_<ivl,I-"1+2", - List all lines containing '777'in columns
- 2 3 = o.t.-',,lo:- = 3777E:; 14(IV1)thru16 (IVl+2)• • _'111"%111 1€'% •
o 6 = B:,'DriAX= 777777E;•.# I •
5.3 = LE:UIiA::::= 777,77E:'.,
i3.5n E'5"
LIST S':IAr'iiNOT _I||" - List all linescontaining'CH' (SVl)and
8.7 = C:HBL,qI-IK= ._ -_; not the string 'IN'.
.e = CHQUOTE = '''':"..
0.9 = CHZERO = 'O';
I. = CHEOL = '_';
I.i = CHSEIII = ';';





'" ['.9.'.-:!.469US£ RLiE:.IIE!..'VEF'.C/{CP.c:£S.TEST.P-'OGRM - Read the page to be edit6
" "" _L-'.."B_NEN:/ER._""-""" ",I,.L.M.:.E=..T ST F'F'OGF'IIUSED AS i'JOF'l',from the data base libra:?
"_ ,_;9._':k".37"-'.:' into the ACTIVE frame-
I I -,r', -'I I W'!I ,_ ; %#
:.Hr.I,vI,I..'V2,I..'V3,I,:.-.:I .E,;
e9.SS. 17?VRR IV2: INT
09.33.299VRR I'...'3:INT
89.33. _"4. : IV2=2; I"/3=5;
09.3"-.'. £169 I-{V!=28 ;. KV2=. 2; t-'.V3=2; !-'.'V4=6;
69.34,459
L!ST v,,.-, - Listllne,2(KV2).
£.I.2 :PROGRRH HRIN(.SFILE,DFILE, OUTPUT+) ;
09.34 ,589
L!ST "'" :I'."-+](3) - List limes starting aZ 1.2
].2 : CHIIOT = :#: ; (KVZ+I)with a llmi=of 3




_!ST ."_;""'"r.:._,-.o_r'" - List lines beginning with
_.'_ = CHZEPO = -"[1; ; .9 through 1.Z (KV3-.8)
1. = CHEOL = ;_-';
...!4. = CHSENI = :;';
I "2 = CHNOT = ;--,
_'9.:'=54:"
LIST 3 = """...,-,"I-I5(SQR< I'":')v_ )" List lines3.5 through5.
3.5 : E:VDLEN= _58; (KVI-15)with a limitof
3 6 B:.DtIH._.= 777777B; _ (KV2**2)totallines.
" " BVDSYN !;
3._: = BVDFIF.'ST = 2;_"
09.3_. >''9"8 - .--
LIST ""_' " "' "'_' !'"3+. 1 ""' .... 'I, -_, 5. _/l,','4-l,v-"I'v'2),• ,t-, .._T.2;'-List3 separate
0.2 =F'ROGF'RMMRIN(SFILE- DFII E-OLITF'UT+); ranges.. I
5.1 = i
1) •line .2 (KV2) i
5.2 = STRTUSBLK= _i 2) lime 5.1 through !
2.1 = E:LKSZ= 25G;" - 5.8 with a limit !
_..c. = E:LKLEN= "-'5CI; of 2 lines i
4"9 37 33" J




i.;:_CI _ :1._"'" ":: ...................................
............... a. , ':"t-I',::MI:I[:::H1 _::; i i-,::]HL:,il - .Declare frame
';_'_ i _..-.,:ic'..'7'
i_'-:_i_::......=....,."'._,.i: . ....."...... "' _ " _"'""-F.'.. '................... . "
...... ...,.:::,_n.....t=:,.,_r.v.,,,,= L.r...I.:H'."';I:.S'T'E'.ii;T"F'F:'.OL:;FtRM - Put a page into the W1
f:iL .T.E',.HEi.l',,,'EF::,,CK;i:l::i'.iii;ES. T£S1".F:'F.'.0GF:,::IM U'.i:Ei) FiS i,.i]. frame.
'.._".'.,9. I ',ii',.@q.?
' 'i...'i......."'" '-' " 5I.'.I., . ...i 'Z,I ..',. .
__.:3 : - LIST a few lines of the
_ "" '"" '" L_i FIE:l-':ii WI frame.ri.4 :,.. ._ ,::.T <_, ......... F:0i".iSII:::!i".IT::-;_!;:l






. The INSERT statement is used to add new lines to the ACTIVE frame or specified
frame. INSERT differs from the other edit statements because it adds new lines to
a frame instead of operating on existing lines. Since INSERT is not working with
an already existing line, an implicit range for INSERT does not make sense.
The explicit ranges, ALL_ .F, .L, and .C are not applicable to this command either.
The explicit range differs slightly by allowing the user to specify an
incremental option (inc) separated from the line numbers by a slash (_nl/_n2/inc)o
This is the increment ISIS uses when assigning line numbers to the inserted text.
_le incremental value (inc) must be a key operand (see below). If inc is not
specified in the range, then it will assume the current value of the system
variable, SYSTEM.DELTA (see page 14). The user is prompted for successive lines
to fill the range° Insertion may be halted by depressing the BREAK key. A
range must be specified and may be taken from the table below°
Range = _ _ ]
Ln _ ' _ - K[Y o_erand
_---1 K[Y expression
n_- _ - INT operand
1n¢ - "---_'--_ i - KEY operan<l
. Range with inc: £nl/£n2/inc - insert lines between and including £nI and _n2
incrementing the line number by inc.
_n//inc - insert lines beginning with £n, incrementing the
line number by inc, until the user halts insertion
by depressing the BREAK key.
NOTE: The user should take care and not insert lines overlapping already existing
line numbers. Insertion must be made between two existing line numbers.
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EXAMPLES: .-
16,57. ._°'°II_=+-:.._ 8LI£:,H'--WVER,CI .CH:.=:,TEST,PROGRM - "Thepage to beeditedisread
NLiE'., HEWVER.CK.e.RSES,TEST. PF'OGF.:MUSED R$ WORK from the data base library
16,5,0-.,3t.'47 into the ACTIVE frame.
',/RR t-.'.'41,1:.'.V2.,""_" FV4• !,_,,,., -.- -'KEY;
!6.58.5499RRiVI,IV2,IV3,1V4:IHT;
16.59.li?
""'_. . "°'_'_-881;K,._.=I.411 KV2=7. ; ,..',...-.





IHSERTKV2-,='-..°'''v_'°,,, . - INSERTbegi_ingwithline6.5
6.F., = and an increment of .001.
6,5@i = Insertionmay _ontinue until
6.5@::'= user depresses the BREAK key
6,5._: = which will then abort the
command.
i_.,.-"=="TEF.:.MI N_TEI,'I 1 "_' _& ". ! II
•":3-T"2) - Insert beginningwith line 1.4."17.!4.007 IN:';EF:TKVI .'KVi_.05.-".£_I".-v." .-.
I.41 = through line 1,46 with an
, ..... = incrementof 01, but with a
17.'" llnitof 2 lines-..57"
|
• 4..,.... }...,.-,+k '.o, ..... /INSEF:T K',.'1-.85..'1, ":, o.,,,". ,,,.'. k",,!"..,+i - _nsert using different ranges.
•!.46 = (i) insert beginningwith line
!•462 = 1.46 going through 1.469
I.4_%4 = with an increment of .002. •




......... ,_,- !::i2"STF.:II".iG_ - Declareframes
' _ =:_:: i :. ':"r-F:'.Hv,_:. t:':l!.,
• L'.-,I
.............. !...L,d.:'.,{:-.'.,T'"c.... _::'l:,'_"!l':il;l_:_I'i" Set pagename of A1 framel',,,%:3,FiT':'_i:LSE'[t4FUIEi]LIB._"I_u'EFi'." .............. '' " ' " r
. 1 T HE _'J!::1!I:1["* l;]IF F! :[
L,I.._!.._'; _::f,. L:KCFI'.[.i;E'.:':;TPF;l F'F.'.0g Ri::i['! ',ii;I::1L.! [::,,="I' ""I I [ " " "
.. -- t. ",, I ". ,-., [..ii.'.::= :*.,_ - Declare variablesi !:=l.!::.]3. ' ': =,I:"IF-:k" . -






[frame-id]/READ string-vat {A.I,) _n
" _le READ statement is used to read a single line of code from the
ACTIVE or designated frame into a string variable. A frame option will
allow the user to read a line from any of the working frames. The
variable where the code is to be stored must be a predefined STRING-
variable. The variable name is separated with a blank or a comma from
the line number (_n) where the code is read from. The line number (_n)
is a KEY operand and may be simply the line number, a KEY variable, or a
KEY expression as shown below.
gn ..... _ Number ] r
KEY variable _-J
KEY expression_-J
If the line number (_n) specified does not exist, the STRING variable is
set to a null string and no indication is given.
EXAMPLE:
:i.4 ,.2:;::_,,.x.i"::!:::;i:.i-iL .i;_ii:.M .:::;._ .iY E!:;::'......., ,,,.,--,.....---,.........,,-.,, - r....
. ,..,r,.,..,n .::,_::.::, [:'.::,l,, F'...',:._it_r:.rrl - The page to be edited
,_:i[...iE:.i iEi,.i%:E:R,,: : :::::::::::::::::::::::::,,Tii::S'T.F:'RO(:;J::::I::iMi.'.i:;i: ".] IFi'.ii:L,.IFIF.:Kis read from the data
base library.
.4 - "f N .,::*.'":. '.+.2 i.. ¢ 7 <:'L.,S',: ...' '. 6
i.':"i.4 =Cl_.: ..:S T ,::-i,:.C,'-.v:_" hi"............r' :,.............• .:, i,:"
1.3..5 -":: CHF ]:i:;::S T ..... , N, ,
• L. I"1 L- F't.7: I :.7. .=. " B
:i4.2 i.2 4 '.:
.... t.t* ........................ I
","HR ,.':,.::::;i F'::.! :! (] i',::I::H1: ;::;,, _'::'_ F'F;::I i:"[.... .,......, ... - Read the contents of line
CHFTRST = "::_ .5 • store it in the
i ':_.. ;?_,::::.j.:ii:":: strmng variable X and




,.!_i:'.2 'i!'.;2:...,'?i::"i:,i:i:i"ii:i:i._i._',S'( i:i:[_.i(ii_ - Dec 1are frame
_i:_?'. 2 ?.4.26 ?
',:!_'i;,:::":::,:":::_"::"_._:k.."!..i%i i::iL.:[k;.i'.i'-_....'"" "......""'"'""......"'...... _" "" "'''", ......., . ...... . [.2vi '; I:: t':., _. .r ._. ..i"i.::,i:::. : ,, 42 .-:,'i". t _..I..._.._.,:.r"lIl
. .-. _jr,,, tV.V, "_"""]::!:ii:;!iii:i_;.-......... r. pi:;:,"_r:::': "i ' ':::[::'ill_::z,:::!,.!1 - Put a page into the W1[:}i.. i i':;o r, mv.I':'=:,":.,, ,....r...,... i ":.:::,_ ..............................
_:i:J'?.;-9..=5_:.i',? frame.
H:[.,"L).Si.....,,....,'...",,4 - LIST lines
0.3 .'.::
i_i '::I" :':: i': ,"" II"'":::,"_, ([ "):' :" '-'' r", ,",, I_': 'i':"";. ,._L.,..,_::r__... Oii '.ii:'T'' "'".......:::,
_i:._'- .:;i:?,.4_ii:?







[frame-id/] WRITE string-id IAI,} £n
The WRITE statement is used to add a single line of code to the ACTIVE
o. working frame. This command is a simple and quick version of the INSERT or REPLACE
statement (since there is no prompt). A frame option will allow the user
to add code to any of the working frames. The code to be inserted (string-id)
may be in the form of a simple string, a predefined variable or a string
function as shown in the diagram below. The code is separated with a blank
or a comma from the line number (£n) where it will be inserted. The line number
is a KEY operand and may be simply the line number, a KEY variable or a KEY
expressionas sho_ below. Pleasenote that this commandassumes that you





15 i _. _i • 9i_l'7.;E F"iL _.,'; t'.lEH',,,'r_...v : F:K - _':r': ,:. F'
i : , i........= TE.:,F. F:I-II]R['I "- The page to be edi=ed is read
RLIB.I"4EN',/ER, '-[ .....'-":=':' TE'.--;T"mt'll-r'M I.!'.:;EIt t3'..:.;.I.,]OF.'.K
-,......'"-_ .... ",'.-_'".,' from _he da_a base library.i5 i_ "'-''.., , ._ ,,-,:.
',,,'.,"'IF..:''"" _",. ..,.._.t:::E",";
i .'-; i g 4.:.-:'7'',,,'Fi..:':;',,,'i :'-'" ='_ ... .... :, ! :-..T.NGl
'-'-'":' "- F.'.!. '-'-i 5. i ,.. _.v, fir , :,l...i : F.'.ERL
:,,_..5........i :::.__1q.'-': k"',.,'1= 4 1; F.'.1=2 ; '.:;',/1---' ._,':'i7.!1--.:,'-"g.,"_..,::F.'.1', ; '
=' 2 ;-.1,'-' i ,T..
5.?£0.5:?.'?',IRITE 'ALPf'iR::::=I.847',.45 - Insertlinen_er. .45withthecode,!5 ;'1 1:::'?LI':T 45
•_ " -" " AL_X- 1.047.9.4.:'3 =SLF'HRX=i, r_47
15 -'' 1"-',."_'., i :"
HF.'.ITE "-"'i,"'"'1+ 86
...." '" " " - 7_ser_ lime number .47 wimh _he code,
• _.5, "-' """ '7"L "• ,:,,:, i'.:;T <+.,"7
',347 -'--i-'-"-m Sql = SQR(RI).-,I_.! (_ :,_.,.:.R I >i
i 5: ":'":' ._',::" ..'_ &.L.I ....
biF.:i TE C8 T ,:"'.:;',.,'i , ' F'F..:TI"i'i"Lf..! '-' - '........ •,i..F.. ', i.:::',,,'1
i =._,;':", 4ri'-'LI._,T.4i':' - Insert line number .41 wi=h the
, _ , _, ,-.- codeAAAPRINTLNSQR.
_i,....._ i ='.:;i-..,±= :-;i.'.,F.":',..,'::,; F'RI_HT,...r.-t .:,i;..F.:
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NRITE continued
i.:i_£._=;?'?__i:':[:i_i:F!:=i:i:i]"!iill_.,ij.__.!iIR Zi...ii£:;_ - Declare frame
!:?m°:' =:_26?•.... =;.... =
•.i:::......'--..J.:.:''-i.= d":'...............................'::'iC' [:]i .."[ l:::;F" H L...[ k::;:: ["iiil .:.'v [:-I"::,: i'":l':i'IT:!'::i:::;F:":::.. """Ir::..... ....:, = F=R i_]i12._F.'If:=lH
F:tL i _;.......=RLH',.,......L_=:'F'=''c' ':::''..,....,,.::,.....L ::,'...., ,r'='=x:'"rL......,,_ '_:=c=' ......,_=::'..,"i, l.jS[i!][t I::_S i.".i1 - Put a page into the LV1
_:,=_..:_t9 _:i_:.... frame
l,.il.."[,.iF?iT[i!2...... _'iHi[:![; 'r_:::.,....,':::_.........'"FHi"IEI".ITi I".iE:' _,o :2![:2 - INSERT a new line (.32)
;I':"4 :.?;:_ "::'"::"i:'.. , = r._: i;,. L.=
i.Si.... :......H'i .."L. .:.I. - LIST new line
0_ 3 ::.
-'.:! H ." ..., -,...., E_ ,...,...,__E_...._ , _.._.__.....
_1='::i :::.[:i[[ii'4:i!;T' ':['"":" ,[';L.;][[''": ', ""'""',.... i"................i"i :::"!i:::ibi"i"'::: 'i,.',




[frame-id/] DELETE range [:_NLINK[NII],[V]]
The DELETh statement is used to remove lines from the ACTIVE frame or specified
frame. The range must be specified and may consist of the implicit and/or explicit
range discussed on page 55. Upon deletion, the deleted lines and their line
numbers will be displayed for the user's convenience unless the user has selected
a display option. The display option follows the range specification and is described
below.
Display Option: NL (NO LIST) - do not display line number or the contents
of the line being replaced
NI (NO ITEH) - do not display the contents of the line,
only the line number
NK (NO KEY) - do not display the line number (KEY)
only the contents of the line.
V (VETO) - user may VETO or verify deletion by
responding to 'OK?' with:
Y - YES - delete
N - NO - do not delete




"' ' KY'2, "'"• . K: ._.: }:".'4@9.1 @ 51 : ,"RF. KY1, . : KE',';
@9.!@ =,:4,-,,,,-,", . I','' ! ','_', I',,,'4: INT;..,.:.. :'','rlK I:'l' ,'.-.q --'.
• F.'.'.-'.-_., F:.'."."4=_ _ I "..'2=2._ I ;;'3=5.:89.11 84'.."F:,'Y2=.2; " ...: ...
89.1i.89?
• ..", " i-. r,@9.11.13? U:':ERLIE',.NENYEF:.CKL.HoE:.,.TEST.PF.:OGRM- Put a librarypage into the
RLIB. NE|4YER.CFzCASES.TEST. PF:OGF:MUSED R:-';NORK ACTIVE frame for editing.
89,1I.38?
@9.1I.46?DELETE:CHEOL: - Deleteall linescontaining
1. = CHEOL = ,$,; CIIEOL
89.12.239
DELETE 'CH',::4) - Deletealllinescontaining
O.5 = CHFIRST= ' :' ; CH beginning in column 4
8,6 = CHLRST = ';';
8.? = CHE:LRNK= ' 'i
0.8 = CHQUOTE = """';
0.9 = CHZERO = '8';
I.I = CHSEMI = ";';
1.2 : CHNOT : ..#Ii
89.13. Of9
'. DELETE 'IN'(44,45):NL - DeletealllinescontainingIN
13 ITEMS 1t4 SPECIFIED RRNGE. and beginning be_,;een columns
89, 13.599 _4 and 45 _
• . .:
YRR 9Vl :STRING; S'-"I:'MRX' ;
Bg.18.559DELETE SYI AND NOT 'IN' :NL - Deletealllinescontaining
37 IT£MS IN SPECIFIED RRNGE. MAX (SVl) and not 1N. Do not
89._9.279 want a printout (NL option).




0'.-:.5:::.ri1".'RF:-.., I...;I ,k ,_,""-"'".v,y:.,,|.'.IV4:KE",";
¢i:-:.5'-_26'7".'8F.:IVI, I'42,I'..":-''r_:._..... ,,,...-,INT;
,"I14"1m _89..8_:1.._;,. :o':'" K',"2=. 2; k,,,._-:. ; KV4=6; t,,,,o-_.,____; IV3=5;
.89.01.08?
89 .82 449 I.ISl: FII.1E I,I_i4',/ER.CKCS..E.:,.I'EST. PF::'OGPP'I
ALIB HEN'...'ER"_'"'""• .CI,,¢R:.,E_.TEST•PROGRN USED BS NORK
_19,89,26r.. .'
•89.83.35?DELETE....|.._,;,,. -Delete line .2 (KV2)
8.2 =F'ROGF'RMI.IRIN(SFILE,DFILE, OUTPUT+> ;
.89.83.53? • '
DELETE •4(IV2) - Delete5eginnlng_rlth
8.4 =CONST (* GLOBBL CONSTANTS "=) " line .4 and delete up to
8•5 = CHFIRST= ':'; 2 (IV2) lines.
.89..84.24? ,Ii
DELETE 1 ...-........ 2:NL1-I"'2"|'::3.... Delete lines beginninE
i£_ITEF19IN SPECIFIEDF.:RNGE. at.9throuEh1.8.
89._15.,":9'T"
/I,,I_'i..._', _ I"DELETEk,o..,'.,...I"."3-IV2) - Delete lines beginning
2. = BUFLEH= 7; • at 2 (KV3) through 2.5
"-,.I = E:LK'._Z= 256._ with a limit of 3 lines.
•"-, _'.'-' = E:LKLEH = 25.8l
89. _16.55'.."
DELET'_E"'"+" ,,.v,.,.4_v,,o," ,.,,:., ., ,-, ,, _,.,or.,-.__, 5.1 ,..."_-.I -,' k_._+l.4,F.,V4-k_.:NI- Delete3differe:
5.I ranges with the option t
5 •2 print only the line hum-
3.4 bar. NOTE: The first"
3•5 range (line 2.2) has
3.6 already been deleted in





:[5 !,:_ ¢::In'::'FF;:i::iHEI.,i2: ...."_ "
........... :, ,:.!HG - Declare frame
• c" -- 01::',- ..... ' "'-:[0 :[ ,.... .......: I.]a.. U.:,[:: 1::!1_I F; . l'.j[!!!.,!gEl_i'. I" .: "'iqc. L',.
' . ...................... :0 !I!:i:STot-'l::i:O<_Fi:t:ir,l - Put a library page into theI::iLIE:. ' ' ' ...... ".............. TEFEli, ,:1,:.° I":l... ...t. ,::.::,, .:,'-"_,P!;:'l'"il']-F:_''":...il,,ISE]] Fl:iii; "" W2 frame
. ....... q _].
15. 1'q. ';',......._:_'::'142 ."L I ':;_T_ ,,6
_. ,:: = C::HL.I:::IS'T= ._; ."
15,!9.:..:;I£)?I.,/2.."IF:L.Ec:•-,(I',,,'2::, - Deletelinesresidingin W2
_.".'1,5 =:: (::H!...I::1:;T = q; '_; frame




[frame-id/] REPLACE range [: NL ]
_le REPLACE statement is used to replace existing lines in the ACTIVE frame
• or specified frame. The range must be specified and may consist of the implicit
and/or explicit range discussed on page 55. The user is prompted for successive
lines to replace the lines in the specified range. The prompt is a display of
the line to be replaced. Following the range specification is the display
specification which is optional and described below.
If you don't want to replace the line, hit the BREAK key and the command
is aborted.
Display Options: NL (NO LIST) - de not list line numbers or
contents of the line being
replaced.
_: IMPLICIT
USE BLI8.HEFJVER.CKCRSES.TEST.PROGRM - The page to be edited is read from
BLIB. NEWVER.CKCASES.TEST. PROGRMUSED AS L,JORK the data base library into the
ACTIVE frame.
_.;'?.:! ,i!!::'.i:.;:.:_?VBR SVI,SV2, SV3,SV4.,SV_: STRING;
_i,'-_:1.7.,1 29VFIRIV3,IV4: INT;
..... =,.4-'LEN;; S',,'B"BLO'.:• _i!i_'? -;::'oL_:::o SVl='BLK _; SV2='CH"; _',,"- -",..=
_!!'?,:i.7o 177 IV3=36; IV4=4; S',,:3='LENGTH' ;
iii_no. i.7, ;:?'i!i_
...,...,:::'i::_ tL..., , ,...z_::'" ::..........._ i";..LItT!!_II-I_' -- Replace all lines containing 'C}tQUO' .
@: :i!: =, i-:H,_:!Ii:::TE = ."_'.'_ REPLACE prompts the user with line number(s)
,=.,_:_.,..,':::== and the user t_pes the replacement llne(s)
_i_i9, J.7° 4 5 ?
_:::":::_:::=_..._,,...'......., ::"i :_i( S',/:;:...... _ ' 21:Ei:i:;;:O" - Replace all lines containing the concati-
_..,"-_; 9 -':: i"l.-_F_?ii.............. :: _0"] nation of 'C'_' (SV2) and 'ZERO'
ii!i9= i8o 0'.iii:?
I:;i'.[!_?L..'::'''_:,.........':;""::_(3 4 ._I "_':'',,........ - Replace all lines containing '_' (BY2) in
ii_,, [5 = _i:!...i.:"_R:.!!;T= ." _ ."_ collins 34 thru 36 (IV3).i REPLACE continually
i..-io ,= ::: promptstheo"userwith linenumbersmtil all
0...,!!.']= (II:FIi::]'._i:'!"=:____ lineshave been replaced.
' !:;.':.[" £'L..'............ _ F;:"_ "......_'.,. i.....
• rl,_._.([:A_,..i)I _.,_._....•,,_,..I...- Replace all l_es containing the concatlnation
',:_...... !!_'_'IvF.l= 5:.:.::
..... •'.-"..... of 'D_' and 'LEN' (SV4) with a l_mlt of 4
4° = lines. -
• i.i:.i9° _._?o,:i.'.?,?
]:,3:EF:'L.._:'"":::: "" .'" '" ,....,._,,_' -
..........:,,i R[']i)hL,, " ':::" Replace all lines containing 'BLK' (SVI).and
", i Z":I '" '"-' "
._, .,. = ,.,L...r....:,_:.= 25(5, NOT '_' ... .
2° i =:
2 = ST_:iTll .....' ..... i...... .:,E:,L r...=: .
69
EXPLICIT
i::_':_":','_ :'!',_1'-: ':' FtR I""-'" .......o__.,o _,.-.INT"
- .. = . = _..i. _:' !
i..i$!!: F:i[...:[I::::=:!.lii::H'v'F!:F.:::I" :i ::(::Fi!!!;.!:[!!:i;..TF'.ii!".',,Pi:[:ii.'.;;F.:F:IM I - Read the page to be edited :_
[" .......iFi!.._T='u.- ,_'_=LI""[::D_.L. ,.'._" :_v..,, !] i'::'!":F:ii:i:;'i:.......................•.::,, _ L ::, I = _r':'P-iI':; [? c_i''t. ._,,, ,...,I' :::,[::..I..,F:IS ,...,L'"r.:,,.., . .. from the data base librar_
':_:'_"-'" 47:'? into the ACTIVE frametj 1."= _£ -.
REF'L!::I:::E:i:::V2 - Replace llne .2 (KV2)
_Jo? ::
_:.;.-"_ :: i" = EI ":)"."
,..,_, ,.., ,..._. ...','.""i9 .......i".iL. - Replace line .5(EV1-19.5) with NO LIST.
!:i= :5 -.::
i i TEl"I'::; ]:_.i :::!;F'_::'i":]:i::'.i:E ]"l _:::'' :'".'"'_::
iLi9, "-:2, :::i',::!!:?
RE_"I....II L.._:::'::' ::' ' _'''': -'"::'
..............., ........... :....,,...,._...'::]:":":i!!:::' - Replace lines 2.9 through and including
2= 9 = LF!"i]::iL..i!ii! .....25{!ii; 4(KV4-2) with a-l_m_t of 2 lines ©_ total.
:.:"°9 :: "-
:.:.',-. = i-l:,g'::!;H'.:!i;2 :: :!.;
._',= :::
ii!9°-::?,o46?
,-'::'=_:'...........r,"::'"_'_:::.........._"'........:: - ....."-': ! ....I:::V_:I-K':i2._:::I:','2)_, I<.","':I.-,,1.."I:::V,:.i."- Replace 3 separate
':_ .2 ::: ranges.r l =
_:_I= '2 =
5.-i = i) line .2(KV2) .
_±.oi ::: 2) line 5.1 _hrough
5° .2 = S'T'i:::i'T'l,....!'::'P_._.,_,_......{ :::= '! ,_ 5.8 (KV4-KV2) with
5,, 2 :: a limit of 2 (IV2)
.... ' :,i :.:::FJii lines.•-q..'::_ .-:: _,i,, ..
5:, !.:.' .... 3) line 5.9 (KV4-..1)
go = VHLEI..I = :.:::_ through 6 (KV4).
¢T ::
i:ii9,24, :17,',_!;"?
15 ,, i 'g-_;)F,::'FRFIt'if':: Iq:i:!_STF.'.IFIG; - Declare frames
.... b:- a,-._l::h,r::l.:!.h...,:[ ,' , ::::_:::"PI,I2 ..."1.....i:';I::: F_L :1:E',_ ' "" ' '-......o,......,....i."'" :' ..':......_:::'':........,, . '......... IES"[0 l::'l::'¢ir; Put library page into the
' _i_:,,,._ "........:':::_:" TES] t::'F::-ir:.i:_'F:IHI:_i:ED I::IS t,.,.t2 W2 frameI::L.:[E:. ' "-' " 'l:::t;::.... , .,...,,...........
i !!:1,19. ::-;_-K:'H2.,'F.'.EF:'LRCE. '9(: ! V;7.'::' - Replace lines in the N2 frame






[frame-|d/] CIiANGE string-idI [(colI [,co12])] TO string-id2
IN range [.'[NnlNIINd,EE]_V]
The CttANGE statement is used to modify existing lines on the ACTIVE frame or
. specified frame. An item to be changed (string-idl) and the change (string-|d2)are string
operands. They can be a literal string enclosed in quotes, 'ABC,' a string
variable or a STRING expression. The string to be changed (string-|d) may be
required to begin in a specific column (col) or begin between two columns (COll,COl2).
The column specification is optional and if used must be enclosed in parenthesis
following string-id. The column number must be an INT operand. It can be a simple
number, INT variable or an INT expression. The range may consist of implicit and/or
explicit ranges discussed on page 55. It should be noted that only the first
occurrence of the string on a line is changed, unless the _!or multiple occurrence
option is selected. ]_e display option follows the range specification and is
described below.
Display Option: NL (NO LIST) - do not display the line number or contents
of the line being changed.
NI (NO ITEM) - do not display the contents of theline, only
the number.
NK (NO KEY) - do not display tixeline number (key) only the
contents of the line.
E (ECHO) - display the old version of the line and the
new version after the change has been made.
V (VETO) - user may veto or verify CI[_NGEby responding to:
'OK?' with: Y - YES - make the change
N - NO - don't make the change
K - KILI, - don't make the change
Hultiple and abort the co.',:z_nd.
Occurrence ,q - change all occurrences of the string-id appearing
Option on a single line.
EXAMPLES: IblPLICIT
"i4.4g. 5g?USE RL!8. NENVER. CKCRSES. TEST. PROGRM - Page to be edited is read fromo
_LiB.iqEI.,IVEP.CKCR'.-I;'E:---:.TE.'.:;T.P.=.:OGRH U'.--_:EDR'.:'; .:..'OF,'K the data base library.
!4 41 ".:'.'."
• V.qR S".'!:S'v'2::-;TF..'ING;
14.42.147 SVI=:CH" ; Sx'2=:B''B:;
14.42. 489 .,
• • • ,..
CHSNGE SVI TO CAT(S'.:'!.,:I@::',IN :CH" AND :Ill:-ChangeCllto CElO
_._ _" ..
•. = CH 19F IR'.-_';T= : :: : in all lines containll
0. g = CHIOLAST = : ; ' ._ _ and IN.
71
C11ANGE
14.43.38"."CHA|_GES'.'I-" TO '"""t,,-,IN :CH'*(29,3_5>:M- Change C_ to XX in all lines
6..6 . = .';{:l;_LHol= _ ; containing a CB beginning in line
to,,.- , ' '" 29 through36. Also if more than6. T = ,'...-..8LHIqF,= • • ,
.---I o14.44.:-',? one occureueeof CH appearsin a
line changethem all (opt= M).
CHANGE:I' TO '150' IN '-"'"• • " o:'." - Change1 to 150 in all lines
--.,
•, = 8'...'DSZ= !5_ _ con=ainlngBVD.
3.6 = =,:'Bdlt,", = 777777[;;
3.7 = BVDSYH = -150;
i 45 16"."
4.4549?CHRNGE'__"'
- • "-=:_"TO "_LLL:IN 'LEt,:RHD •7-'56:- ChangeLEN to LLL in all
-.:'2 = BuF.-LL"_' = 250; linescontainingLEN and 250
;'.5 = TF.:LRLLL = 2:-0;
".._-" = HTNDLLL. = 256 .:
2.9 = LFHDLLL = 25g; " .'
,.,.--"1 = HASHLLL = 256_
3.5 = BVDLLL = 25Q;
4.',;: = F'DXLLL = 25@;




RLZB,NEHVER.C}'.'.CR-:E.'_::;TEST, PF..'OGRF1L!SED A::': "ORK - The page to be ediged is read




K','2=.2t. r.."_' -"",,o-.-": F:.'.' ,,'4=6: }",'1=..,.II
14._'_".,.,40?SVi:'CH'.i ...':'""_-'MRIN ,_.- ;
14.34.859
CHRHGE 'CHFIRST' TO CRT"'-"" ' ">.. i, 1 IN •5- ChangeCHFIRSTto CHI in line 5
_I,5 = CH1 = ':';
14.34.5i9
CHRNGE..,':"2,.TO 'TEST' IN I::3,"I'.']2) - ChangeMAIN to TEST in line .i
6.1 =FP.OGFo:R'.,'iTEST<SFiLE:DFILE:OUTPUT+>; for 2 lines.
•9.2 =FF,OL3F.'.R,iTE.'E;T:.'.-;FI LE.,DFI LE : OUTPUT+>;
i4. :':5, !9?
CHRNGE"_ .... ..".•=...1,:29, 36> TO ',..L,H' !N :"','"-'-"'.":-'-• _.-.: _., t.-.:.., I;":") _- ChangeCH beginning in
£-',.5= C:HI= -':'._ line 29 _hrou_h36 to XCH
£.1.,6 = 5H_,..","c-i= '.I_; in lines.2 through1 wit_
14.36.Ir!!? a limitof 2 lines.
72
CHANGE
CHRHGE "l'IA>::' TO 'MIH' IN KV3:2.3, KV4-.T/KV4(2):M- Change
- 2. • -- E:UFLEH = -"J, _ in 3 ranges. A!so c_'_......
_ • ,..,
• - = BLKt!IH = 3777B; a11 occur_ces of t:hestring
-.-. = LRUMTH = 777777E:; appearing in one line (H) •
5.4 = ,,-.r_,,uLq,liN = 7E:,
. (l) llne 2
- (2) l:L_e 2.3
(3) line 5.3 through 6 w-2.th a
li_L_ of 2 lines.
_PLICiT At11i,_,,._.='"='TCIT
!4.5ri_. eS"LISE ,,=._.";=' HEWYER.CKCRSES. TEST. PROI;RM - The page to be edited is read




-_: i=" CH' ; _'/2='BY'D';
COUHT 'fiR):;' - Count:all linescontainingMAX.
L: T'r=_._e-,_4........ =ri _,-,_,-=
=". ' Change MAX to _ in all14.,'2 547CHRNgE ',_IR;::"TO 'rliH' IH E'ITS' IN 3."4 -
•:..g = ,_.vD,'I_N = 777777B ; lines containing BITS withi_
i4 51 "'_':'_"
• •_': the line numbers 3 through 4
L!ig. :35. ,:.;.6'?Fi:;::i::ii'i_:"H1 ',:S ii:;i:Jli'_(i;i; - Declare frame
!39.........':'._'_;4' ;'":"
,":,,-, .",_::.] =.'.'",,'",_. .. _"'.i........ _- L i::.Mi,li:::.R ......... ........-.: .,.'.' .:..... ... _:.: i.'.ti ."u.::,l::"r"l'....-'.:,,_.t.. ....... ... i .i: L H'.:::,!:::.'.il;'i'ES '[ i:::'-""-'-'i ''1'''_:, ,: . ,, j": !..._ [ % "_ _ _
.... ,"" ;'" ,". ";' i"" F. "= "',
_:i .i.','z._;"= =,_i::: :;' i" i. "' :::i _ i
...... ,_....H ................•..........:::,r.::..:::,,, ,=:::..::..... ' ,":.l[)(]_i:;;:i ::ii"i Li:iil;E]] i:::i'.iii;N.I,. Put a page into the W1
(:i9. :_i]. 0 ii:;:: frame.
i.,.i1.."L i '.i:T . i
- LIST a line
_ I ::F::!:;;:Oi]R!::iJi_'" '_ ....""'' " ......"_" '_'' '......., r ,, .di,: :; ==.L_ _i r:: =r lIT+),-. Vi .
'3'?."-".'::_4 :!ii','i:'H._...,...HFii'_qE '!'IFI!H" • E>:',!:::'EI:;;: i H . !. C'
, - _:langea line in WI





[frame-id/]ADD string-id[AT col] IN range [:[NLINKJNI],[E] ,IV]]
The ADD statement is used to alter existing lines on the ACTIVE frame or specified
frame. The item to be added must be any type of STRING operand. It can be a simple
string enclosed in quotes, a STRING variable, or a STRING function. The string-id
may be required to be added AT a particular column (col). This AT col specification is
optional and if not specified, the string-id will be appended to the end of the line.
The column number must be an INT operand such as a simple number, an INT variable,
an INT expression or an INT function. The range must be included and may consist of
implicit and/or explicit ranges discussed on page 55. The altered line contents and
line number are listed unless a display option has been specified. The display options
are described below.
Display Option: NL (NO LEST) - do not display the line number or the
contents of the line being added.
NI (NO ITEM) - do not display the contents, only the
number.
NK (NO KEY) - do not display the line number (key) oz!y
the contents of the line.
EGO - display the old version of the line, and the "
altered version.
V (VETO) - user may veto or verify the additionsby responding
to 'OK?'with: Y - YES - make addition
N - NO - don't make addition
K - KILL - don't make addition and
abort the command.
TM=,,:fiTEXAMPLES: _,,,_,..
i6.@5.i3'?IJ'_,E_Li :.HENVER.C:KC:A::;E':;.TE?:T.PROGRM- Thepageto beeditedisread
16.1=.,.2!"R. CF::CAr;E:-;.TE:-':T.F'F. .OGF.:M. I.h:;EII P,,_;_40F.'.K from the data base library.
16.15.2:::'T'
•',,,'AR _-",,,' c.,,,,:•..1.,:_-':V2 ,. _ ,..,..'_',,'4.:STR INr:;
i6 15.°=_'''_'' kk_=,'_'''"... .,:",nr,KVi,"'' F.,-,•KEY;
16 15. "_"',,':=' iVI.,I ;r'_" INT;• ".:'." :" _ II1% % .u_Q
16. i.-';..4:-:.o
16 1= "_I-,:_,.,,,•-,.-,,::.:,,=" PRi"-' ": ': ""_-'•-. .:.,,,--.:_ADD-,qr,COL r,=,-r;',,
"" -" i',"1.-.':..IF,...5e.'-'$',,':3=;,-..,._ .;;:",,,'1=i. ..I K':,,':.'-:= 1.,., i=20; •
16. i5.549
l_.z.I=.SOC'_DD..,.... ";' _T .T'_IiN '777B'--Addan* incolumn20in.allline=contalning777B.
2.._', = ,.,-,..,, ,="v " :"":,,.., : 3777B; - ,"*.. ri,,,..., NLIM OF E:L]:'-FS.."F'P,GE; 11 BIT!-: ..,.")
.-,. F.. = B',!Dr,lA:.._= ,.,- ,--,-?. B* ; ':".',-."MR',:::NLIr'l 0 F " ,"i" .'' .....- • ,"h...I.. :..L'iBRFiR",'; 1:::B iT:-':-,-",
•=,"3 = ,_'IIM".....= 777777E',*_ ':[*M....' _ . "_.-. -, .... ,,,,: H,-..,VALUE r_F LF.'IJ; 18 BITS *>
: IF. 4@?.% • . •
ADD S'..'3AT 9 IN 'LEN' (6)- _..fan X in column 9 in all lines containing LENI,5, = "n'=_'":,_._._,.,...,= I@;. (iiLE[IGTH OF _N iiJENTIFIEF.'.+:::.in column 6.
1.6 = HMLEHX : 7; <'_ LENGTH OF A DIRECTORY NAME *.'_
1.. = iNLENX = ,_,, .o-:.,_. ,:.....,.LEHGTN OF £f.' IHF'UT E:UFFEF.:_',..




16.21='_._.•-".q"..'lI:-',P.... RLiB. NEW',,'EF.:.CKC:R'.::E$.TEST. PROGRr.1- The page I:o be edited is read from
ALIB.,".IEW,,'ER.CKCRSES.TEST• PROGRMUSED Fig 'MORK data base library.
I6.8._"_""_ •.-,_,:.
_'"'_',SV3.,e-_/A.VAR SVl,o_. o.-,STRING;
"_:""" KV .16.6., I..,',,HF.: i,KV2;KV3"-KEY.I
16.87•3,'?VRR IVl,I:/=•""INTl.
"16 _375c,,-,• • ......l •
i,'."87 =""'="_-" . . "
. ...,:..,.'_- PRiNTLH; 'I '.-3',,"2='(eADB-HO COL OPT*::";
" ""'""- "" "'_- IVi_.,•89•OU :::,,. ,-',.;. KVI=I•; k" :.'-1,7; 1:20 ;
16.89. '"_'4r.,.."
16.09.49'78DiI' PRiNTLN;'"AT IVI+9 IN .8(2) - AddPIL_N; at:column29inlines
0.:3 = CHJ_L!OTE="''''; F'RINTLN; beginningwi=h .8for2 lines.
6.9 = CHZERO = '0'; PRINTLN;
" 10 "_':'"
16.I8.:3'?"
RBB '.B',,,'IIN K',/2-.3 - AddPRINTLN; toline1.4
I.4 = PRINTLN;
I=.i¢I.:o,-,. .I....
FiBD ,:.,,-:., ,.L.':.,_.-,•-,/,-I[-1 KVI .., ,, , ,, - - Add (*ADD-NO COL OPT*) in lines I.
I, = C_EOL= :$'._'::@S[iB-NOF: LOPT*::' through1.2
1.1 = CHSEt'II = ' ; ' ; (*ADD-NO C.OL OPT*::,
• -" ._" "I " . ._ .I '2 = CHNOT : #"; ':" L['ILY USE FJF THI'.{; I':HRF'.RC:TEF.: ::,,:'_RI_Ii-HO COL 0
Ta>
16.ii.2.9'?
_DD '#' AT 28 iN :,"','' "',' -....[,.,,,--k:i Add # at column20 in 2 ranges
T _,_ -"8, .=,. = CHFIRST = .':"_. =" ,."e.F.,.,..I.:,TL':HRRRCTEF.:If,f CHRF.:-,-",, (1) line .5
@.7 = L.HBLRHK= ' '; # <_ CHFtRRC:TEF.tIDEHTIFIER'._:;_", (2) line .7
..
......, ........_:.,. !_ , - Declare frames
t:::"., ...... _ I ' : "::: .... Its:' !:::,!;I:L:,,; - Put library page into the1!;, 17:,36.:"Ti,.i;?'..-"t.isP:_::iI[i', ..h:., ,.,,_:.t,:..........
•_"'" '""" :' _-:_::'l:::l:i_!ii;[i['._i;"r!::,:.:'l" PF.'"i:;RFt" i'.::E:[:iFi:::t',i.,.',2 IV2frameI::IL.:[ [?'. _' ":-"Iv _:"!.... " ...................
...... _' L '
!,..5, 1.'?,, :.?'lil) '-'l'tl ;i_ ''' i::l [) :[} _'1':'' P,T 21 'I'N '':'":'"'::'" Add lines in the W2 frame
;i'. ::'_: '::: p...... ,1I::!::':: .:,, , , I::,"
i::,'/,LIII","',:3.i: :::: ,'- _ ',....... :::: ,.,.,.,.,-,'1::,"!'





The MODIFY statementallows the user to make changes in a line of code
without retypingthe entire line. Modify displays the line and then asks the
user for alterationsto the line with the prompt, "Alters?". The user then types
in the alterationsusing the followingmodify €omma!}.d§:_
space bar - This leaves the character unchanged.
B - B will delete the character appearing directly
above it and replace it with a blank space.
D - D will delete the character appearing directly
above it and the rest of the text on the line
is shifted to the left one character.
I - I will insert a string of characters before
the character that appears directly above it.
The characters being inserted must be enclosed
in quotes and directly follow the I command.
NOTE that the characters appearing above this
inserted string cannot now be modified. All
commands apply to the character that appear
directly above it. The multiple pass option
can be used to solve this problem.
R - R will replace any number of characters with
a new string beginning with the character
appearing directly above the R. The string must
be enclosed in quotes and follow the R command.
NOTEthat the charactersappearingabove the
replacementstring cannot be modified. All
commands apply to the characters that appears
directly above it. The multiple pass option I
can be used to solve this problem.
Therange must be specifiedand may consist of implicit and/or explicitrange i
discussedon page 51 . Modify providesmultiple prompts to the user for a single
line, as many times as the user sees necessaryto complete the modifications. I
A carriage return with no modifications preceding it will discontinue .
prompts for the current line and go onto the next line in the range. The BREAK
key will abort the command with no modification made.
A single modification option (:S) is available which provides the user with




......... g': - -- I -- j"! :::. ::;r". 27;'?USE RL i b3.rlEHYER. Ci:::CR'.:;i-::;. TE:-';T. P_ Jt.,RHI'l
_I TIll " il"l I ."Fi--_ tIEHYER "' ......'-''"• ,,_r bH.:,_-.-,.TE:-;T, F'ROGRRt'IUSED HS _,_IjF..t-..
1:3..:,'-'_". 17?t'lOD" FY . 1,.". 2,
e. 1 -P-~'RUI_F.Hfl"- " ' t'IR-'_.4".:,FILE,.'-'.rlFILE, OI.ITPIJT+) ; - IIodify lines 1 through 3
RLTEF.:'.:;'? ])rJEI F.:':-;I_IBF'_ ! ' F'Ft' with multiple modes per line.
0. ! =PR!:,] '.-:;UE',F',::'.'-;F! LE, F'ArlFILE, OLITF'UT+',;
RLTERS'..'.' E'. I ; UE:;
8.1 =PROG :-:;LIE:,::-;t.iEiFILE_F'R_FILE, AI_ITF'I_IT+::,;
RLTERS;? - No more roods.Hit CR
0 .,'-:' =PRO!]F.'.R!'!.HR"_',:::S=ILE;_-_, • _.,r,=II_E, OI_ITF'UT+);. - Hodify line ._
RLTER''o :" No mods. Hit CR
@.3 = - I!odifyline .5
RLTER'.-;'T" - ::o mods.
i3.42. :?,__-'? - Hit CR to abort command.
L!'ii)=,f_:.;i ,,,::i.":'i:i::i:;i:i:::iiqi::. i.;_'.....:,,.::,"",r':.._.;r._"",..:,....._, - Dec1are frame
1_%¢-,
,::.,>, 5 i. '::"' ""• ..J .!. :"
'.i)'7.',,5 i.. 55'-" .....:'v.l.i...i...l:i:i;[ii:FIL.:[[!i:,ii[i:['.i'v'iiii:[;).Ci...(::i:::i:iii;[ii::iii;.]"[i!:'.iii;T.F:'i:;I:I){:I;[ I:F!I':I - Put a page into the W1
F:I!...i E',.[.!E!'.I',/[iiF.:,,i:::[:::i::::!:::!:7i!::"F,,7,i:J:E."i' r:,.:;;'"!':iF'Ai", ....:iii.El]::_!::::% b.!]. frame.
!;:!_9.5 2. _:."I_i:J?
i.,i:[..."L.iE;T ,,[" - LIST a line of Ill frame.
• . ;...'::,P" ' I..!r ;: ij_.! i I"L! I .... , ,.i
g'.:..,.52. {i:J5"?
i,.i:[.."i"iO])]:[::'Y , "",::.S - Modify a single line in
...... _...,._...._:::-
O. 2 i:::'i ;i:OI:.:.F::F:IH T r:,F':::!::.F [ [::,,7,:::.... 17,:::'IT'.+.::,!;
iTi'..:.'._,:'..?,.4..5"7'
Hi ..H01:).i:i::::¢ ,,2 - More Modifications required
'r'l i....... i i 'T' I" ,.I I 'T' "1c:l 2'! "::"" ....'" '" F:IH "i !:iF''::"''" :i:LE:,.,.ur"'.,...,... ' '"" '•.... I":.t, ._ p:. ::) ,_" .,
F!L..T',;7.2R'.!:i;"i' 1:'.! :!:_':!:i....E_' t o 1ine . 2.
c'.i...,,2 = F'i,.".,._""r"':"i'"'r,' Ti'1F:',::.:::,""r'"1'{ iiii:,])i:::'! L['1:'.,0 TI:::'I IT+ )
!::!L T b.-..[;7..::{!;'? ]) [: ]%





[frame-id/] COPY range TO [£n[//inc]}
The COPY command allows the user to copy an existing line or lines of code to
another location within the ACTIVE frame or from a specified frame to the ACTIVE
frame. The frame copied to is always the ACTIVE frame. The line or lines being
copied remains unchanged an---dwill now appear in both locations. A range must be
specified and may consist of implicit and/or explicit ranges discussed on page 55.
The new location (£n) must be specified. The increment (inc) is optional and has
a default value of o_S_I:M.DELTA. The new line location and increment are both KEY
operands and can be any of the following.
£n and inc = _ I number [ r
q KEY variahlep
H KEY expression'_
Upon execution of COPY, ISIS displays the number of lines copied in the last
line number.
EXAMPLE: IMPLICIT
1_. 04. :39? ',.,'_R i :.,".'-:: I NT;
16.05.4_J""": 'AF.'.-.! 3TF.'.T ,INC I, IN l':2 :KE";'.:
' "A _"' ':":'"i_, ¢__•04" :' F..',"I,. .,, ,_ _,V4::-;TRING.:
16.06. 939
USE ALIB.NEW'.?ER.CKC:ASES.TES:T.PF.:OGRII., - Put a library page
ALIB.NEWVER.C:KCA:':ES.TEST.PROGRH USED A:_:;I.IORK into the ACTIVE
16,_36.549 workingframefor !
._':,,'"- ":'::._,-....,,_, i::;',,:'l"=" '-'_.,_,. ..,..""!'_ :" "'-'. .-."C [...[•_r, ":'','"":"[..[!i[.[!_:i editing• D:?,EL... . i'' T-' . •
16..,_,.0991NCI:. 001; INC2=, 00Z; L-;TKT:?.4,
16._"_'_._'_
... ._: !
COPY '¢HEOL'TO ?/.."IN(2 - Copy alllinescon-
1 LINES INSERTED. LAST LINE INSERTED IN WORK : Z. raining CHEOL to line
16 8'9.53'7 7 with an inc of .002 i
""'"'ZERO' TO STRT.,"/.801 - Copy all linescon-16.10.09?COPYCRT'I..mV-.",.. ___ ;.
I LINES IHSERTED. LAST LINE INSERTED IN WORK :'" 7.4 taining CtlZEROstring ,
16.10.347 function to line 7.4 '
with 001 increment i
COPY ""_. V.-':..,TO _'_02.""IHC:I+INC2 - Copy all lines. :_';.(34, I "" STRT+. ,
• " 4 J._ containing CH be-2 LINE'.:;IN_';EF.:TEIILAST LINE IHSERTED IN WOF'K : 7. v_:
16.11.29" ginningincol34
thru 36 to line 7.402
with a .003 increment.
.. ._',I,.-',%_ • -J':OPYCAT"'HASH',S',,,'4>A['I9CAT<'-''"'"''TO 7 _ - Copy all linescon-
I LINES IHSEF.:TED.LflSTLINE IHSERTED IH HuRK : Z._ taining HAStlLENand
le..12..._:LIST"- "' 7.'_.. BLKLENto line 7.9





• ':J9,51.5,='? USE FIL!B. ;qE';..!'.!ER.CKCFI_:;ES.TE::;T.--'RO.r,I"I - l:'ut a l±bzar7 page :Dat:.o _:he
P.:LIB NEN'..:ER"vr "=e=':' TEST PROGRFIUSED FtS L'n=K page for edi£ing• • ,... I'-...I I..,i-..I • • !,..I._ I%1% •
-""0'9.52..549
.g9.5:3027 "'='SI,VI:'-- • .', ,,,. -'-: INC2, LNi, LN2, ST_1: k..'.EY;
• a9.53.497 VBR NL:INT;
'-':9..54.82? '-'I,= , i .; .:."1=. £:2.: ",""'=2. ; I NC?.=, @01,
e. 54. 529 V5=5. ; i'15=3; LHI=I. I ; LN2=I. 2;




89.5:.469C0PYI TO ..,,,..,..,. ,. '--'T_'T _¢.'I - Copyline 1 to line
1 LINES IHSEF:TED. LFt'.:';TLiNE IH'.::ERTEDIN WORK : .,4.2 7.42
F19.=" " _-. .,_.IO?LtCT.,_,7.4..-
7.42 = CHEOL .= '$';
_'i9 __. i 3?LI ST LN1'::2 ::'; C0F'","LN1':.4.. T0 ""o _'1_.'_.! : L I :-:T ":' @ ""-'
- " i" " "_-'_ ' _'+ Fll..","... .• - l,b.02•i -- l_.u'-'-_IT .... _'' "., . n. ._f_&= " _.".q
I " =.,, C:HNOT= '"#:; ": "" " "• _- (e ONL':/•LISE OF---THI S-CHt'_RFICTER; ;
':" LINES T ............ "
.- _.N.:.EKJ,-D. uH.=,_LiNE IHSEF:TEDIN NORK : _ 811
2.@11 = CHNOT = "#_; (* ONLY USE OF THIS C:HFIRFICTER,::,
i@._5.417
Li:'iT i i.,1 "
i.i = CH*.--;EMI= ';.';
I .'t ..
• ,- = CHNOT = '#'; (- ONLY USE OF THI'.:: CHFIRFICTEF.:._::,
__3.__" _T' "
COPV.LN2-Vi.."",_.*"/i,1SqF.:,:"NL-I",'). . TO VR+,..0:-:.."..".P_Oi: LIST ..,=,83."5.p_.4.
4.LIN.ESiNSERTED. L'FI::';TLINE INSERTED IN _,'ORK : ..,=.0:-::':
•_II " .'_I
_I.:,= CHSEMI = ';';
:..,.@31 : CHNOT : '#.'; ,:.,-."" LI'ILYq" II.':;E..OF THIR.. CHFIF.'.FICTER.,-1:,'
=.-,,632 = I'IDBLANKS = ' ';
5,833 = "
:-.i)8 ,,q.5. !::.F '::i:::"i:,.,illH!:i i.,l2 ',','.i.;7 !;i:]:!4(::-: - Declare frame name
............................ : _ -'" "-' ' '"""""'"" ...... [ES - Put library page into the,::.,,=,. ,.t,:::,.._.._.: :.,.:,::...,..,.:::,::. r L...:._:,_ .,c.... '::. .......: ........r :::,L::..:::,,, T'. P i:','": ":;i:;'I:_i"I a
t: T_::, . €'i "::' :',:' "-.-," :::_,::::i:::',:::Ti ":::Tpi:;:,r '.:i:;,_::::i,i USE]] l::Ki;i.,.12 W2 frame
;:i!iL::o48.4 4'?
h,"::,..",-' ,",'-,...... , 4 TF l!_)"" :::::,::::'i - Copy lines from W2
• T_._,-' _ ,...._............_.._ ,.. ........,......:-• frame to the ACTIVE;:::: _ , r...• .:, ]::"_.:::,,:::r':.I L i. ,, L-I::ti';T i T EI"! , ,.!.:::,I:::": [::.I. I I"l _,.i0 F_:K ',', 10. L']_.:':._i.
frame
" i]:.I:_:.51.:!_)'?L.]:L:::T10._:.i0:- - Listthe list linescopiedto
![.';.(i)i_i!. =CO!..iST ,::-):i'.LOE',I:"IL ":".H:::2",",:::,HTS.!,!.::, the Active page
F I O , ..J _7 • t:.l-..
1.,.!2..''i,...i '::'i._...... ..:,''..4 - Listthe linesin W2whichwere
!::3.,:3 = copied
'.-:....,,4 =::,......_...!,....,:::'i.... •..... ...,...-.....r :,'::,,.__C0H$T!::ii".i7S :':..',..
79
" Text Editing StatemenKs
[frame-id/] MOVE range TO i Zn[llincl}
_lm bIOVEcommand allows the user to move an existing line or lines of code
from one location with the ACTIVE frame or from a specified frame to the ACTIVE
frame. (The frame moved to is always the ACTIVE frame.) The line(s) being copied
in the old location will no longer exist. A range must be specified and may
consist of implicit and/or explicit ranges discussed on page 55. The new line
location (in) and the incremental value (inc) are KEY operands. The increment
__ (inc) is optional but must be specified when moving more than one line. They
can be in the following form:
£n & inc = ,,_ [ number I F
_. KEY variable-k " .
H KEY expressionk




16.15.16'? "'AR::;',,'I.......'•: ; :,:STRING;
16.15.5A'?:'AF.'..I'.4,HUM:IHT;
16.16.86? vAF'.;!.Ir:1,STRT:KE";';
• ' " . ..,-,,--L.H.:," ;. I',,:4=4; iNCI=. @81;. .-16.1624? SVI='E,Lk': c., . .-,-- -.,
16.1F.059 HLII'I=5:-:; '-;TRT=,'.4.;
16.17..257
USE RLIB.HEbP,.'ER." ... " TEST. Put a
_ iH':,E:, F'ROGRM- librarypage into theACTIVE
RLIB, HEH'.!EF'..CKCRSE:';.TEST. F'ROGF.:MI,I:-;EDRS HOF:K frame for editing.
16.17.599
ItO',/E "''_,..o TO 7. 1..'.-'IHC1 Hove all lines con-
I LINES IH:::ERTED.LAST LIHE INSERTED IN WORK : 7.I raining CHS to line
i6,1_,,_.'-:::" 7.1 with a ,001
LIST $"/3 increment
7.i = CHSEMI = '|_; - This listingshowsthe linehas
16.18.46'2 been deletedfrom its original
location.
MOVECAT(':"' -"' V4:, 0 STRT+ "IHC1 Hove all linescon-,., ; 1, ' l'lH,:.,• ".:,( I . T . 1.."/" - ,
I LI.NES IH'..:;ERTEII. LRST LIHE IH::;ERTEDIH IlOF.K : ,.5 taining BLDIAXin
16.19.317 col 4 to line 7.5
• with a .001 increment
MOVE ' LISE"<HIJl'l DIV ";'),.Tit STF.:T+..:,"',.-...'._"1_11 - Hove all lines con-
"2 LIHES IH'.::ERTED.LAST LIHE IHSEF.:TEDIH WORK : F.7@! raining USE beginning
16.2@.12'? _ in col 29 to line7.7
LIST 'USE' with a .001 increment
1.2 = CHNAT = '#'; (_ OHLY USE I:lF THIS CHRF:Rr:TER_::"
7,7 = IHLIMIT = 88; (_ USEFLIL LENGTH OF INPLIT BUFFER _i:,
• "" 8LC I.,t-..e )7 781 : BLKLEN = 25@; (- USEFUL CELLS PER I""
16.28.349 ThisLISTshowsthelines




I'IOVE S"'1 Rt'lli NOT 'LEN' TO 8.."..".001
3 LINES INSERTED. LRST LINE INSERTED IN NOF.:K : 8•0@:;/
8, = BLf-...:,.--= :-'56; ( * ::;1,7.E 0F BL0CKF.:EC I N r:ELL:-: * :,
8.L_01 "= 9TRTU':':BLt:::= 1; <e iTR.TU'.:; BL3CK NUi"IE:EF::HUST E:E ! *',
8 *--102= BLF../IH,--,= .377.8; (- I'IH:, NUN OF E:LOCF::::-;..-'F'£GE;1! E_ _':: ;-,
16.22.15?
USE i_L!B,h_-h-.._r...'-"'-_'CKCRSE:-;.TEST.PROGRr,I - The page to be ed'A:edis read
• -""I"-'-'-_'-". . Fr.L,_r.r,I. .:,EDR$ :''"ALTB F'ENVERUK_Ho _. TEST• '-'"'-"_'"- 4_,r..F. from the datm base !ibraz_,o
U':"3! ":':'- - ". 4C :"
04. _ .
U-": .:nr, - .-,..-.o.-._, STPT, !NC2: t::E",'
&-l'_4 .; A ='_.,-,I I_ E, }Jl "
._.. _.':_, • _11 :' ;' r,... .',_. •
09 ."-"5.' :" '" .... "=-= ' _"_, ." ,...,- _, ':._,-.J, LNI=-. : : :;;TF.:T=T.4;
e9 --5.5'?'.." !NC'.'= ."_'-102" NL=:-:" : •
09 .76._.,':-'
.,--..-._.,,-,,,,-L_,_ Tn STRT...".,".@.@!_ L!:-;T 7.
;'J_"':;_:"_" :"J'-'"= ......" " - Move line 1.l
.,-.iT_,_.-:._=o!N:E;EF.:TED.LFI:.:;T_lh='_i.,.:.Er..'=9''_"-_ iH '_,4,.,F..K"-'' : 7.4 "coline 7.4
• I • •
7.4 = CHSE['Ii = :_'._ _¢ith .001
•.7.2t'T' incrcv'cnt
_j4 t"l I I ._" T--, T I, ", ---,• "
'" • .. -rib,- LTST 7.'4..."',-', - HoVe lines begin-,,_,','E -'.-',- 5 ":NL+NL " : ,_, 7. '?.'." •
LINES !N:-:EF.:TES,LR:-;T Lille IH:-;ERTE9 TH :,40F.:K : ?.'71 ning with 2.5 fl;r
," '_ = TRLRLEN = 2._,'.'-_; 6 lines "co l_nc;s
7.9@2 = F.'T.NS!:;Z= i .l ])egi_uing _t: 7°9
7.904 = NTNZ;LEN = 250; with an _ncrc, n',ent
-,..906 = LFND:-;Z= ._;. of .()n'-"
, _-t_-llr-_ "=."1.7.907. = : r,'_:-= _ =. ,- .,v:
7.'?1 = HRSH'.-;Z= ! ;
O':_ :-:--'."-'='-'
i'lL'."..'E 4 5 " . T0 :_--'".TtlC2; _!.-;T "• -, .... . :,.".:.'.,"'_ - Hove lines hot-
..-";...-'_ '=S-...._.'L":=mTET,....LRS LIU=,.~..:,P:--'iED._._..II-I.40RK : '.=':.2_2 _,'oen4.s a:_d4.6
I I _P*t._ ,*" _*.1L " •
-,'-'.2 = r_ur-,.:,_rJ = -__,.'. to line 7.9 with
8.202 = ND,':-'FIRST= 7""... .002 increr,_ent
89.39.2g:o .
I'IO'/E VLi'VL+. 4,::NL.:, TO :-;TRT+I . ......: "t.|.lC2.t I"'-"_-_-, ,'-"... T.-"9- Move lines at
3-'LINES !N::;ERTE:D.LR:::TLINE INiEF.:TEDiN -.IL.F..'I,: :",.704 5 through 5.4 wit
'--' " li__itof 3 lines,.,. _ = F'iK:..".F!F.:ST= ".._-:;
::J.702 = co line 8.7 with
,'-3.704 = '.:;iNiLI:_:;BLK= I; an incrementof
09.4:'-':._6q:' .002.
' """ "="'=' "'NL:'I,. .': I ,,, .j :' ,; ._I ." • ,_,
,,=."-, = LF.:Ut'IR:-'.'.'= ?,."77?7E:;
5.4 = HLL-IF,H:': = 7E;;
_ -_-_.",97
:.:,8° 4 !5,,!:::;;.:'":'F::i ,::HH_:::i.i2 ',',:3i i::L:i:LiG - Dec1are frame
:: : _ ::: ' _: ":' ':'. .... :::g: I:::ti T i:::', i'..lK'' i' "::' ':;:',,C I:::!::.:................ I [... I::_R F:i!'i - a.................................................. V.,','L.I.. n'::l::'::: .... ':'" :::'.:'"_ Put page into the W1
i::iL.. :[ El ,, _._r" , r" r':.Ij t.:_r':.r"l l't .............I.. r"l .::, frame..,c:I.,ii,?[ii:i ?.,, !:::i [:([[F!SE"ii:,,"i"EST "' ....." """"....._':::::" """ ["12"
• "-¢", .i.'", .: 4 ,'"
!:::i,::, , ':'I";::, . ':'i"_'I ;"
,,....,..._,...,, Move linesfrom
..._.:,.J,,,i::: " " '::i' "r...-, ,-.,.... l:i:l" ' "i.'.l,:: ..... ,, ..:, ." ,: I i...! ,:::,." ." .... I.
W2 frame to thec.' _'_,,_:.",1_""".:,.,T,_..i,,.....'::i:: ,._R"FEl) ,, L..Ft:5i;"T' i 'T',,..,;:', T.,,_"l,....-':::i::' ..,.i:;'"i"i::,... . ]:i'.l _'.i0RK :'.
_;?,,_,,.!:.,?. :.::,_.:-,.::, Active frame
L..]I::-:IT'2,..""? - LIST new lines of the WORK
R. = frame.
',.-T.',,, I:?.]. =:aI":I"I i".i:':';"i.... .:.:. - - [2 _::li "' " .. ':: "" A ...'T"S 4. ",
L:'_:q xr_!::I ""'_::""•........_,. ..' :...J"
i,i':::'. i 'i"::"i...... '" 4. Lines no longer appear in W2
- ._.-- 7.. • 'r ,:.r ::' ". T <:"r ".-!" -.L_,.'- -[ I..... ! I ...... J............. t .. [.... _'.Fi_'.:,..,E. frame.
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Text Editing Statement
[frame-id/] REKEY range TO I £nllinc}
t
The REKEY statement allows the user to change the line number (KEYS)
assigned to a single line of code or a group of lines in the ACTIVE
frame• It should be noted that when rekeying, the line numbers must remain
in ascending progression order. The range for REKEY is limited. The implicit i
part of range does not apply and the explicit range is limited,i.e., multiple
ranges are not allowed and the n£ total line designator is not permitted.
n£n is the beginning line number for tl{erange being REKEYed and inc is the
new increment for line numbers.
EXAblPLE:
"_ik :'' "c.;,_ '._,• I.-"7" -, .. I:'-'' ', -,. .. ,L.-", :Kg';',
09.!5.,517 INC2=. 00!; V4=4;
¢,9. I_.!39
;'1_ _':1 1"'-"''- _ T mr,-,--,,
........,:,.,:,_....8.NEN:.,'ER.CKCRSES•TE:-;T•r .U,_-Ktl- Thepage to be editedis read
RL'='urn.'==,pve,_,:=¢:TE -;TF'F:OGRHlISEDAS _40F'Kfromthedatabaselibrary.6_', ['=t',q:'_,...,,....j,._,_..= . .. .
@9 "-:'_• " " '-'
09.23."-:',-o='=vrv_,..._.._."a.-.l/V4*.":'_tO."a-.I/,".001_.LIST 3."_.,""-Rekey fromline3.9
ITEMS!P SF'ECI=TED.6 KHN-'"_ a=.LqST KEY: o."903 through 4.2to3.9witha .00
:":.9 = D TF.::-:;Z= 4 ; increment this time. The new
:% '?Of = '_,-.......= _'; lines are listed to show the
::: 'a02 = Ii"_'='r ''''_'r..0 ...1-_ I , I "" _"•. -. .'. new llne numbers.
_;.'FI_: = :,:2FIF.:ST = o,
.39,24. i::.':.
e._ gI i • Rm=', ' RLL TO 1''•0!: ' TST F; LiS "r _ :I !..,_•F_ ST _, ............. .. .....
O -' =F'RNGF.:RM "_" T• " ,,H..N,::SFIL'E. DEI_L..E.,J]UTF.'LIT+':'; In this example, the first
=,. = :,:NLEH= ,'.. and last linesof a pagewere
66 ITE!"IS !N "=' "" F..'.R,qGE. O.g9
•:,, EC-FIED LSST KEY: listed; then the entire page
_3.1 =PF.:OGF.:R/'tMR!N(SF!LE.DFILE,OIJTF'LIT+); was rekeyed thenthefirst
O. 69 = ':'I'..ILEt'..I= 7; and last lines lis_ed again
69 26.!="• ,.., show the entire page was
• rekeyed using the new line
increment of .01.
i 2,5 4 i 7 ? F P.1:1f'iE _'2 : ': T...... .. ,.._ .... i - :it.IL]; Declare frame name
! :..-.'=_ 4 _:._:i'::'bl:::'..,'!ii::;F c,, 'rE!:,,!.iE !,.i'v'Ef;ii_" :r: i::_: E!!!i; TF ::;] r.'F,FIF _'.................. ,,[........................ ,-,...... _,...FIH-Put a library page into the
f::{L.._rC',=_ = ....'_:I::' ,"t.",-',--a,:::.................... F:'r:=- ,""r.,::,r,. I,,::.::"", ,.1':,,.,L., ,- .,....... _.,..... ,. t::::,, ; t: ::, I , ,......... .,,. .! , ,...,.. .I ..]..,,::c- W2 framea I I '..' I'"1 Ik,,
! 2=55, _l',:::'? i
•1',':, ..' Ib'2LTSr', F:';L,_..._.IST ,,L - Listthe firstand lastlinesof
0.-. i ==F:'[',;ii.-ji..-,F.:.'.f ii"i .bjF-Ii [.!,::'.:;F'i L E i,J:)F]:i...ii!:_,fll I'i"F:'...7 + ::,; the I'{2 frame
_;. =: _,'hL. :l., = 7;
12 F;':--;:':""-'... = = .i t..,
_.,.:,., . ....e,_.-,...',.::,..,.. ,. ......., P,LL "['0 1{Io.....•....,, .I - REKEY the complete page• New line
7? ,, '............t,_.=iTEHS REKEYEI_ LI:qST iTEFi REK!::',t:! Ibl H2 number should begin with 10 and
.! ....= _-,,.:2 ..:, ,,,.:,
._.",...,,:....... _.: increase by .i
t,i:-:'..."i _ '::'T . ......... .......... ...., ,,F:_ H2.,"LI::,! .. i _ - List the first and last line
i_']-_., - ,--":":;"-I- RF_H,.,. _1 I"i1'31lq'::F;FI L.E_]::IF.I.,...I.:"' :: F!l'l"p..T.-I..::,._ numbers _afterrekeying
i 5=9 =: ',,,'!".iLEt.! := 7 ;
i :-:', 5 ,-",@i ?
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Text Editing Statements
[frame-id/] COUNT [range] [:NC]
The COUNT statement allows the user to count the number of lines in the
ACTIVE specified frame within a range. The range is optional and, if not
specified, the default is ALL. A message indicating the number of items in the
specified range is autoi_atically printed unless otherwise indicated by the
display option NC, described below•
Display Option: NC (No Confirmation) - Avoids printing the CqUIT'T
r-_essage,"x itens in s_ecified
range"
EXAMPLES:
1x. 12.17'-'L. I :-';'I
4 "'I c'T¢'T':''I T2A_h r:F'11.'-.AC:AA'N
6. = I_1::;EF:, '?,; 1:3 i.:.10H.
B. =CHRRGE:] 01481 : LRr:.
]O• =GET: HR-I]O.
•12. =gET : LAT5=FITOI'1912.
14• =:PRCK:L'-;TS. List the ACTIVEframecontents,a
• 16, =I.":L'IF'","E:F_ ! I'|F'I.I'[• ] HFi L• typicalHAL/S applicationsprogram





2_:. =) - EOR separator
1_,,12.3 iOf" 0.1[.|'[ - Count number of lines in ACTIVE frame"
I:-:ITEl'InIH SF'ECIF IEl: F.:I_HGE.
I:::.1" IR. .- . C
L:UUI'414/1_1 - Count number of lines "betweenline
4 ITEt'lS IH '.-:F'Er:IF!EDP.RHJ;E. number 4 and line number i0
1:'::.1" S4'-"r:AIII-IT 4,"i :"J,l ':' ,oo•-'.. .. -,-... - Count total number of lines
1:-: ITEIiS IIISPECIFIED RANGE. 2 ranges.
!;-'.=" ,.-,•_r, ,-. - Declare frame name._,,:,,@ :':'?FRAHE h._',.'.:;,..!I'J,.=,
J.2 ='- 2.;, ;"_'_.-:,..13.:,E 8L I E:_P I,,, p "" !-' Put a..... :,. , :_.... ,_E:, ,_,......RSES, TEXT, PF:NGRRH- library page into
• .o ": ':" _ _'F.'FI-F.'RHLINED H..'q'"_4.:, the W3 frameAL I El NENY'EF.' r:KI-:R._,E.... , EST. r •. ..
• 4_. ! :, .J,;_
- --r-,- . qN'.--'.."F'NIINT_._._ _ "__"r'UhmH['l"r'r.. Count the number of lines
'-' . '-'-'_-'iEllRA containing 'PROGRAM'in W3 frame_. TTEH:-; iH .:,__L.IF NGE.'
12.5 q ..... ,, l ,_,-,,- ,-,..,-b : FmI_,,_F..H[1.' - Now list all lines containing
[....'-' - hE.,._ . " 'PROGRAM'inW3frame@.i =F'[-."-]E'AH HAl ._,...:,FILE...D_I AIITF'IIT+::,._




[frame-id/] EXEC [range][:E ]
The EXEC statement allows the user to execute the contents of the ACTIVE or
specified frame. Any portion of the frame may be executed by using the range option.
It should be noted that declarative statements (VAR, TYPE, etc) can only be
executed once. An error message is given if an identifier is declared twice.
Display Option: E {EC}{O) - displays a line of code as it is executed.
EXAMPLE:





=. =F,F.:,i,.1_, _ ,,r.. . ,._R: E;_::::_"_
j_..•A=_z......'":,I.:?P-,:':,t:t. --Execute the ACTIVE frame
I. Ei<iEi_i_:iOF%EIEiOEIEIE+O_l !. i EI_EIE_,_-",OOOfIOOOE+O01 "..'. i OFIE_OOflfIE#iiE#:IfIE+fIEii '.?,. i lllf_IEi%'1_'i_'i_'.l£1
i.4. _"' :2£,....,E::.::EC : [-"
-' .... Execute the ACTIVE frameand print out each




•.,, =F'F.:I FITL[.1 1"3: _',,,::,: ","




IFI 41 _:'I'.2'.'?FF'._ :'_''"::............ TR]"HG
_. . ,,,IL ril _f_2!:.:-, . - Define working frames
_.6.42.2;:"T'UF;ERLIB.IgI$...10B.COHTF.:0L.GLlILI!2 - Read a library page into the ACTIVE
ftLIE:. I_i:-:.:, . JOB.I::OltTPOL.BUILD2 UL=iED11SWORK frame
-O. 4.3.if-'_:_,I'._ •' - List ACTIVE frame
':::'" l . InE:'.,([:l]iI"I'TF:'.0L. I"t_ : TI='::'".... "'........... ,_.m..._ i:i;.:::.."i:;;'.UI".i::,.,_...1 ::4":..... ='c ,_-.[ _', " ,=" ,::'
" .......'"iI .... ,_c.
...:..... i_'.F:[- F'i::l'."_;I i"i1"F ",:JEF:'T i ':::'i_ i::i:3,."F?.I..!f l-- - . u m t. L:_. _a.!!....U'.=E ....!0ELI E',.I'.-'_;I '.--;=: "''
1C1.4.'.':....-':, Ri .''_,_...,c::cL.CFIF"y" - Read a library page into the A1
I_LI B. I _;"I..':'.JOE:.COHTF;OL.COPY USED Ho'"':: 11t working frame
'0.44 "'""F:Ii.."L.' [S'i' - List the AI'frame contents





EXEC: - Execute the ACTIVE :frame
¢. "- ,., .--.fiL IS. I:-;I.,.JgB.L:OttTROL.HE11DERUSED RS R3 - USE statementexecuted
3 ITEl'ISi|'ISF'ECIFIEDF'1111GE. - RUN statement executed
f;LIE'IS'-"-"JOB.COHTF:OL.COPY USED AS 113 -Second line
• °-|•
g ITEI'I.g IH SPECIFIED F'.RHGE.
J,',ELIB. ISIS. $OURCE.PASIHTF.SEF'T18 USED R'B it3 - Third line
t'99 ITEllf; IH SPECIFIED RRHGE..
=3.46.289
SE|'t[I - INPUT file (generated by RUN) is sent






The RUN file is a file set up by the user as an input file for submission
to the NOS internal reader. Records making up the RUN file are separated using
a right parenthesis [)] in column i as the EOR mark. The RUN file is created
using the RUN statement and is executed (submitted to NOS) using the SEND
statement. See Tool Invocation Statements for examples. At present the




[frame-id/] RUN [range] [:[El, [NK]]
The RUN statement allows the user to create an INPUT file (control cards,
program source and/or data) for submission to the NOS internal reader. This
file, referred to as RUN file in ISIS, has the NOS name RFILE. A right
parenthesis [)] in the first column is used as an EOR mark for separating
records such as the control cards, program source, and data on the RUN (input)
file. If control cards are stored on one frame, program source on another,
and data on still another, the user simply executes the RUN statement three
times in succession. RUN will concatenate the indicated frames to the RUN
(input) file for each time it is executed. The range is optional and if not
specified, will be the entire frame. The line numbers (KEYS) will be stored
in columns 81-98 if the NK option (described below) is not used.
Display Option: E (ECHO) - Displays the frame contents as it is
being added to the RUN file (RFILE)
NK (NO KEY) - The line numbers are deleted as the lines
are transferred to the RUN file.
EXAMPLES:
• °. .
FRAME AI,A3:STRING; - Define working frames
.....'',-',l'd..$%::-:'U:'_-:Ei:iL.TE,]'.:,_:;''......ififi'"'",_.Lhi]F.L.L'-i'.l;U'll.._,.-'r"'Copy page from libraryinto ACTIVE
- T , .HL:.6, I :.::I ::... OE:.I':OI4YROL.E IJrLD2 !_l:_--;Ell _1'..:;!¢ORI( working page.
i 8.19. ¢_:-:":'
,i:-,T - List the ACTIVE frame1, "--I'.-:;E RLLR 1'::":-; !fl£:, L:O,qTROL HEFilIEF'.:; '.:_:--:/Piji-;,_t4!:
...........
_-. 'r - i- % .% I •
':' fall [E: r¢.a'_; ..IUn: !::ONTROL C:OP",';_; H.-,/£1_!N,_{}:::" m _ a • • •
'-' j n EL.! £: _:.:a1:E::: --'!_p !-E F'flSi NTF RCF'Ti " ; R:--:/RIJN.J. • h i • .... • • i'_.
I:.:.:I :_, ":"-'
_/I..l:'-;E t'.:OP":' - Read a librarypage into A1 working
FiLI B.......1 :-; I ::; • I I-IE: I,[:1-i[!Tt;.'.17L C:OF'",.... _::__"='i Fi'_:; Ftl frame
1:::, 1q, F,{1,7,Ll '7;T
• ] , " M_4_--'I " :: F _ f i i. ; _ '._ ] :" .... l Jl.I E: " l- I iT,N]l _:: _1{ L " H Ef_DER; F_?./,F:L!I{ : l"l K
=_,.= _a, , ,.
3 'L_gl]'.-:E,- c, , F: -:I "--: F'Fi':.... : -' ' '_
..,I..luL., .. ; 5";-i!..iF.::i-:E T I.JTF ':;E'F'_i ;:,; 1_._,/_.,_,,4
I " i9. ':":';r'• _ :.' :
E::'.',EC: - ExecuteACTIVE frame ist llne
.............. -l-' .. R:-: - |- I% TE:. T'-;I': ; ..li_'lBi"#,_.,qi:, L !iEHI EE. " ::ED''H.:, Executionof USE statement of ACTIVE
:-; ITEM:.,"IN SF'D:It IED RRNGE. Executionof RUNstatement_frameisRLIE:. !:::l':' F" "- _'' '""" |• . It-llr_tl .::'" " ....
..... v__.. ... L . 2nd llne being,.uF ,_'. ....:,ED R'-; R:Z:
, .:,rEL.Ir I_-._ _.:flt|13E. executed• 5 !TEt'I'-; IN "" -' "
,'_ ,rl J.:,ED ':' |..IOELIB. I :':''..::........:;N IF'REoF'R";INTF..- LF ',-: '" R._, F:;:_'-',3rd line
699 ITEr'IS !:H '.:_;F'EtiFIEI._ RHHGE.
i 8.2 _-_.:37 ':-.'
87




:_.."-";2::,::long'_.'i_';::_::'i::![Ti::_.CiF'i:::ii,iT"..:::i ii];.:'.F:}. if]:::'.(:F:i:.i- Put library page into working frame AI
_LIE:.GRRHT.E:OCK.CHOF'.rx":R LI:]:ED R::; I:11
18.54. @69 " RI/LIxT - List workingframeAl
4. :ISI:-';TST, T:.'-'_1_1.,C[.1160CIC!0. F.:['l1150 GF.:RHTHRH
6. :USER, 9_ I:':SOH,
" =CHRRCE, 101481, LRC.•l'J•
18. :GET,HALGO.
12. =GET,LST5=RTnM912.
.q= - A1 contains -14. =F'RC:K,L.. T..,.







28. =} - EOR separator
IO._..4 21"
LI:.-';E PG1




4. =C HRLMRT TEST L':R:_-';EHF.RR .:.
6. =C F'.:S,T BEIHG IHTEGER RPPRYS OF 1
S." =C U BEIHG R 5>::5 IHTEGER RF:RRY
- .tl ..10. : BECLRRE R HPF.H ,..18)INTEGER;
12. = BECLRRE " - " ".:.RRRR",'(1t.'1;:,INTEGEF:;
-- D--t.l14. = BECLRRE T HRF.H,.(10)INTEf;EF:;
16. = BEL':LRRELIRRF:R",'<I@)INTEGEF:;
I:-3. = DEr:LRF:EU RRRRY(5,5> IHTEL]EF:;
2@. : DECLARE INTEGEF:,A,E:,C,B;
":-';.'. = A=2&3; . - User's source program
24. = B=18; (HAL/S)•
2_. : C=16;
•":,0 .,,.... : R$,"5)=I¢I;
:30. = F:$( 7 .':,= 1.2;
4"2'. = U$ ,:'.3,41:.=,15;
3 4. = D= ,:;R+E:;.+ C:;
:E I e _ " = l II = R + (1 E: + 12: _, ;
38. = R=R$ ,:;5 ) ;
48. = :';$,::2 .':,= R$ ,:.7 ) ; '
42. = R:LI$ ,"g,41:';
44. : U$ (4, :':;:,=R; /
46. = RLOSE GriF,F'.rtc;
4:':. =) - EOR.separator . ., ° ..... o._ ,
le 56.=':';• ..t,Z,:' ",
FI1/F.'.IJH - create RUN (input)file (controlcards)
13 1TEMS I N SF'Er:I F I Ell F'.RNf';E.
IO157.19"US
RIJ[.I
24 ITEM'.:;IN SF'EC:IFIEI_RANGE. - Add ACTIVEframeto RUN(input) file
I1"1.57. 42'7' (programsource) .
SHO|4 RUH
:3, LIFIE::;IH RUN. - Display the number of linee on'the
10.57.54'? RUN(input)file.
:.:;EHB -Send RUN(input)file to NOS internal reader
•"RW"IK'.::.Z'::;EHTTill E:RTRH E'.:-::ECI.ITIOH. - N0S job identificationis AWVIKXZ





The SEND command allows the user to submit the RUN(input) file to the NOS
internal reader. NOS will respond by printing the 7 character identification
. code for the job. If the RUN(input) file happened to be empty, then a mc_:_gc
is typed indicating this.
EXAKPLE:
m_ .-,-',i-,l-."LI T
- 4. _,,". .:,o :".:,E _£l
ii -I, ,-.,,,,",-¢.',-,,",-u_ TO BRTCHE..:,EL:JTION - NOSacceptsjob and returns• F_'_l' 'i ._ VI" .-_,U.F,'
14.5? . ._,.=¢4,-,:. the job ID name 'AWVIOYA'
. . ..- ..-
' 15.40.559SEI'ID





The STOP:SEND command allows the user to submit the contents of the RUN "
(INPUT) file to the NOS internal reader in an interactive mode. ISIS auto-
matically performs a STORE operation (page 47) to preserve the current
environment and transfers control to the control sequence defined by the RUN
file. Upon completion of this sequence, control is returned to ISIS and













This control card sequence gets the interactive tool and then calls
ISISGET to retrieve the tool's input data from the ISIS library page names
MYLIB.INTACToTOOL.INPUT.DATA and put it on an NOS file named INFILEo
After tool execution (in the interactive mode), ISISPUT is called to
store the tools output, OUTFILE, on an ISIS library page named MYLIB. INTACT°








The SHOWN file will contain the output of the last SHOW statement which
was executed using the KEEP option° The information is saved here for the
user in case he wishes to refer to it later One A message is displayed
giving the total number of lines inserted and the line number of the last
item on the file,
EXAMPLE :
i 2 "-'' 4_::;'s'C:H'-'hi ...:,_-.:, i TL.i E:. ""q BnOl.:::.l:.::., ,t:-z..... I.:::i :i:::'i:::'• . :,c................... " "' i"_..... :.:}U .......... '..... ... : ........
'-"." .... " i...i,::I:::'I:;:,"!"EII ]:I".1:-;H,JL,.I,., ',: _::::_r'r..,.,._.::,_._,._'""'-'_"'['Ei).:::,,::.r':.,, LF!ST i TEH ._.. ....... ' " _' .....
I !1 II i





A self-help type of command. The SHOW SHOWS command prints a list
of all statements which the user may SHOW, or the words he may select to
follow the SHOW command verb. The KEEP option will store the command output
on the SHOWN file.
EXAMPLE:
i
_:_ "i ..,,...9,:_._l_i,i '.3bit3!.,.i"3
,....!...I.......Ii:it.lS Fi:;i',i::iI"1E'3 * F: t.tr: ::::"'_''-' !:::i',,,'I::i !....h -,_,RE',,,':-; .... _-,...,r.,,-......... ,,!_ t..[i .' ..
_'lt::..[ .:,.:::,I E " r.., ,..-,....r-'-.r"[._,ii_-'r ', r' i.i " ;"i'I::: ". -" ,'""r'• F',"-;"....¢ir'._.:-; J:;':'..":..:,c ,_., i::.-., ,,:,_,r._ '.:-";ETS .::,r





._ Interrogation Statements SHOW RESERVED
SHOWRESERVED [:KEEP]
The SHOW RESERVEDstatementis used to determinewhat words have been
reserved for ISIS and cannotbe used as identifiernames in user programs.
The KEEP optionwill store the commandoutput on the SHOWN file.
EXAMPLE:
!_H.23._-I!]_9SHOI4 RESERVED
RBBREY ACTIVE ADD ALL RHD ARRAY
ASK FIT BY CALL CHFIHGE CLEAR
COHPFIRE COMPILE COPY COUNT I"IELETE DiY
D,ONNTO DO BUMP ELSE EHB ERFISE•
EXEC EXiTIF FALSE FORERCH FOR FRFIHE
FROH FUHC iF IHSERT IHYOKE tN
LiST LOOP HOi:IIFY H0:[.I HOYE HOT
OF 01"1 .OF.". OVER PRIHTLH PRINT
PROC PURGE READ RECORD REKEY REHOVE
REPEAT REPLACE RESTORE RUN SAVE SEHI)
SET SHON STOP STORE THEN TO
TRUE TYPE UHIOH UHTIL USE VRR





The SHOW STATEMENTS statement is used to display all available statement




RBBREV RCTiVE i:11111 ASK CRLL CHRNI::;E
CLERR C0 HPFt,r.?.E COMPILE COPY COUNT DELETE
I_U_'IP ERf4SE EXEC FORERCH FOR FRRME
FUNC i F i NSERT i t'.IVOKE L I ST LOOP
l'i0111FY MOVE PRIt..iTLH PRINT PROC PURGE
REFIll REKEY REMOVE REPEl:IT REPL_:_CE RESTORE
RUN SRVE SEI".III SET SHOL,] STOP
STORE TYPE USE VRR VOIII NHILE
HRITE XEQ






This statement allows the user to obtain an estimate of program resources which
are still available. The resource space already in use and remaining available are
given in internal units. Program resources listed are
STRING - string variable space
TYPE - program TYPES
ID - program identifiers
PF - procedures and function/names
STACK,CORE,& XEQ - system information (not directly controllable by the user)
STACK - values of all nonstring variables (temporarily during execution)
CORE - generated codeCintermediate language)
XEQ - nesting of XEQ, EXEC, and ASK
The KEEP option will store the command output on the SHOWN file.
EXAMPLE:
i 171 2 4 _']:':::'T'':' " i"lI _._,,..,,:::,TI
- m a ..... ._, .. i..i ! i ":' t i J. t._
TH ,_,',:=r.-_,,_. Fi",,'Ft! LRBL.E
:--;TK'I' " 1 i. '::'r4t..._• ":':'•j _ i j
r _- : i2' '::::1_ ,...J
I-!} : :?:4 I 16
F'F : '8 I.5
'-" "" " - " '-' '::1'-'.!:':.:',•:, HLIr:. : ," .......
F:ORE : i _:, ":':"':::
...1%, .,,,i





Re SHOW ABBREVSstatementis used to determinewhich statementverbs have
been abbreviatedby the user and their abbreviation(s). The KEEP option will
store the commandoutput on the SHOWN file.
EXAMPLE:
:i.Lri ':':" :2,;:.'.it9f:_E::',........ :":", _,.,, ..t ::!',::E',,,'P _, _,:.: F:F;'::] I'.iT
i@,2h _""" ..... 'J _.':.'_.....• .:.' .: I"1b,,. S- ,, . I_ ,::,!":.[: ','
•' F'F..: _': F'R:1:I".!T
" F' _'_ F'R:i:I.!7
96




The SHOW TYPES statement is used to allow the user to display all types which
he has placed in the type-id table (systems declared TYPES are not presented).
If the user wishes to inquire about 8ne specific type, he should use the SHOW ID
statement. The KEEP option will store the command output on the SHOWN file.
EXA_[PLE:
,_.,,-,,,......._..,,-,.-. - No initialdata types
-,!",_.NRt.],E <._.,i.
= :.",f:-t.""_'""'-'_._.....,, . :: r i:. F'EF.':::O!.iS.-'.Rlii:F:_I_ - Declare data types
i 5 - ........"""" • .. " .,.:,TF, [.tG" Ei.4:I)°.... :,_: ::,,:::,..TYF:'E iq1::!Di;'_:,RE¢:0F.:!:l l".ii...iH',',TH'T'., Hf_H" " ' i ., ._
1=._,. :",7 .1 6.'::'. ---
':;...l!'_,_,_ ., T""r"_,'"=..:, - New data types have
,.:.......I.,.'1 been added
i.}. t'l _ i l".l!._
t.l_::1H_ STRI HGi':
[::.h D...






SHOW VARS [:KEEP] ..
The SHOW VARS statement is used to determine which variables have been
placed in the identifiertable. All declared variables are printed. If
the user wishes to inquireabout one specificvariable he should use the
SHOW ID statement. The KEEP option will store the command output on the shown
file.
EXAMPLE:
14 OFi47'-'SHOW,h-,r,,-• _ , _nv...3
** NOHE **
i4._Zt2.4.J;="T.......r 5 i_,..D="r"C;l'Ikl':'-,:.: REAL
14.03.037T'fPEME'.';S: ARRAY[1..5] OF E:OOL - Definenewdatatypes
14.i.'t::;.4rl"T'.,'PE RECI : RECFIF..'.DHUM:IHT; FLAG:BOOL; NAM:'.E;TRING;END;
"-'""-" :314.04...-,..:_ FE RECM : ARRA","[I..] OF RECl;
14.85.16'?
YRR STI,ST2:STRI[IG
14 0.='. """'"" "- '"".... .,. :' ',I"IR HBL.,REFIL
• "'i {14 05.44'?',,,'AR E:l _E',2: E,Ln.L
14.'.35.567YARKI.r'1,I'..'.ATE:F'EF.'.SOI'IS - Declarenewvariables
i 4. P_6.12'.':'VAF.'.F',REC: REr:1









'E:REC '."AF'F'A"_'[ _..I..,':'] OF - Shows addition of new








' t"iM,-.. ' ". REAL;






SHOW ID {abbrev-idlvar-id[system-id[frame_id} [:KEEp]
The SHOW ID statement allows the user to obtain a description of program or system
identifiers. The identifier name, type, and usage is displayed. The KEEP option will
store the command output on the SHOWN file.
EXAMPLE :
14,28° 2 ;?.?VF!R ',::', REFIL..._
14.2'8,3 i '?V2F;I'.B, iF..:: E:00 L ;
1,:._.2.8,547','F.IF.'.I.,J'.,F: t.HT;
14. '.25).1 '??V8R I ti!l : STRI [4G;
1"I., 2 9, :::9"i",,.'F':IR fi F,:.'E [: : RE C0 ];.iI) 14LI,h']:; I I..1"1; FLi;;: B00L; Ef..II);





! ,::1..:?,1. :1,8'? J= 1 1;
:1.4. :-_-',1 "":'....,_"? F::I::1"_"[ :.":'] = i 2 5 " '::u • ,, .D ...I .
i 4 :.'.',1..':,5;,,




















The SHOW SETS statement displays all items the user may SET. Most SET
statements may be reversed by a corresponding CLEAR statement. The KEEP
option stores the command output on the SH0_ file.
EXA_fPLE:
.... "r ! ., ,..,h. "...'._x .:[.,
[ i.J!]iE:::: [.IR!'JE "T"f'i ill "i."RI::'t(['.E] + T R FI_'::" -' "!i:i?.i::iP$
t ! E" _s :__,T I"I_,I
"fL. 1% ,_,4 ,...,_"!
*Not available at present




,:. :..: InterrogfitionStatements SHOW CI,EA_RS
SHOW CLEARS [:KEEP]
- _e SHOW CLEARS statement is used to determine which items can be cleared.
CLEAR is used to reverse the effect of a SET command. The KEEP option stores
tilecommand output on the SHOWN file.
EXAMPLE:
i.0o2 7° li:.i4 :';::SH0 H Ci...EF::iR_i:i;
]:t'.iI)E;::; i _'"j-'......... 1::[J' ::......... , '",.., TRI::1C[:','.,J .i::.,.'.,L........ i".lI:::1r ib i:;i:U I".1 r ,r
.+l F':F:!F' +'T!:;:f iF::''."; * ","i!:::i .':' iii;1:0i'i
*Not available at present





]lleSIIOWNAME displaysthe currentname of the ACTIVE or specifiedframe.
The user also has the option of displayingthe librarynames of frames which
are not ACTIVE by precedingtilecommandwith the frame name and a slash.
EXAblPLE:
].ii_,27 ° ,:.':'"_""::"-:r'"'-:.:..., ,...,,.._iqFii"!i!" - The library page associated
.... i E; i.4i:::ii"!Ei[:i: ,i: F:'i-( with the ACTIVE frame has not
i !..-i,-: ,.....;, :. yet been named.
SET HAHE i !::ii...]:i!i:oSHi:!!I....F,,E:r:iOl.:::,,CI...IF_P.TER,F'AGE - Set .nameof the page
"I ..a r- - r,,j, ,,,
"'::'_,.,,,._TE:,° AI...!yI... ....F ,,i!::i! r l.::..CHAPTI:}F::..... . =......PAr:;E :I:'..:.i;TI...l[.!it..It,_'i= OF .b.IJt,;.l... associated with the
i. i:':i, 2 ','_.- 4 {i:.i? ACTIVE frame,
SHi.-.i'_,iHFi!"I[: - Show the library page
IALiB ,,::;II[!i:LF_.,,E',NOi.:::=_"i"i_:]!:']E._2° ,'"::-_:,.,._. :!.'.i!;bll:::l!"lEOF HqF:'i:::,- associated with the
iA_,2 q..oP":'"?-,_... ACTIVE frame.
FRFi"iE i.,.ii _,L,]2 : '.::;Ti:..:.:i t..i.;
'I I.'-1":'"_' ":' _ "?
.:..:;=h.,.:!..!,E.F.i.::l:::i::i::iSE TE T F'R0 (:;RFI["1l.,.i: ..."iISE FiL" .. =. .... ::_, _ %::1 II • ',.I I
FIL I E:,,I'..iE...'.I" "E.R,,t:::i':::C:A:iii;E'.i!;, TE'7;T , I:::'R,.'-II"..a,...,,,E',::_, ,t I.!..' !!;E]:1.AS L']1
!.@,:-',ilia,,45"::'
l.'i:L"':"... ,H0i'i i'4Ai"iE
F{L I B° i"4E!.'iYER° Ci':::i::::A !!!;E'.!i;_1"F-'S'!".:F'R0re:i;Rl:::!l"i ']:'.!';I".i1::1I'1E0F Hi
i _,':1."::'_ ':' _':i':;
....I , !ii!_."':_:;!'_0 !.'.t H !51,_"_,.._:'





SHOW PAGES I[library].[shelf].[book].[chapter].[page]l [:KEEP]
The SHOW PAGES statement is used to display the structure of a complete
library or a portion of a library. To display a complete library the user
• need only type the top level of the library name followed by 4 dots separated
by blanks (SHOW PAGES ALIB .... ). All pages for all levels of the library
will be displayed. If the library name is not included in the statement
(SHOW PAGES .... ), it will use the library name of the ACTIVE frame. Also,
for the users convenience, this command may be shortened by not typing the
last 3 dots (SIIOWPAGES .). This is the only level at which an assumption
is made. If other level names are not included in the statement, then the library
is searched for the specific combination of these levels which are specified
and all combinations are listed. The SHOW PAGES may also be used to search
for certain page names° For example, to find all page names in a specific
chapter, the user would type the following: SHOW PAGES LIB.SHL.BK.CHAPTER. o
To find all pages named SAM on a particular shelf, the user would type:
SIIOWPAGE--S--.SHL..oSA_4. All books and chapters on that shelf would be searched
for pages named SAM. The name specified in SHOW PAGES can thus be used to
define an area of search for all pages or for specifically named pages within
a desired region. The KEEP option will store the command output in the
SHOI_Nfile.
Note that this command (SHOW PAGES) does not in any way affect the name
of any frame. This command only displays the names of pages of a library that
have previously been saved•
EXAMPLE:
,::.,,:,....._, o......._ _::=._.:.i hn._,_e (! ]. i b, li_:.,.:,...,e_",,,:.i::c.,:l:_.e:i.-'..,,i es:.i:., F',i"C,'-._t'_,::._g - Set library page
F:IL.i ,_:............i4EH':_:'E!iR F:L::'F:F:4'.!!!;E'$ r ,-_'.....,::T,.....F:'i"#g !%,':..'::'::"'!,,........I :-, ['HE !.lFi["1E L'JF [,.!F)I:;.'.I::'. name associated
with ACTIVE frame
_.i:..-..:=9_:'::_'._',F'?:_.!.!'"_Ob.:p,:_ ':_.'_e_.° - Display the entire library.
..II,I:, (uses library name of ACTIVE frame.)
.... I ......,, , E',:':',PL ,,i::,',[: ....
:, . F;'.'EF ,,'.ii:H0 H'.!!;
,: o TER["i ,:'.!!!;ET'_1I:::'
_::t. t T!:iF:: T[.",::.l" I:::'I-:0 ..1I':, II1= L. ,L. J I L_ .i I n




i_i',-:.5'['_.52'?:i_i.l"l,'-,l.d.F :,O.':_I_E".:E._.'..Iit.]ib - Display the entire library.
'.ii;UITLIBo'.ii;H[':i._FoE:O01-::: , SI...I]:T ,,l.41::ll"lL.I!!!i;l (specifying the library name.)
...... HFIHElF:I'.-;H
.... OHEPL I H
o . I.]AHEL '3T ,,PR0 GRFI["1
i]::g _ I."!}:i:)OK = i::HFilgGE. HI:IHEL:!!!;T









- - Show where ._heSOURCE pages
ALI B HUST T,- ._• ._ :,IS ,EDITOR ,:-;OURRE are located
•DATBA'.-';E,SOURCE
: F11'.=';L': : NEI,IPOOP.DRTBRSE. SOI.IRCE
• :4 :,HJ_] PAI';ES RLIB.HIJST. I': _14 i'.4,,''-'.'-*" ..,I:,.DATBA_:_E.- Show all pages in _he DATBASE
RLIB ,[,II.iST.ISIS .DRTBRSE. IJSERDOC chapter
i". i i".
.... •:,FEC.:,
: . . ,SOURCE
• , CHDLST
..14.: -'I,_::'," .-qHON_.. PHGE::,. .I¢I.:,.,_,_ .'SPECS - Show all chapters containing
ALI E'. ,MU'.ST ,I'..=;IS ,ED ITOR ,'SPEC'.:; SPECS residing in the ISIS ..





The SHOW OPTIONS statement is used to determine the print options which
are avaiIM)le for some editor commands. These options allow the user to
• modify the printed output resulting from the editor statements. The KEEP
option will store the command output in the SIIOWNfile. Most options are
discussed on page . (CHANGE statement)
EXAMPLE:
i 8 o39 _@9"iSHON OPT.!OHS






The SHOW COLUMNSstatementis used to show positionof code in a line.
A line of 59 charactersis printed. This line is formedby repeatingthe
charactersequence"123456789." The KEEP option will store the command
output in the SHOWN file.
EXAMPLE:
i.O_3!9==:3:i.?Sli i-iJ.i C0 LUi'1i4S
i ;;i;::i:4_!;67 :iii:9 =:J:::?.345_:.ii;7S=i::,, :i.2:345 6789 ,, i 2:34 5678 =ii;_,123 4567 89° i 2:-:4 567'89
ii.Oo42° _2";:L i ST, I :=
i :: ::::][ !i!: ]r ,.:':;(]::, "i" 2 i]) Ei !_i[[:i"! i:_,i_ii]i!ii]]ii]]i ,: F::i"I1 i !50 G.F::f :l!".1TI-.tF:II'1-. ! SI '.!!;
L "his is column40 in





SHOW RUN [: KEEP]
The SHOWRUN statementdeterminesthe numberof linesof code in the
INPUTfile and thenprintsthe number. The KEEPoptionwill s'tor.ethe command
outputon the SHOW file.
EXA!4PLE:
4. =ISISTST:T2_3P_.,Cr'1168_,:_0. "_ RM1158 GRRNTHAM
6. =USER:96138_IN. l8. =CHARGE.,101481_LRC. o
10. -GET,HRLG0. I_RC/Controlcardfilefor
12. =GET,LSTS=RTOHgI2. - c_mpillngand execuUlnga







28, =) - E0R separator
:-:0. : GOPF.'[C'.;PROGRRH;
o._ : DECLARE R RRRRY(IB) I|'ITEGER;,_,&.•
:'--:4. = DECLARE S RRRRY,.'.10)INTEGER;
36. = DECLARE T ARRAY(I@) INTEGER;
40. = DECLARE U ARRAY(5,5) INTEGER;
42. = DECLARE INTEGER.,R,B,C.,D;
44. = R=20; 8=18; C=16; - TypicalHAL/S application
4b. = R$(5)=IEI; programtext I
48. = R$(7)=12;
5[_. = U$(3,4)=15;
52. = D=(A+B)+C; I
54. = D=A+(B+C);
5_.. = A=R$.(5) ;
57. = CLOSE GOPROC; ,J
6_i. :} - E0R separator
62.
13.4Q.139CLEAR RLIfl
RUN CLEARED. - Clear INPUTfile
I,,.''_41.097RUH 4/24
iI ITEI'ISiN L'-;PECIFIEDRAHGE, - _ut lines4 through 24 on. the RUN file.
0% ,-_ &.,.,."Vr.l1:3.41..:.__,:'RUH_o ,.a_.,
16 ITEMS iH SF'ECIFIED RAHGE, -Add lines28 through60 _o RUN file
•, i 3.41. 549SHOWP_IJt..I .-
:7 LINE'::IN F:UH. - _Isplaythe totalnumberof lines






Showing Equivalence Between Statement Verbs
and Interrogation Statement
!'ag Interro_-ation Page
Progra_r,.in?, Statements No -.Star ements No.
Declarative S t_.tements
ABBREV abbreviation{s): statement-verb 18 SIION ABBREVS 96 •
TYPE type-id(s): type specification 19 SIlOW TYPES 97
VAR var-id(s) : type-id 20 SHOh" VARS 98
ERASE {abbrev-id(s)[type-id(s)]var-id(s)} 21 SItOW ID 99
Action Statements
EXITIF condition 23
IF condition °fH!L_ Istatement(s) [ELSE staten'on[if E.XI_ 24
[ [EXITIF condition] ]
FOR var-id = initial value TO DOVNTO final-value
D01statcmentCsI s,io::s \ 92I[EX]TIP condition] _SItOI'i RESERVED _ 3
\sHos_STAT_IEnTS/94
LOOP [statcr.lent(s]] EXITIF condition [statement(s)] 26 \SHO|/ AVAIL l 95END
WHILE condition DO I statemcnt(s) IEND 27
! [[EXIT_F condition]]
REPEAT] statement(s) , |UNTIL condition 28
[[EXITIF condition]]
[frame-id/]FOREACH string-\,ar DO I statement(s) { END 29
...... [[EXITIF condition] I .... _ " " _',_" _-- ,--m7 ......
XEQ string-expressi on 30
SET TAG tag-id 31
CLEAR TAG 31
SET TRACE var-id(s) 33 Sl{Olf SETS [00
CLEAR TRACE var-id(s) 33 SHOW CLEARS 101
ASK response, prompt 34
PRINT, PRINTI2_ exp [ :Formatl [ : Format2] ] 36
CLEAR RUN 38
Library Statements
[frame-id/]SET EArlE [library]. [shelf]. [book]. [chapter]. [page] 42 SHOW N/_tE 102
[frame-id/]OSE [library]. [shelf] .i[book]. [chapter]. [page] 43 _SIlOW PAGES) 103
[frame-id/]SAVE [*] 44
[frame-id/]PURGE [library]. [shelf]. [book]. [chapter]. [page] 45
[frarae-id/]VOID 46
STORE [library]. [shelf]. [book]. [chapter]. [page] 47
RESTORE [library]. [shelf]. [book].[chapter].[page] 48
Text Editing Statements
FRAME frame-id(s) : STRING 56
ACTIVE frame-id 57
ERASE framo-id(s) 58
[frame-id/]L]ST [range] [:[{NIINK}], IV], [T] ] 59
[frame-id/] INSERT ranp, e 61
[frame-id/]READ strin_--var {Al,[.fn 63
[frame-id/]h'R1TE striug-id 1"1,1 £n 6S[frame-id/]DELETEran,o_ [:[{NLI,_I!,_KI]
[frame-id/]REPLACE range [:NL] . , [V] ] 697
[frame-id/]Cll,%NGE string-id TO string-id IN range
o [:[{n'.ll;llm:}].[El, [V], [.] 1 71
[zrame-id/]ADD string-id tAT column] IN range [:[I:'LInII.':K}], /SHOl_O,'TIO_S\ aOS[E], IV] ] 74
[frame-id/]MODIFY range [:S] 76 \sHow COLUrt_S/ 106
[frame-id/]COPY range TO £n[//inc] 78 i
[frame-id/]MOVI" range TO £n[//inc] 80
iframe-id/]REKEY range "FJ fn[//inc] 82
[ frame-id/]COU';T [razy.e] 83
[ frame-id/] EXEC [range] [:El 84
Tool Invocation
[frame-id/]RUN [range] [:[El, [KK] ] SHOW RUN 107
SF_D
STOP: SEND





Alphabetical Listing of Statement Verbs
• ABBREV abbreviation(s) : statement verb ]8
i"
ACTIVE frame-id 57
[frame-id/]ADD string-id [AT column] IN range [:[{NLINI[NK}], [El, [V] ] 74
ASK response, prompt 54
[frame-id/]CIi_NGEstring-id TO string-id IN [:[{NLINIINK}], [E], [V], [H] ] 71
CLEAR RUN 38
CLEAR TAG 51
CLEAR TRACE var-id(s) 35
[frame-id/]COPY range TO £n[//inc] 78
[frame-id/]COUNT [range] 83
[frame-id/]DELETE range [:[{i,ILINIINK}], [V] ] 67
ERASE {abbrev-id(s) Itype-id(s)Ivar-id(s)[frame-id(s)} 21,58
[frame-id/] EXEC [range] [:E] 84
EXITIF condition 23
FOR var-id = initial-value {TOIDOWNTO} final value DO I statement(s) IEND 25([EXITIF condition])
[frame-id/]FOREACll string-var DO I [EXITIFstatement(S)condition]I END 29
FRAME £rame-id(s) STRING 56t
IF condition THEN statement(s) [ELSE statement(s)) I END 24
[frame-id/]INSERT range [EXITIF condition] } 61
[frame-id/]LIST 59
LOOP [statement(s)] EXITIF condition [statement(s)] END 26
[frame-id/)MODIFY range [:S] 76
[frame-id/]HOVE range TO ,%n[//inc] 80
PRINT,PRINTLN exp [:formatl [:format2)) 36
[frame-id/]PURGE [library].[shelf].[book].[chapter].[page] 45
[frame-id/]READ string-var {A],} _n 63
[frame-id/]REKEY ,range TO tn[//inc] 82
REPEAT I statement(s) IUNTIL condition 28
([EXITIF condition] I
[ frame-Jd/] REPLACE range [:NL] 69
RESTORE [library].[shelf].[book].[chapter].[page] 48





[frame-id/] SET NAME [library].[shelf].[book].[chapter].[page] 42
SET TAG tag-id 31
SET TRACE var-id(s) 33 °
SHOW ABBREVS [:KEEP] 96
SHOW AVAIL [:KEEP] 95 "
SHOW CLEARS [:KEEP] i01
SHOWCOLUmnS [:KEEP] 106
SttOW ID {abbrev-idlvar-idlsystem-idlframe-id} [:KEEP] 99
SHOW N/_IE 102
SHOW OPTIONS [:KEEP] I05
SHOW PAGES I[library]'[shelf]-[b°°k]'[chapter]'[page]l [:KEEP] 103
SHOW RESERVED 93
SHOW RUN [:KEEP] i07
SIIOWSETS [:KEEP] i00
SHOW SHOWS [:KEEP] 92
SHOW STATEHENTS [:KEEP] 94
SHOWTYPES [:KEEP] 97




TYPE type-id(s) : type specification 19
USE [library]o[shelf].[book].[chapter]o[page] 43
VAR var-id(s) : type-id 20
[frame-id/] VOID 46
WHILE condition DO "I statement(s) I END 27
[EXITIF condition]
[frame-id/] mITEstrin -idIAl,l 6s




Local Files Used by ISIS
INPUT* - A system file
i
ISIS - Binary of ISIS
RFILE - RUN file created by the ISIS RUN command
SFILE - Used internally by SI_W and EXEC commands
INPUT - Terminal input file
OUTPUT - Terminal output file
WORK - ISIS WORK frame
SHOWN - ISIS SIIO_TNframe
WORKI-WORKI0 - ISIS user defined frames











































iDEHTiFIER RLRERDY IH USE
PRRSE STRCK OVERFLOW












TEMPORSRY STRING BUFFER OVERFLOW
MRY NOT BE ERRSED
• NOT ENOUGH ROOM FOR TYPE
PRGE DOES NOT CONTRIN CODE
UNDECLRRED RECORD FIELD




LOW BOUND EXCEEDS HIGH BOUND
KEYS IN BRD ORDER
BRD KEY
LIMIT COUNT REQUIRED




NOT 8 SYSTEM VRRiRBLE
VERSION NUMBER MUST BE INTEGEF.'.
RERD-ONLY VRRIRBLE
XEr..,STRING NOT COMPLETE COMMRND
BRD iNCREMENT VRLUE
MISSING OR BRD NRME
MISSING STRTEMENT VERB
UNIMPLMENTED STRTEMENT
MISSING CLOSING QUOTE FOR STF.'.!NG







ONLY ONE KEY RRNGE RLLOWED HERE
IMPROPER USE OF RESER',,,'EDWORTI
MUST PRINT RT LERST OHE E',=.=IF'RESSION
TOO MRNY I]OTS IN NRME
TOO MRNY CHRRRCTERR IN NRME
UxE 'SHOW OF'TIONS'
OPTION MUf;T FOLLOW ':'
'LIST:NL' IS NONSENSICBL
• 'NL' IMPROPER WITH VETO.
INRPPROPRIRTE USE OF USING
INRF'F'ROPRIFIT'EDRTRSET
• "ON' FIND 'OVER' NOT FILLOWED FIS INDE',:"E'S
STRTEMENT CFINNOT BEGIN WITH OF'ER.RTOF,',
UNRECOGNIZED RSK EXPRESSION





i. Jensen,Kathleen;and Wirth,Kiklaus: PASCALUser Manualand Report.






ABBREV command, 18 oF, 14
abbreviations, IPL, 7 functions, IPL, 39
ABBREVS, SHOW, 96 FOR, 25
• ABS function, 39 FOREACH, 29
ACTIVE frame, 57 FOR_TI, FORMAT2, 36
ADD, 74 FRAME CONCEPT, 49
.ALARM, 14 FR_4E STATEMENT, 56
ALL, 55
ALTERS prompt, 76
AND, 39 id, IPL abbreviation, 3
ARCTAN function, 39 ID, SHOW, 99
ARRAY type, 19 IF, 24
AVAIL, SHOW, 95 _ IMPLICIT RANGE, 55
ASK, 34 inc, IPL abbreviation, 8
ASSIGNMENT, 22 INSERT, 61
INTEGER (INT) type, 12
Interrogation Statements, 91
BOOLEAN(BOOL) type, 12 IPL, 17
BREAK key, I0 IPL/PASCAL Differences, 12
IPL Statement Summary, 108
ISIS Access Control Cards, 6
CAT function, 39 ISISGEN, 41
CHANGE, 71 ISISGET, 41
CLEAR RUN, 38 ISISPUT, 41
CLEAR TAG, 31
CLEAR TRACE, 33
.CLOCK, 14 °K, 14
col, IPL abbreviation, 8 KEEP option, 91
COLUMNS, SHOW, 106 KEY type, 12
COMMENTS, 16
Continuation charaeter,($),12
CONTROL CARDS, IS!S ACCESS, 7 .L, 14
CONVENTIONS, I_RITEUP,8 LEN function, 39
COPY, 78 library, 40
COS function, 39 Library creation, 41
COUNT, 83 Library name, defaults, 40
Library Statements, 40
£im, IPL abbreviation, 8
.DATE, 14 LIST, 59
DECLARATIVE STATEHENTS, 17 LN function, 39
Default library,name, 40 £n, IPL abbreviation, 8
DELETE, 67 LOC function, 39
' °DELTA, 14 LOOP, 26
DIV operator, 39 loop statements, 25-28
, DOWNTO,25
M option, 71
ECHO, 71 MOD operator, 39
ELSE,24 MODIFY,.76
EOR, end of record, 86, 88 MOVE, 80





EXP function, 39 115
EXPLICIT range, 55
INDEX INDEX (cont'd)
NAME, SHOW, 102 SHOW NAME, 102 V option, 59
n£, IPL abbreviation, 8 SHOW OPTIONS, 105 VAR, 20
NL,NK,NI options, 59 SHOW PAGES, 103 Variable-id, 20,21,25,33
NOT, 39 SHOW RESERVED, 93 VARS, SHOW, 98
SIIOWRUN, 107 .VERBOSE, 14
SHOW SETS , I00 VOID, 46
ODD function, 39 SHOW SHOWS, 92
Operators, 39 SHOW STATEMENTS, 94
Options, list, 59 SHOW TYPES, 97 WHILE, 27
OPTIONS, SHOW, 105 SHOW VARS, 98 Working frames, 49
OR, 39 SHO_ FILE, 91 WRITE, 65
ORD function, 39 SHOWS, SHOW , 92
SIN function, 39
SQRT function, 39 XEQ, 30
PAGES, SHOW, 103 SQR function, 39
PASCAL differences, 12 Statement Summary, 108
PRINT, 36 STATEMENTS, SHOW,
PRINT SYSTEM , 14 STOP:SEND, 90
PRINTLN , 36 STOP, 7
PROGRAMMING STATEMENTS, 12 STORE, 47
prompt, 8 STRING type, 12
PURGE, 45 SUB function, 39
SUS_RY, STATEMENTS, 9
Syntax, IPL, 9
range, 51 System-id, 14
READ , 63 SYSTEM.
REAL type, 12 SYSTEM.ALARM, 14
record, IPL, 19 SYSTEM.CLOCK, 14
record, SYSTEM, 14 SYSTEM.DATE, 14
RECORD type, 19 SYSTEM.DELTA, 14
REKEY, 82 SYSTEM.F, 14
REPEAT, 28 SYSTEM.K, 14
REPLACE , 69 SYSTEM.L, 14
RESERVED, SHOW, 93 SYSTEM.TIME, 14
Reserved words, 93 SYSTEM.VERBOSE, 14
RESTORE , 48 System variables, 14,15
RFILE , 86
ROUND function, 39
RUN command, 87 T option, 59
RUN, SHOW , 107 Tags, 31
Text Editing Statements, 49
Text Editor, 6
SAVE , 44 .TIME, 14
SEND , 89 Tool Invocation Statements, 86
SET NAME, 42 TRUNC function, 39 •
SET TAG ,31 TYPE, 19
SET TRACE, 33 TYPES, SHOW, 97
SETS, SHOW, i00 type-id, 19, 21
SHOW ABBREVS, 96
SHOW AVAIL, 95
SHOW CLEARS, I01 USE, 43
SHOW COLUmnS, 106 Utilities, ISIS, 41
SHOW ID, 99
116
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The Interactive Software Invocation System (ISLS) is an interactive data
managementsystem. ISlS is being developed to provide the user with a powerful
system for developing software in an interactive environment. ISlS will protect
the user from the idiosyncracies of the host computer system by providing a
completerange of capabilitiesincludingdesk top calculator,data and text
editor,filemanager,and tool invoker. The user shouldhave no need for direct
access to the host computing system. This documentation covers the operational
concepts and syntax of the Interactive Programming Language, IPL, for ISIS.
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